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CHAPTER

1

P REFACE

A

s with other observational science, economic research depends on data
to test theories and the underlying (behavioral) assumptions associated
with them. Conventionally, economists depend solely on empirical data,

collected from naturally occurring settings. These data are often problematic when
testing predictions of a model or its assumptions because variables of interests are
typically interrelated and the key causal variable is usually intertwined with a host
of confounding extraneous factors that researchers have no control of. Consequently,
economists have sometimes no choice but to rely on intuitions and plausibility of
the econometric techniques to draw (causal) conclusion from the data.
Looking back to the history of economics, the adoption of experimental method
is fairly recent. Pioneered by Edward Chamberlin (1948) and Vernon Smith (1962,

1964), economists have only then begun to systematically evaluate economic theories and propositions under controlled lab settings. In the past decades, this method
has been developed rapidly and nowadays is considered as one of the standard
tools in economics that can be applied in a variety of fields, including market, game
theory, individual/group decision-making, auction, bargaining, other regarding
preferences, etc. These strands of research in the past five decades have advanced
economics in many important ways.
One of the greatest advantages of applying experimental method to economics
1

CHAPTER 1. PREFACE

is that it enables economists to have control over parameters that define the
environment in which economic agents interact. Take asset bubbles as an example,
there has been a long-standing literature on bubbles and crashes (e.g., Galbraith,
1954; Kindelberger and Aliber, 1978; Shiller, 2015), yet how to unambiguously
identify bubbles in the field is still unclear, simply because the fundamental value
of assets cannot be perfectly estimated. The Nobel Prize laureate Eugene F. Fama
(2014) even calls the term bubble “treacherous”. In experimental asset markets, on
the other hand, fundamental values of assets can be unambiguously defined and
bubbles can be clearly observed and discussed. This provides economists with a
valuable tool to study financial market in a controlled environment.
Another advantage of experimental method that warrants mention is that it
allows economists to create counterfactuals that would not have been possible in
naturally occurring settings. For instance, economists often study the change in
outcome of interest if one particular parameter changes, while other things being
held unchanged (ceteris paribus). By creating proper counterfactuals, economists
can identify treatment effects and thereby draw causal conclusions from welldesigned experiments.
This dissertation makes use of experimental methods to answer questions in
economics that are not only of academic interests, but may also shed some lights on
practical matters. In chapter 2 and 3, inspired by the 2017 global financial turmoil,
we set up experimental asset markets to understand how market institutions
affect bubbles and crashes and why financial contagions are widely observed even
among markets with little fundamental correlations. We focus not only on the
market outcomes, but also on individual heterogeneity in terms of cognitive ability
and to find out how it affects subjects’ trading strategies and earnings in the
markets. Observing that some individuals perform very well and others do not in
stressful environments such as in an asset market, we attempt to use measurable
traits to predict who perform better in making risky financial decisions under
time pressure in chapter 4. Chapter 5 concerns whether and how individuals’
other-regarding preferences are affected by the provision of social information
regarding the decisions of other participants. This study is inspired by the DoddFrank Wall Street Reform Act in the U.S. that requires the publicly traded firms
to reveal their CEO compensations relative to that of the median worker in the
2

sector. The idea behind it is that by publicly revealing the pay ratio, executives
in publicly traded firms would be embarrassed by their earnings and thereby, the
long lasting excessive compensations issue could be addressed. Though not a direct
test of this policy, we use experiment to examine whether participants behave
less selfishly because of such information. We compare the counterfactuals where
subjects earned their dominating position versus the situation where such position
is randomly assigned. In what follows, I briefly introduce the experimental design
and the main findings in each chapter.
Chapter 2 studies whether mispricing in an asset market can be mitigated by
introducing a futures market, trading contracts maturing in the last period of the
life of the asset. Futures markets are thought to aid in the effective functioning of
spot market because they help harmonize beliefs about price in the future, which
in turn helps pricing discovery in the spot markets. To study the effect of a futures
market, we employ the asset market paradigm introduced by Smith et al. (1988) in
which an asset with a life of 15 periods is traded. Prices in this market typically
exhibit a clear pattern of bubbles of crashes. One of the reasons for such over
pricing is that market participants fail to backward induct the value of the asset,
therefore post prices that are decoupled from the asset’s fundament value. By
explicitly trading futures contracts that mature in the last period of the asset’s life,
we hypothesize that it might facilitate backward induction and therefore aid price
discovery. In addition, we also explore how individual’s cognitive ability affects
trading behavior at individual level and mis-pricing at market level.
The experiment has two treatments, one in which a spot market operates
on its own, and a second treatment where a spot and a futures market operate
concurrently. We find that futures markets lower spot prices, but increase price
volatility. The futures markets themselves exhibit considerable bubbles. We also
find that more sophisticated individuals, measured by a cognitive reflection test,
achieve greater overall earnings. In the futures market (typically overpriced),
sophisticated individuals tend to be net sellers while less sophisticated ones tend
to be net buyers.
Chapter 3 concerns the topic of contagion in the pricing of assets. In the experiment, there are two assets, whose fundamental values may be positively or
negatively correlated, as well as uncorrelated, each with an equal chance. The
3
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correlation information is not publicly known, but in some trials, there exist insiders who have private information about the direction of the correlation. The
experiment measures the extent to which private information about the correlation
is revealed in market prices, as well as the pervasiveness of information mirages.
These are market patterns consistent with the revelation of private information,
in this case about correlations, when no actual private information exists. The
results show that private information tends to be revealed in observed market price
correlations, but mirages are also commonly observed. These mirages constitute
an example of irrational asset price contagion, suggesting that financial contagion
can arise in the absence of any fundamental relationship between assets.
Chapter 4 concerns risky financial decision-making under time pressure. While
majority of the studies in the literature concerning risk typically provide decision maker a perfect decision environments with unlimited time, many real-life
decisions involving risks are made under stress. An obvious example would be
traders in financial markets who need to adjust their portfolio in a split of a second in response to incoming news. Therefore, observing decisions in adverse, but
controlled, environment is important because it provides insights into decision
making processes that may help to develop externally valid, descriptive models of
decision-making.
To this end, we collect data on risky decisions under time pressure, based on a
design used in Kocher et al. (2013) to allow for both between and within-subject
analyses of behavior between time-constrained and unconstrained conditions. Thus,
we observe each decision maker’s risky choice both in the presence and absence
of time pressure for a similar set of risky alternatives. In addition, we assess
participants’ cognitive ability (IQ), intellectual efficiency, Big Five personality,
along with a number of other measurable traits that are thought to be correlated
with decision making under stress. These traits are then tested to check if they
can predict performance under time pressure. Thanks to the within-subject design,
this experiment allows us to address an important selection issue, i.e., people who
violate time constraint might be fundamentally different from those who do not in
terms of decision style and traits.
The main findings are summarized as follows. First, we find that the ability
to cope with time pressure varies significantly across decision makers, leading
4

to selected subgroups that strongly differ in terms of their observed behaviors
and personal traits. Second, individuals’ decision quality under time pressure is
associated with their cognitive ability, gender and time-use style in the absence of
time pressure, while their ability to keep a preferred strategy under time pressure
depends on their intellectual efficiency.
Chapter 5 examines whether the provision of social information affects the
trade-off between selfishness and generosity. This study is partially inspired by the
Dutch major newspaper (De Volkskrant) and the Dodd-Frank Act mentioned above.
In 1997, De Volkskrant started to collect and publish the compensation of the
CEOs of the 100 biggest companies, ranking from high to low. Most commentators
expected the availability of this information to dampen CEO salaries. Similarly,
congressmen who supported the Dodd-Frank Act reckon that CEOs would feel
ashamed to be the one with the highest pay ratio. These ideas seem appealing at
first sight, yet, revealing such information to the public can backfire because it is
possible that these CEOs compare more with other CEOs, not to other employees
in their company. As it is hard to settle this discussion with field data due to lack of
counterfactual environment in which transparency about salaries can be compared,
we use an experiment to contribute to this debate.
Subjects in our experiment play a twice repeated dictator game. We vary
whether social information is available or not and whether the dictator position
is earned or randomly assigned. Most CEOs earned their position and therefore
might react differently to social information because of the entitlement feeling.
Comparing with the baseline where dictator position is randomly assigned and
without social information, we find that anticipating social information makes
dictators more generous in round 1, while learning the first round allocations of
other makes dictators become more self-regarding in the second round. The positive
anticipation effect on generosity is completely nullified when dictator positions are
earned. The most self-regarding allocations are found in the second round after
reviewing other dictators’ allocations in case property right is earned.
All chapters of this dissertation are self-contained. They have their own introductions and can be read separately. Each chapter has its own appendix, containing
instructions of the experiments and other supplementary materials. These appendices can be found after the last chapter. The bibliography containing all references
5
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is placed at the end of this document.
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CHAPTER

2

F UTURES M ARKETS , C OGNITIVE A BILITY, AND
M ISPRICING IN E XPERIMENTAL A SSET M ARKETS

1

2.1

Introduction

F

utures markets are thought to aid in the effective functioning of spot asset
markets. For instance, Cox (1976) argues that the existence of futures
markets may attract additional traders to participate in spot markets.

Futures prices provide an aggregated measure of traders’ expectations about
prospective spot prices. This can harmonize beliefs about future prices, which
may in turn help price discovery in the spot market. Indeed, as Grossman (1977)
points out, it is impossible for a spot market on its own to incorporate all relevant
information about the future.
Empirically, how well futures markets aid price discovery may be measured by
the lead-lag relationship between futures and spot markets. Garbade and Silber
1

This chapter is based on a joint work with Charles N. Noussair and Steve Tucker, published in
Journal of Economic Behavior and Organization, Vol. 130, October 2016, pp.166-179. The authors
are grateful to Vernon Smith, Peter Bossaerts, Bruno Biais, Charles Plott, Brice Corgnet, and other
participants at the Conference on the Experimental and Behavioral Aspects of Financial Markets,
held at Chapman University in January 2016, for their comments. We also thank participants at
the Experimental Finance Conference 2014, the ESA European meeting 2014, and the Research in
Behavioral Finance Conference 2014, for helpful comments and suggestions.
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(1983) estimate that about 75 percent of new information is incorporated in futures
prices first. Chan (1992), among others, reports that futures market price indices
tend to lead their counterpart spot indices.2 Moreover, Antoniou and Holmes (1995)
suggest that the introduction of futures for the FTSE-100 index has improved the
functioning of the spot market.
The effects of futures markets on spot market price discovery have also been
studied in controlled laboratory environments (see Noussair and Tucker (2013), for
a survey). In markets for short-lived (2- or 3-period) assets, it has been shown that
the existence of a futures market fosters information transmission among traders
and thereby accelerates the convergence of prices to the rational expectations
equilibrium level (Forsythe et al., 1982; Friedman et al., 1984). This suggests that
a futures market creates common rational expectations about future prices for
traders. This in turn leads spot markets to converge to rational expectations prices.
The most commonly studied asset market paradigm in experimental economics
is that introduced by Smith et al. (1988). Under this setup, asset prices tend to
exhibit a pattern of bubbles and crashes (see Palan (2013) for a recent overview)
in the absence of futures markets. In this setting, the asset has a relatively long
life, typically 15 periods. Each unit of the asset pays a per-unit dividend at the
end of each period. The dividend distribution and process are common knowledge.
Since the only source of intrinsic value for the asset is the dividend, and the time
horizon is finite, the fundamental value at any point in time can be calculated. The
fundamental value declines each period by the amount of the expected per-period
dividend, as the remaining number of future dividend payments declines. However,
instead of tracking fundamental values, market prices typically greatly exceed
fundamental values for a prolonged time interval, and then often rapidly drop to
fundamental value as the end of the life of the asset approaches.
Would the presence of a futures market aid price discovery in the spot market?
Porter and Smith (1995) consider the effects of the inclusion of a market for futures
contracts maturing half-way through the life of the asset, namely in period eight
of a 15-period horizon. They find that the futures market exerts at best a very
modest dampening effect on price bubbles. Noussair and Tucker (2006) find that the
2

The intraday lead-lag relationship between index futures and spot prices has also been studied
with econometric techniques that allow for high frequency data, see e.g., de Jong and Nijman (1997).
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addition of a complete set of futures markets, one maturing in every period, serves
to eliminate spot market price bubbles. However, they also observe widespread
mispricing in the futures markets themselves. The research question we ask in this
paper is how effective one futures market, for contracts maturing in the final period
of the asset’s life, is in reducing price bubbles. Our view before undertaking this
study was that the futures market maturing in the last period might be especially
important in improving price discovery, because it provides an aggregate measure
of price expectations for the final period, and thus the appropriate starting point
for a process of backward reasoning from the end of the life of the asset to the
present about the appropriate price trajectory.
Our experiment has two treatments, one in which a spot market operates on
its own, and a second treatment in which a spot and futures market are active
simultaneously. The experiment is conducted in two different locations: at Tilburg
University in the Netherlands, and at the University of Waikato in New Zealand.
We conducted 25 sessions, of which 13 took place at Waikato.
The main conclusions of our study are that one futures market, for contracts
maturing in the last period of the life of the asset, reduces price level, but increases
price volatility. The two subject pools display some differences. In the Waikato
sample, futures markets reduce prices. In the Tilburg sample, characterized by
considerably smaller bubbles when no futures market is present, the futures
market increases price volatility.
The fact that the two subject pools behave differently, suggests that they may
differ in one or more key characteristics that affect market outcomes. Other authors
(Corgnet et al., 2014; Charness and Neugebauer, 2014; Breaban and Noussair,
2015; Bosch-Rosa et al., 2017) have noted that average score of a trader cohort on
the Cognitive Reflection Test (CRT), developed by Frederick (2005), is correlated
with mispricing. Higher average scores among traders are associated with closer
adherence to fundamentals. The CRT, which measures ability/willingness to reflect
on a logical problem, and is therefore interpretable as a measure of sophistication,
is administered to all traders before the market is introduced to them. We explore
the relationship between CRT scores at the individual and cohort level and the
market data.
CRT measures were originally intended to distinguish system 1 from system 2
9
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thinking (Stanovich and West, 2000; Kahneman and Frederick, 2002; Frederick,
2005). Many other authors in the experimental economic community have used
them as an index of cognitive ability, with the number of correct responses as a
measure. This ignores what we believe is useful information contained in incorrect
responses. We develop two extended CRT measures, called ECRT1 and ECRT2,
which take into account the type of mistake that is made. ECRT 1 penalizes
the system 1, the intuitive but incorrect answer, but does not penalize other
incorrect answers. Low scores on ECRT1 result from quick decisions that reflect
the engagement of system 1. ECRT2 does not penalize the intuitive incorrect
answer, but does penalize all other incorrect answers. Low scores on ECRT2 reflect
a tendency to make errors for reasons other than the engagement of system 1.
Barberis et al. (2014) identify three behaviors as consistent with system 1 thinking in financial markets: (1) a focus on the past, (2) basing decisions on the prospect
theory value of the past return distribution, and (3) narrow framing of risks. While
these specific behaviors are difficult to isolate in our data, all of them typically lead
to poor decisions and thus lower earnings. If system 1 thinking is the principal
driver of poor decisions, then ECRT1 would presumably correlate negatively with
earnings, while ECRT2 would correlate less strongly. If low cognitive ability, and
not system 1 reasoning, is the main factor behind poor decisions in our markets,
ECRT2 would exhibit a negative correlation with earnings, while ECRT1 may
not. If system 1 decisions distort market behavior, then the average ECRT1 score
of a trader cohort would correlate negatively with deviations from fundamental
values. If other errors affect the market, the cohort’s average ECRT2 score would
be negatively correlated with our measures of mispricing.
Our analysis reveals that the average score of a trader cohort on each measure
is significantly negatively correlated with the magnitude of mispricing when no
futures market is present. Individually, higher sophistication scores are associated
with greater earnings, a result consistent with Corgnet et al. (2014), Breaban and
Noussair (2015), and Charness and Neugebauer (2014). However, the presence of
a futures market generates a different pattern. In the futures markets, traders
with relatively low sophistication scores tend to make purchases at prices greater
than the rational expectations equilibrium level. Traders with relatively high
sophistication scores tend to make sales, which are generally highly profitable, in
10
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these overpriced futures markets. The result is that traders with higher CRT scores
have higher earnings, as in the Baseline treatments. However, in the Futures
treatment, unlike in the Baseline, the average CRT score among the group of
traders does not correlate with adherence of prices to fundamentals.
We believe that two of our design choices merit some comment. The first is that
the assets we study are finitely lived. In the field, many futures markets typically
trade contracts derived from indefinitely lived assets. That said, futures contracts
on finitely-lived government bonds are also common. Conceptually, there are some
differences as well as commonalities in the role that a futures market can play
in affecting the pricing of finitely- vs. indefinitely-lived assets. In our study, we
implement futures markets maturing in the last period of the life of the asset. This
can serve to both anchor future expectations and facilitate the backward induction
that can serve as a basis for calculating the intrinsic value of the asset, regardless
of whether the asset’s life is finite or indefinite in length.
The second is that we have chosen the paradigm originally studied by Smith
et al. (1988), the most widely used in experimental finance. This choice facilitates
the comparison of our results with many studies in a large literature, and accepted
normalized measures of bubble magnitude exist for experiments with this structure
(Stöckl et al., 2010). However, this is a consequential choice because it has been
asserted that the Smith et al. (1988) paradigm is conducive to subject confusion.
The work of Kirchler et al. (2012) reveals two ways that subject misunderstanding
might be reduced. The first is that a change in framing, with price bubbles eliminated when the asset is relabeled as a natural resource, can reduce mispricing
and generate higher measures of subject comprehension. Such framing effects are
common in the experimental paradigms used in the social sciences, and because
our interest is in mispricing in financial markets, we adhere to a financial asset
framing. The second is that if the asset follows a constant fundamental value
trajectory, measures of subject comprehension are typically higher than under
the declining trajectory of the Smith et al. (1988) paradigm. We agree that it is
possible to increase subjects’ understanding by changing the structure of the asset
in this manner. However, studying a futures market for an asset with a constant
fundamental value would be of limited interest, because it would presumably
trivially result in the futures price equalling the spot price. Equality of spot and
11
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futures prices could arise from a number of different causes, such as the myopic
behavior as described in section four, or the anchoring of current spot price on the
current futures market price (or vice-versa). Indeed, the fact that mispricing is
relatively rare in such an environment means that there is little potential scope
for the futures market to have any positive impact on pricing accuracy; it could
only make things worse or have no effect. In our view, any confusion that exists
under the paradigm we have used could well be equally or more severe under any
alternative, non-trivial, financial asset market paradigm we could have chosen.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2.2 outlines the experimental design and procedures. Section 2.3 presents the results from the experiment,
and Section 2.4 concludes.

2.2

Experimental Design and Procedures

A total of 25 sessions were conducted between June 2013 and February 2014. Of
these, 13 sessions were run at the WEEL at University of Waikato in New Zealand
(7 Baseline treatment and 6 Futures treatment sessions) and 12 sessions were
conducted at the CentERlab at Tilburg University in the Netherlands (6 Baseline
and 6 Futures sessions). There were 9 traders participating in most sessions, and
at least 7 in all sessions.3 A total of 218 subjects participated in the study, and
were recruited from a wide range of majors. Each subject participated in a single
session of the study, and none of the subjects had previous experience with an
asset market (this was ensured by the recruitment programs). None of the Waikato
subjects had previously done a CRT. A small portion of the Tilburg subjects may
have had prior experience with a CRT from other studies.4 In both locations, the
3

We recruited a surplus of subjects for each session to try to ensure a minimum of 9 traders in
each market. Unfortunately, no-shows resulted in two markets with only 8 traders and one market
with 7 traders in the Baseline treatment at Waikato. At Tilburg, one market had 8 traders and
another had 7 traders in the Futures treatment, and one market of the Baseline treatment had 7
traders. All other markets had 9 traders.
4
Even though a few subjects may have been exposed to the CRT at Tilburg, we are able to
establish that none could have taken a CRT test within one year of the session that they participated
in and in no instance were subjects provided with the answers to the CRT questions. The impact
of prior exposure to the CRT is studied in Brañas-Garza et al. (2015), who report that if online
studies are excluded, there is no relationship between prior exposure to the CRT questions and
performance on the CRT in laboratory studies.
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experimenters strictly followed the same procedures in all sessions.
The experiment was computerized using the z-Tree platform (Fischbacher,
2007). The experimental currency used to conclude trades in the markets was
called francs. At the end of the experiment, francs were converted to Euros and NZ
dollars at the publicly known exchange rate of 460 francs = 1 Euro or 275 francs =
1 NZ dollar. Each session lasted approximately 100 minutes and subjects earned
on average 20 Euro or 32 NZ dollars for the experiment, including earnings from
their CRT responses.5
The open book continuous double auction was the trading institution used in all
markets (for a description, see Smith (1962); or Plott and Gray (1990)). Short selling
and borrowing cash for purchases was not allowed. There were no transaction costs
for trades nor interest payments for cash holdings. Each trading period was three
minutes long. Inventories of cash and assets carried over from one period to the
next.

2.2.1

The Baseline Treatment

The Baseline treatment consisted of a single spot market in which traders had the
opportunity to trade an asset with a life of 15 periods. At the end of each period,
the asset paid a dividend that was independently drawn in each period from a
four-point distribution, in which each unit of asset paid a dividend of 0, 8, 28, or 60
francs with equal probability. Therefore, the average dividend per asset equalled
24 francs in each period. To rule out any effect of the sequence of dividends on asset
prices, we generated a random sequence of dividend payments and used the same
sequence for all sessions. Dividends were the only source of value for the asset.
Therefore, the fundamental value of the asset during period t equalled the expected
future dividend stream, i.e. 24 ∗ (16 − t) francs. This information was illustrated
in the Average Holding Value Table within the instructions6 as well as provided
to the traders at the top of their bidding screen along with the maximum and
minimum dividend value of a unit of the asset held for the remaining periods of the
experiment. Even though the dividend process was described in detail within the
5
6

Subjects received 1 Euro or 2 NZ dollars for each correct answer.
The instructions can be found in Appendix A.
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instructions, there was no suggestion of any relationship between the fundamental
value and transaction prices. Traders were initially endowed with 3,600 francs and
10 units of asset. Therefore, the cash-to-asset ratio (see Caginalp et al. (2001)) at
the opening of the market was equal to one (= 24∗3600
15∗10 ).

2.2.2

The Futures Market Treatment

In the Futures treatment, a futures market operated in addition to the spot market.
Futures contracts were realized at the beginning of period 15. The difference
between the two markets was that the actual trade did not take place immediately
in the futures market, whereas it did in the spot market. A trader who made a
contract in the futures market to buy (sell) a unit of the asset was committed to
buy (sell) the unit at the beginning of the fifteenth period. If a trader sold a unit of
the asset in the futures market, she continued to receive the dividends on the unit
until the trade took effect. A buyer who committed to buy this unit only received a
one-time dividend payment at the end of the fifteenth period, provided that she did
not sell the unit in the last period. Because there was only one dividend payment
remaining after the transactions on the futures market were realized, the rational
expectations equilibrium price in the futures market equalled 24 francs.
Given the timing of the realization of trades in the Futures treatment, the constraints of no short selling and no borrowing of cash were slightly more complicated
than in the Baseline treatment. More specifically, the number of units an trader
had available for sale equalled the current quantity of units in her possession,
minus the amount she had committed for sale in the futures market, plus the
quantity she had committed to buy in the futures market. The amount of cash a
trader had available for purchases was equal to her current cash balance, minus
the cash committed to purchases in the futures market, plus the cash inflow from
sales contracted in the futures market, plus the dividends received until that point.
These constraints were calculated for the trader and presented to them on their
bidding screen.
14
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2.2.3

Timing of events

A session proceeded as follows. (1) Subjects entered the lab and chose a computer
desk to use for the session. (2) After welcoming the subjects and thanking them
for their participation, we handed out the sheet containing the CRT questions.
Subjects were allowed three minutes to complete their responses. (3) Instructions
for the asset market were distributed and subjects were allowed 15 minutes to read
the instructions on their own. They were strongly encouraged to raise any questions
they had when reading the instructions. Individuals’ questions were asked and
answered privately. (4) The experimenter summarized the main features of the
market experiment on an overhead projector. (5) Subjects were asked to complete a
short quiz on the dividend process. Upon completion, the experimenter checked
their answers. If a subject made any incorrect responses, the correct answers were
given and explained privately to the individual. (6) The z-Tree program for the
asset market was started. Subjects were initially provided a three minute practice
period to allow them to become comfortable with the market interface. In the
Futures treatment, a futures market operated concurrently with the spot market
during the practice period. Earnings in the practice period did not count toward
final earnings. (7) Asset and cash endowments were re-initialized and the markets
were started. (8) Subjects were paid privately their earnings for the session.

In the Futures treatment, the futures market opened three minutes prior
to the opening of the spot market. The futures market remained open and ran
concurrently with the spot market until the end of spot market period 14. The
motivation for opening the futures market prior to the spot market was to facilitate
backward reasoning. More specifically, engaging in the futures market prior to the
opening of the spot market may induce traders to think about the fundamental
value of the asset in the final period of the spot market, and thereby realize the
relationship between the expected future dividend stream and the appropriate
limit price for an asset in any given period.
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2.3

Results

2.3.1

Overall Results
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Figure 2.1: Time Series of Average Transaction Price, Pooled Data (25 sessions).
The time series of average transaction prices (in francs) for both the spot and
the futures market are plotted in Figure 2.1. The horizontal axis indicates the
period and the vertical axis shows the average transaction price. In the Baseline
treatment, where no futures market is available, the average transaction prices
are above the fundamental value from period 6 onward. In comparison, the average
transaction prices in the spot market of the Futures treatment (denoted as Pooled
Avg. Spot since they consist of the pooled data from both locations) track the
fundamental value more closely. Moreover, the average transaction prices in the
spot market of the Futures treatment are lower than the Baseline treatment in
every period. In the futures market, the average transaction prices are initially
greater than the rational expectations equilibrium price and gradually converge
toward that price in later periods.
To measure and compare bubble magnitudes more precisely, we employ three
commonly used measures in the literature, Relative Absolute Deviation (RAD), Relative Deviation (RD), and Turnover. We also introduce one new measure, Volatility.
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RAD (Stöckl et al., 2010) is defined as

1
T

PT

PT

t=1 |P t − FVt |/(

t=1 FVt /T ),

where p de-

notes period and T stands for the total number of periods. FVt is the fundamental
value in period t and the term P t denotes the (volume-weighted) average price.
Since our trading rules did not allow batch orders, P t , for the purpose of this paper,
boils down to the average price in period t. The measure RD is the same as RAD,
except that the numerator does not include the absolute value operator. SpecifiP
P
cally, RD is expressed as T1 Tt=1 (P t − FVt )/( Tt=1 FVt /T ). Turnover is a normalized
measure of the amount of trading activity over the course of the asset life, which is
defined as T urnover = (Σ t q t )/TSU , where q t is the quantity of units of the asset
exchanged in period t and TSU is equal to the total stock of units (in our case, it
is 10 units times the number of traders in the market). Volatility, which equals
P15
t=2 |( p t − f t ) − ( p t−1 − f t−1 )|/T , is a measure of period to period price movements
relative to the fundamental value.
RAD measures how closely prices track fundamental value, while RD indicates
whether prices are on average above (RD>0) or below (RD<0) fundamental value.
Turnover (Van Boening et al., 1993) is the total number of transactions over the
life of the asset, divided by the total stock of units in the market. A high Turnover
indicates a high volume of trade, which is typically associated with mispricing in
experimental markets of the type studied here. Volatility is a measure of market
instability as well as mispricing, in that if prices track fundamentals perfectly,
volatility would be zero.
Table 2.1 summarizes the session averages of the four bubble measures. For
the pooled data from both locations (25 sessions), a Mann-Whitney-test, reported
in the bottom panel of Table 2.1, indicates that the futures market has a borderline
significant attenuating effect on price level, with RD significantly lower in the
Futures treatment. In addition, Turnover is also significantly lower in Futures
than that in the Baseline. This effect is consistent with the Active Participation
Hypothesis advanced by Lei et al. (2001), which argues that some of the trading
activity in experimental asset markets is due to the absence of an alternative
activity. The futures market, by providing such an alternative, may reduce trading
volume and thus Turnover in the spot market.
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Table 2.1: Session Average Bubble Measures and Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon test
Waikato (N=13)
RAD
RD
Turnover
Volatility
Tilburg (N=12)
RAD
RD
Turnover
Volatility
Pooled (N=25)
RAD
RD
Turnover
Volatility

2.3.2

Treatments

MWW test

Baseline

Futures

z-score

p-value

0.23
0.12
3.37
20.46

0.16
-0.08
2.85
17.80

0.714
2.143
2.000
0.714

0.475
0.032
0.046
0.475

Treatments

MWW test

Baseline

Futures

z-score

p-value

0.10
-0.03
3.75
10.98

0.22
-0.01
1.96
23.66

-1.441
0.000
1.922
-1.922

0.150
1.000
0.055
0.055

Treatments

MWW test

Baseline

Futures

z-score

p-value

0.17
0.05
3.54
16.08

0.19
-0.04
2.41
20.73

-0.761
1.741
2.938
-1.088

0.446
0.082
0.003
0.277

Differences between the Two Locations

Figures 2.2 and 2.3 illustrate the time series of average transaction prices in
the Baseline and Futures treatments, respectively, for each session conducted
at Waikato. The spot market price trajectories are represented by short dashed
lines and futures market price trajectories are represented by dotted lines. In the
Baseline treatment, the assets are typically overvalued in the Waikato sessions.
In the Futures treatment, contracts in the futures market are initially greater
than the rational expectations (RE) price level, but by period 9 are close to RE
levels where they tend to remain. The effects of the futures market on the spot
market is clearly visible by comparing the average transaction price between the
two treatments in Figures 2.2 and 2.3.
On average, the spot market prices are lower when a futures market is present
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Figure 2.2: Time Series of Average Transaction prices in Baseline sessions at
Waikato
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Waikato
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than when it is not. A Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon test, for the bubble measure RD,
confirms this observation with a p-value less than 5%. The lower panel of Table 2.1
summarizes the results of Mann-Whitney tests comparing the bubble measures
between the Baseline and Futures treatments for the Waikato sample. A positive
z-score for RAD, RD, and Volatility means prices generally adhere more closely
to fundamental value in the Futures treatment than in the Baseline treatment.
A positive z-score for Turnover means that the volume of trade in the Futures
treatment spot market is smaller than that in the Baseline.

Figures 2.4 and 2.5 present the time series of average transaction prices in
the Baseline and Futures treatments, respectively, for each session conducted at
Tilburg. Once again, the spot market price trajectories are represented by short
dashed lines and futures market price trajectories are represented by dotted lines.
The average transaction prices in the Baseline treatment follow the fundamental
value very closely. This is in contrast to the price bubble observed in the Waikato
Baseline data. The spot market average transaction prices in the Futures treatment
conducted in Tilburg also track the fundamental value, though between session
variability and within session period-to-period price movements seem to be greater
than under Baseline. The summary of the Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon test results
presented in Table 1 confirms these impressions for the Tilburg data, as none of
the p-values exceed conventional critical values, though Volatility has a p-value
of 0.05. These results imply that there is no significant effect of the presence
of a futures market on spot market prices in the Tilburg sample according to
the commonly employed RAD and RD measures. However, this is predominantly
due to the absence of a bubble in the Tilburg baseline data and thus there is no
room for improvement in reducing mispricing at an average level. Nonetheless,
Volatility is greater under the futures market, indicating that inter-period price
movements relative to fundamentals have increased. A Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon
test reveals, for the Baseline sessions, that the bubble measure RAD for Waikato
is significantly greater than that for the Tilburg sample, with p-value=0.03. RD,
Turnover, and Volatility are also greater in Waikato than in Tilburg, though the
differences between locations are not significant.
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Figure 2.4: Time Series of Average Transaction Price in Baseline Sessions at
Tilburg
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2.3.3

Cognitive Sophistication Measures and Behavior

Figures 1 - 5 reveal heterogeneity among sessions, even within treatment and
location. This suggests that there are characteristics of the particular individuals
present in each session that correlate with the measures of pricing accuracy.
A number of studies have reported that scores on the cognitive reflection test
correlate with individuals’ earnings, and that the average score in a cohort of
traders influences pricing accuracy. Indeed, in our sample, differences in CRT score
account for the entire difference in the RAD and Volatility measures between the
two locations where the experiment was conducted.
Table 2.2: Bubble Measures and Average CRT Score
RAD

RAD

RD

RD

-0.18
(0.08)**
0.23
(0.05)***

-0.16
(0.08)*
-0.05
(0.09)
0.41
(0.09)***

13
35.96%

13
57.71%

AvCRT j
T ilbur g j
Constant
N
R2

Volatility

Volatility

Turnover

Turnover

-0.11
(0.09)
0.12
(0.06)*

-0.22
(0.09)**
0.07
(0.11)
0.36
(0.11)***

-12.47
(4.08)**
20.46
(2.63)***

-8.01
(4.16)*
-5.75
(5.05)
29.12
(5.10)***

-0.49
(0.45)
3.37
(0.29)***

0.41
(0.53)
-0.84
(0.64)
2.92
(0.65)***

13
11.73%

13
46.27%

13
48.29 %

13
63.24%

13
10.50%

13
16.08%

Notes: Results show coefficients from OLS regressions. Standard errors are reported in parentheses.

Table 2.2 reports the estimated results of regressions with the specification

Bubbl eM easure j = β0 + β1 ∗ AvCRT j + β2 ∗ T ilbur g j + ² j for the Baseline treatment, both with and without the inclusion of AvCRT j . Bubbl eM easure j is one
of the bubble measures employed in our study.7 AvCRT j is the average CRT of
traders in session j , T ilbur g j is a dummy variable that equals 1 if session j
was conducted at Tilburg and 0 if it was conducted at Waikato. We find that for
RAD and Volatility, the estimated β2 is significant in the absence of AvCRT j ,
while insignificant when AvCRT j is included, and β1 is significant. These results
suggest variation in CRT largely accounts for the differences between the two
locations. Similar results are obtained when RD is the dependent variable in the
7

For completeness, all four measures are included here, though Turnover and RD are not
significantly different between the two locations in the Baseline treatment at a p-value of 0.1,
Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon test.
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same specification. Location is not significant at the 10 percent level in any of the
estimated equations with the inclusion of average CRT.
In what follows, we study the relationship between cognitive sophistication
measures and (a) deviations of pricing from fundamentals, as well as (b) individual
earnings. The average CRT score in a trader cohort may be related to accurate pricing because traders who are more willing or more capable of thinking reflectively
may also be more likely to understand the fundamental value of the asset and
arbitrage deviations from fundamentals.8 The greater the percentage of traders
using the fundamental value as a limit price, the closer prices might be expected
to track fundamentals. Furthermore, if those individuals with higher CRT scores
make fewer errors, then CRT scores and earnings would have a positive correlation.
Indeed, as we have indicated earlier, a number of studies have observed precisely
such correlations.
The CRT questions are primarily designed to distinguish the use of spontaneous
and intuitive reasoning (system 1) vs. reflective reasoning (system 2), (Stanovich
and West, 2000; Kahneman and Frederick, 2002).9 In the conventional calculation
of the CRT score, each correct answer earns one point and all incorrect answers
earn zero points. Therefore, the score ranges from 0 to 3. All incorrect answers count
zero towards the overall score regardless of the type of error. However, incorrect
answers may be divided into two categories, (a) a unique intuitive but spontaneous
answer that indicates the ability to calculate, but does not employ the proper
reasoning required to solve the problem, and (b) all other responses. Answers of
type (a) presumably reflect successful engagement of system 1. Mistakes of type (b)
reflect unsuccessful engagement of either system 1 or 2.
We believe that transformed measures of the CRT score are also potentially
valuable in understanding the type of incorrect reasoning associated with particular
8

CRT score is significantly correlated with other measures of cognitive ability. Frederick (2005)
reports a correlation of 0.44 between CRT performance and SAT score as well as a 0.43 correlation
between CRT scores and the results of the Wonderlic IQ test.
9
The three questions are: (1) If it takes 5 machines 5 minutes to make 5 widgets, how long does
it take 100 machines to make 100 widgets? (2) A bat and a ball cost 1.10 in total. The bat costs 1.00
more than the ball. How much does the ball cost in cents? (3) In a lake, there is a patch of lily pads.
Every day, the patch doubles in size. If it takes 48 days for the patch to cover the entire lake, how
long (in days) would it take for the patch to cover half the lake? The correct answers to the three
questions are 5, 5, and 47 while the intuitive/spontaneous incorrect answers are 100, 10, and 24.
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Table 2.3: Overview of the Cognitive Sophistication Measures

Average CRT
Average ECRT1
Average ECRT2
PROP0s
PROP3s

Waikato (N=113)

Tilburg (N=103)

Pooled (N=216)

1.24
-0.20
0.92
36%
21%

1.80
0.92
1.47
19%
35%

1.50
0.33
1.18
28%
28%

decisions. We propose two transformations of the CRT score that we refer to as
extended CRT (ECRT) measures. The first measure, ECRT1, punishes errors of
type (a) more severely than those of type (b). It is meant to identify those who
engage in system 1 thinking when it is inappropriate to do so. Under ECRT1,
errors of type (a) count -1 toward the overall score while errors of type (b) count 0.
The range of possible ECRT1 scores on the three question task is from -3 to 3. The
average ECRT1 score over all 25 sessions in this study is 0.33 while the average
score on the conventional CRT is 1.51.
The second measure, called ECRT2, punishes type (b) errors more strongly
than those of type (a). Errors of type (b) reduce one’s score by one and those of type
(a) do not alter one’s score. As in ECRT1, each correct answer increases the score
by one. This measure isolates individuals who tend to make errors that cannot be
explained by the inappropriate use of system 1. The average ECRT2 score in our
data is 1.25.
The measure PROP0s is the proportion of individuals in a trader cohort with a
CRT score equal to 0. In contrast to ECRT1 and ECRT2, which are defined at the
individual level and can be defined at the market level by computing the average
score for a trader cohort, PROP0s is defined only at the market level. PROP0s
is meant to provide a measure of how likely a market is to include traders who
are susceptible to making poor decisions. Analogously, PROP3s is the proportion
of individuals in a trader cohort who achieve a CRT score of 3. This is a rough
measure of the percentage of traders who are highly sophisticated relative to the
typical member of the subject pool.
The average values of the cognitive sophistication measures by location are
given in Table 2.3. Subjects’ level of sophistication differs considerably between
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Tilburg and Waikato. The average CRT score is 1.24 in Waikato and 1.80 at
Tilburg, and both ECRT measures, as well as the proportions of 0s and 3s display
similar gaps.10 The Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon test results comparing the cognitive
sophistication measures between two locations are all highly significant, with the
largest p-value equal to 0.004. In the Tilburg sample, 19% of subjects have CRT=0.
This percentage is considerably greater in the Waikato sample: 36% of subjects
failed to give a correct answer for any of the three questions. Overall, the subject
pool in Tilburg appears to be more sophisticated than the subject pool in Waikato,
likely reflecting different selectivity at the two universities.
2.3.3.1

Sophistication and Pricing

Table 2.4 summarizes the Spearman’s correlation coefficients between the cognitive
sophistication scores of a group of traders and the bubble measures in the market
in which they participate. We find that a higher average value of the CRT and
ECRT measures are associated with lower RAD and Volatility in the Baseline
treatment. Greater sophistication is associated with less mispricing and lower
variance in price paths. Moreover, a higher proportion of traders with CRT=0 in a
session is associated with higher RAD, RD and Volatility in the Baseline treatment.
Additionally, the greater the proportion of highly sophisticated traders with CRT=3,
the lower the RAD and Volatility measures in the Baseline treatment.
However, the relationship between sophistication and mispricing is different in
the Futures treatment. With the exception of for ECRT1, the cognitive measures are
uncorrelated with pricing accuracy in the spot markets in the Futures treatment.
ECRT1 is positively correlated with mispricing, meaning that markets with less
sophisticated traders operate at prices close to fundamentals. The scores are
uncorrelated with price level, as registered with the RD measure. For the pooled
data from both treatments, we find that the PROP0s measure is a better predictor
of pricing accuracy than the other measures, which involve the averaging of the
sophistication measures for the whole group of traders.
10

The average CRT score of the Waikato sample resembles that of the web-based study reported
in Frederick (2005) and is close to that of a mid-rank US university reported by Corgnet et al.
(2014). The Tilburg sample has a score that lies between those at Princeton and MIT (Frederick,
2005).
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Table 2.4: Spearman’s Correlation Coefficients between Cognitive Sophistication Scores and Bubble Measures
Baseline sessions
(N=13)

RAD
RD
Turnover
Volatility

Futures sessions: Spot Market
(N=12)

All sessions
(N=25)

CRT

ECRT1

ECRT2

PROP0s

PROP3s

CRT

ECRT1

ECRT2

PROP0s

PROP3s

CRT

ECRT1

ECRT2

PROP0s

PROP3s

-0.748***
(0.003)
-0.251
(0.408)
-0.199
(0.515)
-0.819***
(0.001)

-0.753***
(0.003)
-0.396
(0.181)
-0.270
(0.373)
-0.863***
(0.000)

-0.615**
(0.025)
-0.192
(0.529)
-0.030
(0.922)
-0.665**
(0.013)

0.802***
(0.001)
0.509*
(0.076)
0.283
(0.350)
0.894***
(0.000)

-0.572***
(0.041)
-0.258
(0.394)
-0.063
(0.839)
-0.667**
(0.013)

0.348
(0.268)
0.271
(0.395)
-0.320
(0.311)
0.432
(0.160)

0.573*
(0.052)
0.211
(0.511)
-0.200
(0.532)
0.657**
(0.020)

0.141
(0.662)
0.279
(0.380)
-0.321
(0.309)
0.106
(0.743)

0.250
(0.433)
0.071
(0.825)
-0.350
(0.265)
0.250
(0.433)

0.456
(0.136)
0.095
(0.768)
-0.325
(0.302)
0.343
(0.275)

-0.320
(0.119)
0.009
(0.965)
-0.283
(0.171)
-0.294
(0.154)

-0.293
(0.156)
-0.026
(0.901)
-0.182
(0.385)
-0.265
(0.200)

-0.320
(0.119)
0.004
(0.984)
-0.295
(0.152)
-0.318
(0.121)

0.590***
(0.002)
0.237
(0.255)
0.089
(0.673)
0.594***
(0.002)

-0.181
(0.388)
-0.067
(0.749)
-0.241
(0.245)
-0.207
(0.321)

Futures sessions: Futures Market
(N=12)

RAD
RD
Turnover
Volatility

CRT

ECRT1

ECRT2

PROP0s

PROP3s

0.088
(0.786)
0.011
(0.974)
0.007
(0.983)
0.158
(0.623)

0.316
(0.316)
0.207
(0.518)
0.074
(0.819)
0.162
(0.616)

-0.014
(0.965)
-0.049
(0.879)
-0.175
(0.586)
0.233
(0.467)

-0.071
(0.825)
0.057
(0.860)
-0.402
(0.196)
0.350
(0.265)

0.141
(0.661)
0.095
(0.768)
-0.284
(0.372)
0.382
(0.221)

Note: CRT, ECRT1 and ECRT2 are calculated as the average score in a session while PROP0s (PROP3s) is the proportion of traders with CRT=0 (CRT = 3).
The p-values are in parenthesis.
* significant at 10%; ** significant at 5%; *** significant at 1%.
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2.3.3.2

Sophistication and Individual Earnings

In this subsection, we investigate the relationship between cognitive sophistication
scores and total overall earnings. This reflects the profits earned in the spot market,
and where applicable, the futures market as well. Overall, we find that individuals
with relatively high cognitive sophistication under any of our measures earn
significantly greater overall profit. This is shown in the right panels of Figure 2.6,
in which the vertical axis reports the total profit of individuals and the horizontal
axis is the relative cognitive sophistication score. For instance, a relative CRT of
1.5 means that the individual’s CRT score is 1.5 points greater than the average in
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Figure 2.6: Relationship between Cognitive Sophistication Score and Earnings (in
francs) in Baseline Treatment (left panels), Futures treatment (middle panels);
Pooled Data from Both Treatments (right panels). P-value<0.01 for All Spearman’s
Correlation Coefficients.
The relationship between cognitive sophistication score and earnings also ap27
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pears significantly if each treatment is considered separately. The data are also
presented in Figure 2.6 in the left and middle panels. The correlation between
the cognitive sophistication score and profit is greater in the Futures treatment
than that in the Baseline treatment. This result suggests that environments that
are relatively demanding and complex, such as our Futures treatment, are more
conducive to sophisticated traders earning more at the expense of the less sophisticated. The average prices in the futures markets are approximately five times the
rational expectation price at the outset of the market. This provides an opportunity
for more sophisticated traders to take advantage of the less sophisticated by selling
futures contracts to them at excessively high prices. To investigate whether this
occurred, we analyze the relationship between the cognitive sophistication score
relative to the session average and her profit from trading in the futures market.11
As can be seen in Figure 2.7, our data suggest a strong and a significant correlation
between an individual’s relative cognitive sophistication score and her profit from
trading in the futures market (p-value < 0.0001 for CRT, ECRT1 and ECRT2).
How might the trading behavior of sophisticated and unsophisticated individuals differ in the Futures treatment? A trader with a low level of sophistication
may fall prey to the illusion that she can arbitrage within a given period between
the spot and futures markets. For example, suppose an individual is in period
1 and makes a purchase in the futures market for 200 francs and a sale in the
spot market for 300 francs believing that she is making a profit of 100. However,
because the fundamental value is 360 francs in period 1 and the rational expectations price in the futures market is 24, the individual is actually losing money in
both markets. This trader myopically considers market prices without taking into
account the timing of the transfer of the asset, which differs by market, and is a
crucial determinant of the asset’s value. Under such a scenario, we might expect
those with relatively low cognitive sophistication scores to be net buyers in the
futures market and net sellers in the spot market.
Figure 2.8 summarizes our findings in this regard. In each panel of the figure,
the horizontal axis corresponds to the different possible (E)CRT scores. The vertical
11

The part of the individual’s profit that is derived from her activity in the futures market is
calculated as (Avg Selling Price - 24)*(number of units sold) + (24 - Avg Purchase price)*(number of
units bought), where 24 is the rational expectations equilibrium price, and therefore underlying
value of the futures contract.
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Figure 2.7: Relationship between Cognitive Sophistication Scores and Individual
Profit in the Futures Market (in francs)

axis indicates individuals’ net purchases in the futures market (total purchases
minus total sales) minus net purchases in the spot market, from the beginning
of period 1 until the end of period 14. The end of period 14 is chosen because it
is the moment just before the realization of the futures contracts. Greater values
are typically associated with less profitable trading strategies. The data in the
figure are the average value of this variable over all individuals who have a given
score. The figure shows that the more sophisticated a subject is, the lower the net
quantity she buys in the futures market relative to the quantity she purchases
in the spot market. All three measures are significantly correlated with earnings
with a Spearmans’ ρ < −0.35 and p-values ≤ 0.0003.
Another difference in trading behavior might be that sophisticated traders submit more bids/asks to the market than unsophisticated traders do, while unsophis29
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Figure 2.8: (E)CRT Scores and the Average of the Difference between Net Purchases
in the Futures and Spot Markets

ticated traders are more likely to accept them. Moreover, in the more challenging
environment with the futures market present, we might expect our extended CRT
measures to be particularly informative because they not only reflect a trader’s sophistication level, but also distinguish what kind of error an individual is likely to
make. Indeed, we find that relatively sophisticated traders submit more bids/asks
to the spot market (Spearman’s ρ = 0.19, with p-value<0.01, N = 216) for relative
CRT (an individual’s own CRT score minus their session average) and the number
of bids/asks submitted among those that were accepted. Similar results are found
for relative ECRT1 and ECRT2. Less sophisticated traders tend to accept bids/asks
in the spot market with Spearman’s ρ = −0.30 ( p-value<0.01) between the number
of bids/asks accepted and relative CRT. Similar significance levels are obtained for
30
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relative ECRT1 and ECRT2. Traders’ relative CRT scores are positively associated
with the amount of bids/asks submitted to the futures market (Spearman’s ρ = 0.20,
with p-value=0.04). Investigating further with ECRT1 and ECRT2, we find that
a higher relative ECRT1 score is significantly associated with submitting more
bids/asks in the futures market (Spearman’s ρ = 0.22, with p-value=0.03), but
no significant relationship is found between relative ECRT2 and market making.
On the other hand, relative ECRT2 is more strongly correlated with the number
of times an individual accepts bids and asks in the futures market (Spearman’s
ρ = −0.24 and p-value = 0.01) than relative CRT and ECRT1 measures are.

2.4

Conclusion

The prevalence of price bubbles and crashes in experimental asset markets in
the paradigm of Smith et al. (1988) has been well documented. We consider the
effect of incorporating a futures market for contracts to be realized in the last
period of the life of the asset. The rationale for pursuing this line of research is
that a futures market might serve to fix common expectations of spot prices in
the last period, facilitate backward reasoning from the last period, and thereby
dampen speculation in the spot market. Furthermore, it may direct the attention
of traders to the last period, allowing them to better understand the multi-period,
but finite, nature of the income stream generated by the asset. Our study builds
on the previous experimental work of Porter and Smith (1995) and Noussair and
Tucker (2006).
We find that one futures market, for contracts maturing in the last period of the
life of the asset, reduces price levels but increases price volatility. In comparison to
the results of Porter and Smith (1995), prices in our Futures treatment appear to
track fundamentals more closely. This indicates that the timing of the maturity of
the futures contracts is an important variable. However, pricing seems to be not as
close to fundamentals as in the setting of Noussair and Tucker (2006), in which
there is a market for futures contracts maturing in each period. This suggests that
more futures markets promote more accurate pricing.
In recent years, a number of studies have observed that the average scores
on the cognitive sophistication measures within a trader cohort is significantly
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negatively correlated with mispricing. That is, greater average CRT among traders
is associated with closer adherence to fundamental pricing. Furthermore, in the
presence of a futures market, relatively sophisticated and unsophisticated subjects
seem to employ different trading strategies. More sophistication at the individual
level is strongly associated with greater trading profit in the futures market as
well as greater overall earnings. In particular, unsophisticated subjects appear to
mistakenly attempt to exploit a perceived arbitrage opportunity between the spot
and futures market that myopically ignores the different timing of the realization
of spot and futures contracts. Relatively sophisticated traders are on the opposite,
profitable side of these transactions.
The use of extended CRT measures in our analyses yields essentially the same
results as the conventional CRT measure, and are strongly predictive of final
earnings. This suggests that the positive relationship between an individual’s CRT
and her earnings is due to the tendency toward system 1 thinking as well as to the
presence of individuals with relatively low cognitive ability. We also find individuals
with high cognitive ability tend to be market makers while those with low cognitive
ability tend to be market takers. Though they do not behave very differently
from the traditional CRT measure in this study, we believe that the extended
CRT measures we have proposed here might be strong correlates of decisions and
earnings in other paradigms. In particular, ECRT1 might correlate with system 1
thinking and the impulsive decisions that may result, and with earnings in tasks in
which system 1 thinking is very valuable or very costly. ECRT2 might be a stronger
correlate of cognitive abilities such as the ability to make calculations correctly.
Our data show that cognitive sophistication must be measured and taken into
account by researchers conducting experimental studies of asset market behavior.
In the Baseline treatment, we observe that there is a correlation between
the average CRT score in a trader cohort and pricing accuracy. As noted above,
this pattern is also observed in a number of previous studies. In our futures
market treatment, though higher ability individuals have greater earnings, more
sophistication on the part of the cohort of traders is not related to more accurate
pricing. Why this is the case is not immediately clear, and more work must be done
to determine the robustness of this pattern as well as its origin.
One interesting extension to our work would be to allow short selling of futures
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contracts. This would perhaps lower prices in the futures markets to levels closer
to rational expectations levels. However, if the capacity for short-sales is large
enough, prices in the futures markets may fall to levels below fundamentals, as
documented by Haruvy and Noussair (2006) for spot markets. Furthermore, the
results in this paper indicate that under more complicated institutional structures,
relatively sophisticated traders can take advantage of the less sophisticated. This
would be likely to occur if short-selling of futures contracts were permitted.
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3

I NFORMATION M IRAGES AND F INANCIAL
C ONTAGION IN AN A SSET M ARKET E XPERIMENT

1

3.1

Introduction

T

he integration of global markets has increased the potential spread of
episodes of financial contagion, making such contagion increasingly a
macroeconomic phenomenon. Indeed, the financial turmoil of 2007-2008

and the subsequent European sovereign-debt crisis have returned the topic of contagion and systematic risks in financial markets to center stage in macroeconomics.
Global financial integration appears to have increased the frequency of financial
crises compared with the Bretton Woods and the gold standard periods (Bordo
et al., 2001). Furthermore, the correlation between price movements of different
stocks (J.P. Morgan, 20122 ), as well as between different market indices (Junior
and Franca, 2012), tends to increase after an adverse shock to the market. This
1

This chapter is based on a joint work with Charles N. Noussair, published in Journal of
Economic Studies, Vol. 42, November 2015, Iss: 6, pp.1029 - 1055. The authors thank Frank
Heinemann, Joerg Oechssler, Georg Kirchsteiger, Rosemarie Nagel, and the anonymous referee for
helpful comments. The authors also thank CentER at Tilburg University for financial support.
2
Source: Guide to the Markets 4Q|2012, Empirical Research Partners LLC, Standard & Poor’s,
J.P. Morgan Asset Management.
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cross-market correlation is often defined as financial contagion.3 Such contagion
is arguably one of the key driving forces that aggravates the spread of modern
financial crises.
It is crucial to distinguish the component of the correlation between assets or
indices that is justified by the interdependence of the fundamental values of the
assets, from the additional correlation that arises as a result of behavioral factors,
such as mistaken inferences, panic, or false beliefs about asset correlation. The
former is a result of shock propagation through interrelated economic fundamentals.4 The latter, which might be called behavioral contagion, can have a number of
different causes. Self-fulfilling beliefs regarding what other market participants
plan to do can generate a panic that results in coordination failure (Diamond and
Dybvig, 1983). A shock to one asset can create a “wake-up call” effect (Goldstein,
1998) that causes investors to worry about their own economic outlook. Another
possibility is imperfect information, in which at least some participants in the
market are unsure about whether a shock to the price of one asset reveals relevant
information about other assets.
The last possibility is modeled by King and Wadhwani (1990). In their model,
some market participants believe that price changes may contain valuable information regarding the fundamentals in other markets. Observed price changes
are used to infer other traders’ information, sometimes incorrectly. Specifically,
King and Wadhwani (1990) assume that price movements for an asset may be
driven by information that affects other assets, but that prices are also subject
to idiosyncratic shocks. Suppose there are two markets, one trading asset A and
the other trading asset B. The change in the asset market index between period t
and t − 1 is a function of the information released between the two periods. The
information is of two types, systemic (denoted by u) and idiosyncratic (denoted
by v). Let ∆P ti denote the change of asset prices between period t and t − 1, and i
index the market i (=A or B). If information about both assets is fully revealed,
then the process that generates changes in asset prices is:

3

Financial contagion has a number of different meanings in the literature. See for example
Pericoli and Sbracia (2003).
4
For an overview, see page 162 of Moser (2003).
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(3.1)

∆P tA = u tA + β1 uBt + v tA

(3.2)

∆P tB = β2 u tA + uBt + vB
t .

Under perfect information, a systemic shock ( u it ) is transmitted across markets,
while a specific shock (v ti ) is not. Nevertheless, since information is not perfect,
whenever participants in market A observe a shock to market B’s price, they cannot
distinguish whether the shock is a market-specific or a systemic shock that affects
their own asset price. Financial contagion results from a mistaken inference that a
change in the price of one asset reveals information that affects the values of other
assets.
Mistaken inferences as such causing financial contagion have received other
theoretical considerations. Cipriani and Guarino (2008) model how spillovers
from one market due to incorrect inferences about asset correlation can cause
informational cascades and thus mispricing in other markets. Kodres and Pritsker
(2002) introduce a model that incorporates the idea of King and Wadhwani (1990),
in which they explain financial contagion as a result of optimal portfolio rebalancing
after a shock. They study the effect of asymmetric information arising from the
presence of insiders. They show that the presence of insiders who know the true
asset value after a shock makes a market more vulnerable to financial contagion. In
their model, uninformed traders believe that buying or selling orders in a market
reflect private information about that market, even though the order flow could be
just for the purpose of optimally rebalancing portfolios across markets in response
to an idiosyncratic shock. But since uninformed traders cannot confidently exclude
the possibility that price changes reflect valuable information, they adjust their
limit prices accordingly. In the absence of asymmetric information, the effect of
portfolio rebalancing is much smaller.
The experiment that we report here considers whether asymmetric information about correlations between assets can induce financial contagion. Contagion,
unjustified by fundamentals, would arise if participants react in one market to
uninformative trades in the other market that actually convey no relevant information.5 Such behavior would constitute a type of information mirage (Camerer and
5

A related line of experimental research is the growing literature on bank runs. See e.g.,
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Weigelt, 1991), because traders infer information that is not really there. We also
consider whether the market accurately disseminates insider information about
fundamental value correlations when such information is indeed present.
Our experimental markets allow participants to simultaneously trade two
assets for multiple rounds. In each round, a shock occurs, which either have an
idiosyncratic effect on the shocked asset, or a systematic effect on both assets.
Half of the time, there exist insiders who know the true nature of the shock and
how it affects the value of the other asset. The other half of the time, no agent
knows whether there is a correlation between the assets. In such cases, there is
the potential for the appearance of information mirages. Uninformed traders, in
either condition, do not know whether or not there exist insiders, but can try to
infer this from the market activity they observe.
The results of the experiment show that when inside information about the
nature of the correlation between assets does exist, it is readily disseminated in
the form of market prices. However, when there is no private information, mirages
are common, demonstrating that financial contagion can arise in the absence of
any fundamental relationship between assets. An analysis of individual behavior
suggests that some unprofitable decisions appear to be related to an aversion to
complex distributions of lottery payoffs.
The two experimental studies that we are aware of that are most similar to ours
are Oechssler et al. (2011) and Cipriani et al. (2013). In the design of Oechssler
et al. (2011), there are multiple assets, and the possibility of the presence of
an insider who has private information about the asset’s value. They observe
information mirages with considerable frequency. Cipriani et al. (2013) construct
an experimental implementation of the model of Kodres and Pritsker (2002).
The model predicts financial contagion through portfolio rebalancing, and this
prediction is borne out in their data.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.2 describes the experimental design, hypotheses and experimental procedures. We present the results
of the experiment in section 3.3. Section 3.4 contains a discussion and concluding
remarks.
Dufwenberg (2015) for a recent overview.
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3.2
3.2.1

The Experiment
Experimental Design and Procedures

We study a two-period setting similar to that of Forsythe et al. (1982) and Friedman
et al. (1984). In each experimental session, two double auction markets are operating simultaneously. In each market, one of two assets, A or B, can be traded. We
refer to each two-period sequence as a round. Most sessions consist of ten rounds.
At the beginning of every first period of each round (i.e., in each odd-numbered
period), every subject is endowed with 5 units of asset A and 5 units of asset
B. All subjects are also endowed with 20,000 francs (experimental currency) of
working capital. The working capital is a loan that must be repaid at the end of
the round. Subjects’ endowments of asset and working capital are reinitialized at
the beginning of each round.
The only source of intrinsic value for both assets is the dividends that they
yield. Both assets pay stochastic dividends at the end of each period. The dividend
is the same regardless of who owns the unit. Dividends are paid to a separate
account that cannot be used for purchasing assets, but that does count toward final
earnings.
In the first period of each round, the dividend of both assets is drawn independently from the set {100, 150, 350, 400} with equal probability on each possible
outcome. This makes the expected dividends for both assets equal to 250 in every
first period of any round.
In the second period of each round, a shock occurs to either asset A or asset
B. Exactly one of the assets is shocked in each round. Each of the two assets is
shocked with equal probability. If an asset is shocked, it can not pay the two highest
dividend realizations (350 or 400) in the second period of the current round. This
means the expected dividend that a shocked asset pays is 125 in the second period.
All subjects are informed about which asset is shocked. They are also told that
when the shock occurs, the non-shocked asset may be either positively correlated
with, negatively correlated with, or independent of the shocked asset, all with
equal probability.
If an asset is positively correlated with the shocked asset, it cannot pay the
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highest possible dividend (400). If an asset is negatively correlated with the shocked
asset, it cannot pay the lowest possible dividend (100). Hence, the expected dividend
for an asset that is positively (negatively) correlated with the shocked asset is 200
(300) in the second period.6 If two assets are uncorrelated, then the dividend is,
as in first period of any round, drawn from the set {100, 150, 350, 400} with equal
probability, making the expected dividend equal to 250 in the second period. The
expected value of the non-shocked asset is 250, calculated as 13 (200 + 250 + 300).
The term

1
3

comes from the fact that there is equal probability that the two assets

are positively, negatively, or not correlated.
In each round, there is a 50% chance that the computer will randomly select half
of the participants as insiders. The insiders know the exact relationship between
the assets and thereby the true value of the assets in the second period of the
current round.7
Figure 3.1 summarizes all possible scenarios in the second period of any round.
The same figure is shown to all subjects in the instructions, which also explain in
detail how the numbers in the figure are calculated. Subjects are also explicitly told
to refer to this graph whenever they need a reminder about the dividend process.

3.2.1.1

Creating a Choice List for Measuring Complex Lottery Aversion

As we describe later in section 3.3.3, our experiment generates an interesting and
puzzling result that assets are consistently underpriced in odd periods, the first
6

With a cash endowment of 20000, 10 total units of inventory, and a first period fundamental
value of 437.5, the cash-to-asset ratio (Caginalp et al., 1998) in the experiment is 4.57 in the first
period of each round. In the second period of each round, the average cash holding of a trader is
still 20000, as dividends are paid to a separate account, and the fundamental value decreases to an
average of 187.5, yielding a cash-to-asset ratio of 10.67. A ratio greater than one, in the absence of
the possibility of selling short, means that the greatest long position a trader can take is on average
larger than the greatest short position a trader can take at the fundamental value. The largest long
position is to use all of one’s cash to purchase units, and the largest short position is to sell all of
one’s inventory of units. A cash-to-asset ratio greater than one means that one optimistic trader
can more than offset one pessimistic trader. In a market with an equal number of optimists and
pessimists, prices will tend to be greater than fundamentals (see Noussair and Tucker (2016), for
a discussion). In our experiment, a high cash-to-asset ratio may make prices appear to reflect a
negative correlation more readily, since a negative correlation implies higher period 2 prices for the
non-shocked asset.
7
Subjects are clearly told that the information they receive (if any) will be the same among the
informed traders.
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Figure 3.1: Dividend Structure in Period 2

period of each round. Risk aversion cannot explain this pattern because risk averse
agents would price the asset at a discount in both periods, not just in the first
period of a round. A related explanation is that risk averse subjects might sell their
assets in odd periods at a discount and then stay out of the market in even periods.
To test this hypothesis, we elicit subjects’ risk preferences in 2 out of 8 sessions
(N=23) using a choice list introduced by Holt and Laury (2002). We calculate each
subjects’ relative risk aversion in a session and correlate that with the total number
of sales in odd periods, as well as the average selling price in the odd period by each
subject. Spearman’s correlation coefficient is 0.1 for number of stocks sold in odd
periods and -0.1 for the selling price, both with a p-value > 0.64. We also conducted
a number of robustness checks, for instance, by splitting the sales in early/later
half of the experiment to account for experience, looking at purchasing behavior
(purchase price and quantity) and net sales, or using absolute risk aversion score
instead of relative one. However, nothing is found to be statistically significant.
As an another attempt to explain this puzzling pattern, we administered a
choice list to measure the degree of complexity aversion for each participant in the
last three sessions that we conducted. Complexity aversion is the degree to which
an individual prefers a lottery with a simple payoff distribution relative to a more
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Table 3.1: The Choice List Measuring Complex Lottery Aversion
Decision Number

Option A
(Simple Lottery)

Option B
(Complex Lottery)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

(.38, 425; .62, 283)
(.38, 445; .62, 303)
(.38, 465; .62, 323)
(.38, 485; .62, 343)
(.38, 505; .62, 363)
(.38, 525; .62, 383)
(.38, 545; .62, 403)
(.38, 565; .62, 423)
(.38, 585; .62, 443)
(.38, 605; .62, 463)

(.5, 375; .16, 450; .17, 500; .17, 550)
(.5, 375; .16, 450; .17, 500; .17, 550)
(.5, 375; .16, 450; .17, 500; .17, 550)
(.5, 375; .16, 450; .17, 500; .17, 550)
(.5, 375; .16, 450; .17, 500; .17, 550)
(.5, 375; .16, 450; .17, 500; .17, 550)
(.5, 375; .16, 450; .17, 500; .17, 550)
(.5, 375; .16, 450; .17, 500; .17, 550)
(.5, 375; .16, 450; .17, 500; .17, 550)
(.5, 375; .16, 450; .17, 500; .17, 550)

Note — (a,b; c,d; e,f; g,h): with probability “a” the lottery yields “b”. The rest of the prospects follow
the same notation.

complex one with the same mean, variance, and skewness.8 Since the dividend
process, shown in Figure 3.1, can be readily reformulated as a complex lottery
with many possible outcomes, the more complexity averse a person is, the more
likely it is that she will try to sell her assets in the first period of a round. This is
because one of the main differences between the first and second periods is that
the degree of complexity in the distribution of the asset’s payoff is largely reduced
in the second period, when all traders know which asset is shocked and some may
know the underlying correlational relationship. If it is the case that complexity
averse traders are more likely to sell the asset in the first period, then the greater
the average level of complexity aversion among the traders in a session, the lower
the prices should be in the first period of a round.
The protocol that we use to measure complexity aversion is abstract, with no
market framing. Subjects choose between a relatively complex lottery with four
8

We aim to measure how much subjects are willing to give up to have the simpler option when
they are complexity averse (or being compensated if they are complexity seeking). One measure
of complexity is the entropy of the distribution — a measure introduced introduced by Shannon
P
(1948). This can be calculated as H = − i p i ( log b ( p i )), where p i is the probability of outcome i
and b is the base of the logarithm. By this measure (with b = 2), the complexity of option A in Table
3.1 equals 0.96 bits and that of option B equals 1.79 bits.
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Figure 3.2: An example of the items on the Choice List

possible payoffs and a simple binary lottery (all with graphical representations,
see Figure 3.2). We construct the complex lottery by taking the compound risk
presented by the payoff distribution of the asset in the second period of a round,
and then adding the expected dividend in the first period (250 francs) to it. We
keep the complex lottery the same throughout the choice list, as shown in Table
3.1.
Next, we construct a simple binary lottery (in decision number 6 in Table 3.1)
with the feature that a complexity-neutral person would be indifferent between the
simple lottery and the complex one. The simple lottery is adapted from the complex
lottery, controlling for expected value, variance, and skewness based on the method
introduced by Ebert (2015).

9

Controlling for the first three moments of the two

lotteries is important for our purposes, because we intend to isolate to what extent
people are averse (or not) to complexity, rather than to variance or skewness. We
should note, however, that the complexity aversion measure might be correlated
with numeracy skills in the sense that low numeracy individuals might be averse
to complex lotteries. We also cannot rule out that this measure might register other
parameters such as prospect theory parameters or risk aversion.
We then monotonically vary the expected payoff of the simple binary lottery to
complete the choice list such that, at some point, one option is clearly better/worse
9

This claim only holds for decision number 6 in Table 3.1.
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than the other on the list. Complexity averse (seeking) people would prefer the
simple (complex) lottery in some cases when the expected payoff of the simple
(complex) lottery is lower than the other. Subjects were informed that exactly one
of the decisions they made would count toward their final earnings. The number
of simple lotteries chosen by decision makers is taken as a measure of complexity
aversion.10

3.2.1.2

Experimental Procedures

Eight sessions were conducted at the CentERlab facility at Tilburg University,
in the Netherlands, between April 2013 and April 2014. In seven of the eight
sessions, there were ten sequential rounds of two-period markets.11 The number
of participants ranged from eight to fourteen per session, but always with an
even number. Participants were students from variety of majors, who had no
prior experience with this experiment. Trade was denominated in an experimental
currency called francs. Subjects were paid by bank transfer in euro after the session.
The exchange rate was 2,200 francs = 1 euro. The duration of sessions averaged
about 2 hours and 20 minutes (including instruction and a short questionnaire).
Average earnings were approximately 20 euro (about $ 26.68 at that time). The
training period itself lasted about 45 minutes, including 2 trial market periods.
Each period lasted for 180 seconds, during which subjects were free to buy and
sell both types of asset. Asset A and B were traded in separate markets, which
were just a mouse-click away from each other. At the end of each period, a feedback
screen was shown to all participants. In the first period of each round, the feedback
screen informed the subjects of which asset would be shocked in the second period,
together with dividend payment for the period, their current holdings of each asset,
and their cash balance. Insiders were informed about the relationship between the
shocked asset and the other asset. After the second period had elapsed, subjects
learned whether there were insiders in the market, the relationship between the
10

Alternatively, the heterogeneity can also be measured by a switching point in the choice list.
The earlier a person switches from choosing option B to option A in decisions 1 to 10, the more
complex lottery averse she is. Because an individual may have more than one switching point, an
additional criterion would need to be included to identify the switching point to be used as the
complexity aversion measure.
11
The first session consisted of eight rounds.
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two assets, and their earnings for the round. A subject’s earnings for a round were
equal to her earnings from dividends, plus the proceeds from her sales, minus her
expenditures on purchasing assets.

3.2.2

Models

Two models can be applied to the data. The first is the Rational Expectations (RE)
model (Plott and Sunder (1982, 1988); Copeland and Friedman (1987)). This model
assumes that market prices fully reveal all private information (Camerer and
Weigelt, 1991). The second is the Private Information (PI) model, which assumes
that prices reflect all public information but no privately held information.
The RE and PI models predict the same price for the first period of a round.
Since no one possesses inside information about the shock and correlation between
assets, the market price for both assets is 437.5 francs, the unconditional mean of
the two-period payoff distribution.12 In period 2, when insiders exist in the market,
the RE and PI models predict a different price for the non-shocked asset.
Table 3.2 summaries the resulting prices for the non-shocked asset, depending
on whether insider information is revealed (RE) or not (PI). If prices fully reveal
insider information, as under the RE model, the price would be 200 francs if the
non-shocked asset were positively correlated with the shocked asset, 300 francs if it
were negatively correlated, and 250 francs if uncorrelated. If no inside information
is reflected in the asset price, as under PI, the asset would be traded at 250 francs.
The shocked asset has a predicted price of 125 francs under both models.
During period two, there is uncertainty about the existence of insiders. If some
traders mistakenly believe that insiders exist in the market, they may extract
erroneous signals from the prices. Market prices may come to reflect information
that does not actually exist. This phenomenon has been termed an information
mirage (Camerer and Weigelt, 1991).
An information mirage would presumably lead the price of the non-shocked
asset to move toward either 200 or 300 francs, corresponding to an imaginary
12

This is calculated by adding up the expected dividends for the two periods. In period 1, the
asset’s expected dividend is 250 francs. In period 2, all possible situations are summarized in Figure
3.1. The expected dividend is 0.5 ∗ 125 + 0.5 ∗ ( 13 ∗ 200 + 13 ∗ 300 + 13 ∗ 250) = 187.5 francs. Summing
up the period 1 and period 2 expected dividends yields 437.5 (=250+187.5) francs.
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Table 3.2: Predicted Prices of the Non-Shocked Asset (in Francs) under Private
Information and Rational Expectation Theories
No Information
Theory
RE
PI

Insider Information

(State N)

Positive

Negative

Independent

250
250

200
250

300
250

250
250

positive or negative correlation. Operationally, we say that an information mirage
occurs in a period if there are no insiders, and if prices are closer (measured by the
mean squared error) to one of the mirage prices (200 or 300 francs) than to the no
information level (250 francs). If an information mirage occurs, then at least one of
the beta coefficients in equations (3.1) and (3.2) would be non-zero in the absence
of inside information.

3.3
3.3.1

Experimental Results
Overview of Market Level Data

Figures 3.3 - 3.6 report the distribution of trading prices in our experiments.
The RE and PI prices (the dashed lines) are calculated based on the information
available in the market. In the first period of a given round, the RE price is always
437.5 francs. In every second period of the round, the shocked asset is worth 125
francs on average. The value of the non-shocked asset depends on the presence
of inside information. If such information exists, then under the RE model prices
reveal its value. The value is 250 francs in the absence of insiders.
Figure 3.3 displays the distribution of median trading prices in the first period
of each round. We do not report assets A and B separately because (a) there is no
material difference between the two assets in the first periods and (b) in principle,
subjects should treat the two assets equally in every first period as there is no
way to know which asset will be shocked in that period. The figure also reports
the data from the first and second halves of the sessions separately. This allows
any effect of experience to appear in the figure. Early half’s prices are consistently
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Predicted (437.5)
400

Median Price

350

300

250

200

150
Early Half

Late Half

Figure 3.3: Distribution of First Period Median Transaction Price: Grouped by Early and Late
Halves of the Sessions. Dashed line indicates the RE/PI price. Top (bottom) line is the upper (lower)
adjacent value, which falls within 1.5 IQR (Interquartile range). The IQR is represented by the
length of the shaded box. The upper (lower) hinge of the box represents 75% (25%) percentile. The
median is represented by a line subdividing the box. The above descriptions are omitted in the box
plots below because they are drawn with the same rule.

lower than the RE/PI level. The difference is not reduced in the late periods of
the sessions (p-value=0.21, Wilcoxon signed-ranks test). The trading volumes in
odd periods, measured by turnover (Van Boening et al., 1993)13 , are separately
reported in figures below.
Figure 3.4 shows that in the second period of a round, the shocked asset prices
are close to RE/PI levels. Consistency with the models increases as traders gain
more experience (p-value=0.04, Wilcoxon signed-ranks test). Figure 3.4 also reports
the turnover of this asset both in odd periods (light grey) and in even periods (dark
grey).
Figure 3.5 shows the median trading prices in the second period when insiders
exist. We group the data by trader’s experience with a specific asset relationship.
We say that insider information is revealed if prices are closer (measured by MSE)
13

Turnover is a normalized measure of the amount of trading activity over the course of the life
of the asset. It is defined as T urnover = (Σ t q t )/TSU , where q t is the quantity of units of the asset
exchanged in period t and TSU is equal to the total stock of units.
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Shocked Assets Prices and Turnover
250

Session 6

.4

Average Turnover

.3

Median Price

200

Session 6

.2

150
.1

0
100
Early Half

Early Half
Odd Periods

Late Half

Late Half
Even Periods

Figure 3.4: Left Panel: Distribution of Second Period Median Prices: Shocked Asset. Grouped by
Early and Late Halves of the Sessions. Dashed line indicates the RE/PI price. Right Panel: The
Average Turnover of the Shocked Asset in Odd Periods and Even Periods. Note: session 6 is an
outlier.

to the RE predicted level than to that of PI. Figure 3.5 shows that prices tend to
reveal the insider information. This is apparent from the signs of the differences
between periods with positive, negative, and no correlation. Information regarding
turnover is reported on the bottom panel of this figure.
Lastly, Figure 3.6 illustrates situations where information mirages appear. We
use a simple but rather stringent standard to define an information mirage: it
occurs in a period if there are no insiders and if the median trading price is closer
to the mirage level (either 200 or 300 francs) than to the RE/PI level, and the mean
squared error is smaller when observed prices are compared with mirage prices
than with RE/PI prices. Turnover information is reported on the right panel of this
figure.
Overall, there are five main patterns in the price data:
1. In 19 out of 41 total periods without insiders, an information mirage occurs.
2. Information mirages that correspond to high price levels, referred to as
negative mirages in figure 3.6, are more likely to occur than those that occur
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Figure 3.5: Information Aggregation: Upper Panel: Distribution of Second Period Average Trading
Prices for Non-Shocked Asset in Periods with Inside Information: Grouped by Types of Information
and by Experience. The RE prices for Positive, Negative and Independent relationships are 200,
300 and 250 respectively. The PI price is 250 in all cases. Lower Panel: Turnover in Odd and Even
Periods of the Non-shocked Asset when Insiders are Present.
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Non−shocked Asset: Periods without Insiders
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Figure 3.6: Information Mirages: Left Panel: Distribution of Second Period Median Trading Prices
for Non-Shocked Asset in Periods with No Inside Information: Grouped by Types of Information
Mirage. RE/PI price is 250 in all cases because no one has private information. Right Panel:
Turnover in Odd and Even Periods of the Non-shocked Asset, No Insiders.

at low prices. Put differently, prices are more likely to reflect a belief that
the non-shocked asset is negatively correlated with the shocked asset. This
makes the non-shocked asset appear to be worth more (300 francs, instead of
200 in the case of positive correlation).
3. In most cases, insider information is revealed.
4. The degree of revelation of insider information depends on the relationship
between the two assets. It is more likely to be revealed when the relationship
is negative, followed by uncorrelated, followed in turn by positive correlation. The corresponding RE predicted prices are 300, 250, and 200 francs
respectively.
5. First period prices within a round are lower than predicted by the RE and PI
models.
In the next subsections, we analyze the price discovery process in detail. We
begin by studying the price discovery process for the even periods, the second
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period of each round, and then for the odd periods in the next subsection. Recall
that prior to the start of any even period, all traders know which asset will be
shocked.

3.3.2

Analysis of Price Discovery Process: Even Periods

To measure how close trading prices converge to the RE price level, we report
the mean squared error (MSE)14 in table 3.3. We divide each session into halves
in order to measure changes as subjects become more experienced. If the MSE
values become smaller in the late periods of a session, it is an indication that a
convergence process toward a benchmark price level is occurring.
Table 3.3: The MSE of RE Predicted Price compared to PI Predicted Price
Positive

Negative

Early
Session
1
2
3
4
6
7
8

Late

Early

RE

PI

RE

PI

(2) 1079
(2) 11624

(2) 5835
(2) 6298

(1) 1930

(1) 508

(1) 1656

(1) 359

(2) 7257
(1) 3100
(1) 484

(2) 5374
(1) 8916
(1) 4593

Late

RE

PI

RE

PI

(2) 532

(2) 2176

(2) 463

(2) 3622

(1) 545
(2) 5887
(1) 8046
(2) 1680

(1) 3327
(2) 4364
(1) 7942
(2) 1130

(1) 1540
(2) 598
(2) 2277
(1) 18894
(1) 652

(1) 7834
(2) 3920
(2) 2372
(1) 9125
(1) 1045

Note: Early (late) denotes periods in the first (second) half of the periods in each session. The
number of periods in each cell is in the parentheses.
If MSE is smaller for RE predicted price level than for PI predicted level, then we know that trading
prices are closer to full information revealing price level in these periods.

We report RMSE, root mean squared error, in the second-to-last row of table
3.4. RMSE serves as a measures of absolute deviation of pricing error from the
RE/PI level. Late-period RMSEs with respect to the RE price are much lower than
early periods RMSE in most cases. For instance, when the non-shocked asset is
14

For the shocked assets, transactions that belong to the first and the second halves of the
session are listed separately. We calculate MSE from the pooled transaction data (no smoothing
between periods). The same method has been applied to the non-shocked asset, depending on its
relationship with the shocked asset.
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positively correlated with the shocked asset, the error declines almost by half from
75 to 42. For negatively correlated asset and independent asset, the improvement
is small.15
To measure convergence within a period, we also divide the transactions in
each period into halves, classifying the first half of the trades as early and the
second half as late. The fraction of instances in which the MSE becomes smaller
for the second half of trades in a period is reported in the last row of table 3.4. The
significance of this fraction of convergent sessions is considered by using two-tailed
binomial test. Overall, the transaction data indicate both between-period and
within-period convergence toward RE/PI price levels.
In order to explore whether inside information is revealed in prices, we compare
the MSE for the PI prediction with that of the RE prediction for periods with
insider information. Table 3.3 reports that in most periods with distinguishable16
insider information, the MSE of RE model is much smaller than that of PI model,
especially in late periods with negative asset correlation.
The above analyses serve as the basis for our first result.
Result 1: Market prices reveal the insider information.

15

One of the periods in session 6 is a outlier with MSE (=18893) 17 times larger than the rest of
the MSEs. Without this outlier, the improvement between early and late periods is larger (with
RMSE decreasing from 56 to 33).
16
Recall that it is possible that assets in our experiment are independent from each other. However, in such periods with independent assets, we cannot distinguish whether insider information
is revealed or not because the theoretically predicted level with or without insiders are the same,
namely 250 francs. If assets are positively/negatively correlated with each other, we can know for
sure whether insider information is revealed or not. Therefore, we call it distinguishable insider
information.
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Table 3.4: Pooled Mean Square Error (MSE) from Predicted Price Level
No Insider
Early Periods
Session

RE/PI

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
Mean
RMSE

(1) 114
(3) 4002
(3) 3933
(3) 1488
(2) 2491
(1) 415
(2) 6515
(2) 233
(17) 2398
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Fraction of
periods with
second-half
MSE <
first-half
MSE

0.63

Mirage

1065
1085
365
6383

0.75

Positive
Late Periods

RE/PI
(1) 1228
(4) 681
(3) 6899
(2) 2299
(4) 1359
(2) 5800
(4) 6047
(4) 642
(24) 3043
55

0.80**

Mirage

Negative

0.82**

Shocked

Early

Late

Early

Late

Early

Late

Early

Late

RE

RE

RE

RE

RE/PI

RE/PI

RE/PI

RE/PI

(2) 532

(2) 463

(1) 1908.4

(1) 1278.3

(1) 1656

(1) 545

(1) 1540
(2) 598

(2) 7257
(2) 4854
(1) 484
(9) 5568
75

(2) 1793
42

(2) 5887
(1) 8046
(2) 1680
(8) 3099
56

(2) 2277
(1) 18893
(1) 5158
(1) 652
(8) 1109
(5) 2435
55 or 33 49
(excl. outlier)

0.30

1.00†

1.00***

0.89**

320
1336
103
307
3405
4525

Independent

(2) 1079
(2) 11624

(3) 2171
47

(4) 2339.3
(5) 1388.4
(5) 2613.9
(5) 1183.5
(5) 1798.5
(5) 5849
(5) 2247
(5) 193
(24) 2210
47

(4) 98.9
(5) 571
(5) 781.2
(5) 127.2
(5) 325.3
(5) 1182
(5) 983
(5) 41.01
(24) 517
23

0.50†

0.77***

0.77***

(1) 1930
(1) 3778.9
(1) 2231.4
(3) 1531.9

0.33†

(1) 733.3
(1) 2897

Note: Early (late) denotes periods in the first (second) half of the periods in each session. The number of periods in each cell is in parentheses. A mirage price can either be
200 (mistaken inference of positive correlation) or 300 francs (mistaken inference of negative correlation). Mean refers to the weighted average MSE of all eight sessions.
RMSE stands for root-mean-square error (similar to standard deviation).
∗ p-value<0.10.
∗∗ p-value <0.05.
∗ ∗ ∗ p-value <0.01. P-value of the two-tailed binomial test for p = 0.50.
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3.3.2.1

Information Mirage

While no trader knows for sure whether the assets are correlated in the periods
without insider information, there is potential for traders to mistakenly believe
that the assets are correlated. Mistakenly inferring positive (negative) correlation
between the two assets would drive the price of the non-shocked asset down (up)
toward 200 (300) francs. Figure 3.6 classifies all periods with an information mirage.
The criteria we use for classifying a period as containing a mirage is that (1) the
median trading price is closer to the mirage price level than the RE level, and (2)
the MSE is smaller when comparing trading prices with mirage price level than
with RE level.
In order to verify whether the two standards above indeed correctly classify
periods based on whether or not they contain an information mirage, we estimate
the parameters of the King and Wadhwani (1990) model on those periods that we
classify as mirage periods, and check whether the value of the parameters are
in line with what their model would predict for rounds in which an information
mirage occurs.
The regression specification is given in equations (3.1) and (3.2). ∆P ti measures
the change of an asset’s average price from period 1 to period 2 within a round.
This should be a function of systematic information from both markets as well as
market-specific information. Note, however, that there is an overall decrease in
value for both assets because in period 2, there is only one dividend remaining to
be paid, instead of two dividends remaining in period 1. Thus, we incorporate the
price decrease (i.e. P odd − 250) into v ti .
If the asset is the one that is shocked, there is an additional price decrease,
which reduces the RE/PI price down to 125 francs, the average dividend of the
shocked asset. This drop, in principle, would be interpreted as v tshocked = −125
francs by the uninformed traders. If, however, the traders are informed about
the nature of asset correlational relationship, then the additional drop should
be, instead, interpreted as u shocked
= −125, as the decrease affects the two ast
sets systematically. The resulting values of the β1 coefficients would then be the
following.
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β1 ≥ +0.4



β1 ≤ −0.4



β = 0
1

if assets are positively correlated.
if assets are negatively correlated.
if assets are independent.

If the assets are positively (negatively) correlated, the non-shocked asset’s
theoretical value adjusts from 250 to 200 (300) francs. Such an adjustment would
be reflected as β1 = ±0.4 depending on the asset relationship, and u shocked
=
t
125 francs. An information mirage occurs if β1 6= 0 even when no trader knows
the nature of the correlational relationship of the assets. For periods that we
have classified as mirage periods in Figure 3.6, we set u shocked
= 125 francs.17
t
For periods without an information mirage, we assume that traders infer that

u shocked
= 0 (and thus, they believe v tshocked = 125). Then, we estimate the following
t
regression specification.

(3.3)

P tnonshocked
− P tnonshocked = β1 ∗ u shocked
+ β2 ∗ v tnonshocked + ² t
t
−1

Recall that we are interested in evaluating the effectiveness of our classification
of information mirages. If a negative information mirage occurs, then the price of
the non-shocked asset drops to 300 francs instead of 250 francs — a decrease 50
francs smaller in magnitude. If this is the case, then we would expect the sign of
β1 to be negative. More precisely, we expect that β1 = −0.4 and β2 = 1 if our mirage

classification is correct.18
The estimated β̂1 = −0.44 confirms that the periods included in figure 3.6 (19 of
the 41 periods with no insiders) are indeed periods in which an information mirage
occurs. Moreover, the estimated value of β̂2 = 1.10, so we cannot reject the null
hypothesis that β1 = −0.4 and β2 = 1 at conventional levels, which are the values
predicted by the model of King and Wadhwani (1990). The above is the basis for
our second result.
It is convenient to write ∆P tnonshocked as P tnonshocked
− P tnonshocked in the regression model
−1
because typically the prices become lower in the second period, and thus the difference is positive.
It follows that we should write u shocked
= 125 to reflect the additional drop, which is also positive.
t
18
This means that the price changes from period 1 to period 2 should decrease by 250 francs on
average, reflecting the overall drop in value because one dividend has been paid. Any additional
change in price is a consequence of mistaken beliefs about asset correlation.
17
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Table 3.5: Estimation of King and Wadhwani (1990) Model
Variable
u_shocked
v_nonshocked

Coefficient
-0.435∗∗∗
1.097∗∗∗

N
R2
F (2,7)

(Std. Err.)
(0.071)
(0.196)

41
0.71
21.281

Standard errors are clustered at the session-level.
Significance levels: ∗ p-value<0.10. ∗∗ p-value <0.05. ∗ ∗ ∗ p-value <0.01.

Result 2: Information mirages are widespread, occurring in 19 of 41 possible instances.
The fact that most mirages consist of high prices that reflect the more favorable
state might be due to traders’ wishful thinking. They would rather have the nonshocked asset be negatively correlated with the shocked asset. This is because
the value of the non-shocked asset, and thus the average wealth of traders, would
be greater if the true correlation were negative. It is also possible that a form
of gambler’s fallacy is at work in belief formation. It may be the case that some
subjects believe that a shock to one asset decreasing its value, makes it more likely
that the other asset will experience an increase in value.

3.3.3

Analysis of Price Discovery Process: First Period of
Each Round

As indicated earlier, period 1 prices are lower than the RE/PI predicted level. In
some sessions, the assets are traded at a price near 300 francs in period 1. Since
some traders are willing to sell their endowed assets at a substantial discount
in period 1, traders who adopt a buy and hold strategy in period 1 can earn
a considerable amount of money. Since traders have all experienced 11 rounds,
including a practice round, they should be able to realize that in most cases, the
total dividend from the two-period sequence that makes up a round exceeds 300
francs.
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It is puzzling to see undervaluation in all first periods but not in second periods
with rounds. This is partly consistent with the “swing back hypothesis” introduced
by Forsythe et al. (1982). This hypothesis, applied to our setting, is that the prices
would converge to RE levels as the two-period sequence is repeated, but do so
in even periods before they do so in odd periods. In our data, we do observe
convergence in the even periods, but fail to see any tendency toward convergence
in the odd periods with repetition.
A choice list measuring complexity aversion was administered in the last three
sessions. The 34 subjects that participated in these sessions completed the task.
We observe some degree of heterogeneity in complexity aversion. The switching
points, after which subjects change from choosing the complex lottery to the simple
one, vary between decision number 3 to 7 (see Table 1). In particular, we find that
6.25% subjects are complexity seeking, 65.62% of subjects are complexity averse,
and 28.13% of subjects are complexity neutral.19 At the individual level, complexity
aversion significantly correlates with trading behavior in the market.
Specifically, we find that greater complexity aversion on the part of an individual
is correlated with a greater quantity of asset sold by that individual in the first
period of a round (Spearman ρ = 0.4191). Moreover, we find that greater complexity
aversion on the part of a seller is also correlated with a lower average sale price for
that individual (Spearman ρ = −0.3030). Both correlations are significant at the
5% level. There is no doubt that other factors also influence the behavior of market
participants, but their attitudes toward complex lotteries seems to be a factor in
the underpricing observed in odd periods, as individuals who are averse to complex
distributions of payoffs sell the asset at a discount.

3.4

Conclusion and Discussion

Financial integration has made world markets more connected than ever before,
and a financial crisis can have far-reaching consequences. Economists, financial
experts and journalists often blame financial contagion for widespread turmoil,
19

If the total number of simple lotteries chosen is 3 or fewer, then a subject is considered as
complexity seeking. If the total number is either 4 or 5, then she is considered as complexity neutral.
If the total exceeds 5, she is classified as complexity averse.
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blurring the distinction between the spread of a local shock justified by interdependent economic fundamentals and contagion that is not justified.
Our study focuses on one of the triggers of unjustified financial contagion,
namely asymmetric information. We have studied financial contagion in a controlled experimental setting where we can carefully control information, and specify
the fundamental interdependence between assets traded in different markets.
The results suggest that traders may be readily led to falsely believe that there
exist better informed traders who know the true relationship between assets. The
consequence of false beliefs as such is that a market-specific shock can readily be
transmitted to another market. Unjustified financial contagion is common in our
experiment: in 19 out of 41 periods without insiders, an information mirage occurs.
Indeed, mirages are much more common here than in the work of (Camerer and
Weigelt, 1991), in which they were first noted.
Our experimental results have shown that the possibility of the existence of
insiders alone can trigger financial contagion. More specifically, the impossibility
for traders to exclude the potential relevance of a shock in one market for other
markets, plus the suspicion that they are not as well informed as others, appears
to cause traders to become over sensitive to price fluctuations. They then attempt
to extract valuable information from trades. Often the information is not there, but
is erroneously thought to exist.
When insider information is actually present, it is revealed in almost all periods. In other words, asset prices reflect underlying asset correlations when such
correlations are known to some traders.
In the first period of their two period life, asset prices are typically below their
expected value, the price predicted by both the Rational Expectations and the
Private Information models. It appears that an aversion to relatively complex
lotteries plays a role, and the more complex the asset, the more underpricing that
would be likely to be observed.
This complexity aversion is distinct from, though related to, ambiguity aversion.
Although the probabilities of each possible outcome of a lottery may be known, if
there are many possible outcomes, or the probabilities of each outcome are not
round numbers, the utility of the lottery may be difficult for the decision maker to
compute. If the computation task is too complex, it effectively becomes a situation of
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ambiguity. A complexity averse individual prefers to avoid such lotteries. The assets
traded in our market are complex, because their payoffs may have many outcomes
and some of them are contingent on earlier outcomes. Complexity aversion appears
to correlate with behavior in our markets, and may account, at least in part, for
the mispricing we observe in the first period of our rounds. Note also that we
employ double auction markets in our experiment. Füllbrunn et al. (2014) find that
ambiguity aversion does not play a prominent role in asset markets as such. The
fact that complexity aversion correlates with behaviors in our markets suggests
that this measure of complexity aversion goes over and beyond ambiguity. Even
so, we cannot rule out that a third variable, such as, perhaps, cognitive ability,
is related to both complexity aversion and subjects’ behavior in period 1 of our
rounds. Indeed, there is a correlation of −.25 between complexity aversion and
the earnings at the individual level, though it is not significant. Exploring the
correlates of complexity aversion and its relationship with market behavior is an
interesting topic for future work.
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R ISK , T IME P RESSURE & S ELECTION E FFECTS

4.1

1

Introduction

Many, if not most, decisions in the workplace are made under time pressure
today (Reid and Ramarajan, 2016; Wheatley, 2000). Consequently, research in
decision making has recently started to investigate how a time constraint influences
individuals’ preferences and choices (for an overview, Spiliopoulos and Ortmann
(2017). By randomly allocating subjects into time pressure conditions, the literature
has successfully identified its causal effects in a variety of domains, including risky,
social, and strategic behavior (e.g., Sutter et al. (2003), on bargaining; Kocher
and Sutter (2006), on beauty contests; Baillon et al. (2013), on decisions under
ambiguity; Kirchler et al., on risky decisions; Buckert et al. (2017), on imitation in
strategic games; El Haji et al. (2016), on bidding in auctions).
However, these causal effects should be interpreted with caution, because of
two potentially serious problems, both relating to issues of self-selection. First,
1

This chapter is based on a joint work with Martin Kocher, David Schindler and Stefan
Trautmann. We thank seminar participants at the Society for Experimental Finance annual
meeting, at the University of Cologne, LMU Munich, Tilburg University, Paris I Sorbonne, and
the Norwegian School of Economics for helpful suggestions. Special thanks to Debrah Meloso for
detailed comments on an earlier draft. Yilong Xu would like to especially thank the hospitality and
the financial support by the Center for Advanced Studies at the University of Munich.
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because people differ in their ability to cope with time pressure (e.g., Claessens
et al. (2007); Eisenhardt (1989); Maruping et al. (2015), and references therein),
we expect selection of people into decision environments with a different degree
of time pressure. That is, outside the experimental laboratory, candidates selfselect into activities and occupations and thus into job-related decision making
environments. In contrast, participants in experiments are exogenously assigned
to a treatment condition that may not fit well with their tastes and skills (AlUbaydli and List, 2015). External validity of the observed experimental behavior
thus cannot be taken for granted. Despite similarity of the experimental and the
natural decision environments (in term of time pressure), the decision makers may
systematically differ across the two settings in a self-selected way. Importantly,
while external validity is an issue in any empirical study, it is a more central
aspect in laboratory experiments that explicitly aim to mimic natural decision
environments. 2 Understanding the personal traits associated with the ability to
perform under time pressure would allow an assessment of selection in the field,
and thus assessing the external validity of average causal effects based on the
distribution of traits in actual decision environments. Identifying such traits is one
aim of the current paper.
Second, if time pressure is substantial and relevant in an experiment, some
people will violate the time constraint. This leads to problems of the internal,
rather than the external validity of the time pressure effects, because the sample
of decisions observed in the data set is self-selected.3 Failure to take these selection
effects into account may therefore result in a false interpretation of the observed
behavior in terms of population averages. For example, Tinghög et al. (2013) argue
that failures to replicate time pressure effects on cooperation in ethical dilemmas
may be due to the original studies (Rand et al., 2012) excluding about half of the
participants because of a failure to meet the time constraint (Casari et al. (2007),
make a similar observation in the context of auction bidding).
The current study aims to shed light on such heterogeneity and the resulting
2

External validity may be less of a problem in the context of time-limited offers for consumers
(e.g. Sugden et al., 2015), where self-selection seems less likely.
3
A similar problem obtains in studies on the effect of stress on decision making, where analyses
of data are typically restricted to those participants who show a cortisol reaction under stress
(Trautmann, 2014).
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selection effects in the presence of exogenously imposed time pressure. To this
end, we separately analyze subsamples of subjects who fail to react in time and
who succeed in terms of their behavior and personal traits. We demonstrate that
overlooking the selection issue in this context would result in very different assessment of the performance under time pressure. We focus on the domain of risky
decisions. In appendix C.1, we review the findings of the experimental literature
in this domain. We indicate for each study whether there is a potential threat to
internal validity because of substantial violations of time pressure, or whether
there is low time pressure, questioning relevance. Table C.1 suggests that selection
problems should be taken seriously in the interpretation of causal time pressure
effects on risk taking.
Observing that selection issues are at the heart of experiments with time
pressure and other adverse conditions, we are the first to (1) directly measure the
empirical relevance of selection effects and (2) test whether there are individuallevel correlates based on observable background variables that can be used as
predictors of the ability of a decision maker to cope with time pressure, and thus
the propensity to self-select into time-pressure environments. We use the term
time pressure resistance for such ability. It relates to differences in the decision
process, including the decision maker’s time management. Our study aims to
provide insights into these processes, and how they differ between decision makers.
To this end, we collect data on risky decisions under time pressure, augmenting a
design used in Kocher et al. (2013) to allow for both between-subject and withinsubject analyses of behavior across time-constraint conditions. That is, we observe
each decision maker’s risky choice behavior both in the presence and in the absence
of time pressure for a similar set of risky alternatives.
To test whether individual differences predict decision quality under time
pressure, we assess participants’ scores on a measure of cognitive ability, on a
measure of intellectual efficiency, and a set of personality traits. Importantly, while
performance under time pressure can be measured in many ways, a risky decision
task requires complex reasoning and has no obvious solution from the perspective of
the decision maker (because optimal choices depend on preferences). Consequently,
the decision maker has to choose a decision strategy, and this strategy may be
affected by time pressure (Ordonez and Benson, 1997). Our performance measure
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aims to detect such shifts in strategy. Alternatively, we interpret a fitted prospect
theory decision model as a proxy for the person’s decision strategy, and observe how
the model performs across different time pressure conditions. The details of the
experimental design, including our measures of cognitive ability and intellectual
efficiency are described in the next section.
Employing this design to study person-environment interactions in the context of time pressure, we observe the following results. First, we observe clear
differences in decision styles across people in the absence of time pressure, which
are then associated with the success in mastering the time constraint when it
is present. That is, selection is highly relevant for internal validity. Second, in
attempting to predict ability to perform under time pressure, we find that those
who score high in cognitive measures and have high self-efficacy perform better and
are less likely to miss the deadline. Moreover, individuals’ decision style (defined
below) in the absence of time pressure correlates with performance under time
pressure. Yet, we note that there is still an important role of unobserved factors. We
discuss the implications of our findings for the external validity of time pressure
effects in decision making in the wild.

4.2

Studying Self-selection in an Adverse
Environment: Experimental Design

We implement an experimental structure that allows us to observe both betweenand within-subject differences in risky decision-making behavior in a time-constrained
versus an unconstrained environment. This is how we can causally identify the
effects of time pressure on risky decision making at the individual level. As decision
makers are likely to show different reactions to adverse decision environments, we
measure potentially selection-relevant individual characteristics that may explain
these differences. More specifically, for each participant we observe (i) risky choices
in the absence of time pressure; (ii) risky choices in the presence of time pressure;
(iii) a measure of cognitive ability (“IQ”); and (iv) a measure of intellectual efficiency
(“IE”). We discuss the different tasks in detail below. The general structure of the
experiment carefully counterbalances the order of the different parts as shown in
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Table 4.1: Treatment Design
Treatment
(#obs)

Part 1: Indiv.
Differences

Part 2: Risky
Choices Set 1

Part 3: Risky
Choices Set 2a

Part 4: Indiv.
Differences

1 (93)
2 (94)
3 (96)
4 (96)

IQ
IQ
IE
IE

Time pressure
No time pressure
Time pressure
No time pressure

No time pressure
Time pressure
No time pressure
Time pressure

IE
IE
IQ
IQ

Notes: IQ: measurement of cognitive ability; IE: measurement of intellectual efficiency; a : a set of
pure gain choices was added after Set 2 to give subjects the possibility to earn back potential losses
in sets 1 and 2 (see section 4.2.3). Note that the IQ and IE tasks allowed subjects to move back and
forth across items while this was not possible in the risky choice tasks.

Table 4.1. Our setup allows us to predict behavior under the adverse influence of
time pressure by behavior in the absence of time pressure, controlling for other
relevant observable characteristics.
Each set of risky choices (Set 1 and Set 2) consists of 24 binary choices (see
Table C.2 in the appendix for a full description). Time pressure was imposed by
setting time limits for each of two 12-item subsets of choices within each of these
two sets of risky choices. In particular, each set consists of (i) one subset of 12 binary
choices that compare pure loss lotteries with mixed lotteries of lower expected
value (“prominent gain”); and (ii) one subset of 12 binary choices that compare pure
gain lotteries with mixed lotteries of higher expected value (“prominent loss”). A
detailed description and motivation of these choice tasks is given in Section 4.2.3.4
An important feature of the time pressure implementation is that the time limit is
imposed on the subset level, not on each choice item. That is, participants could go
through the items in each subset at their own pace and therefore had to organize
the allocation of time to the different choices wisely. However, subjects were not
allowed to go back and reconsider earlier choices. This setup requires subjects
to manage their time use efficiently over a set of decisions, creating a trade-off
between making more careful/thoughtful decisions on some items, and a higher
chance to be able to complete all problems.
4

Because losses were possible in the lottery choices, we included a set of lottery choices after
the main task (Set 2 / Part 3) that gave subjects the possibility to earn back any losses from sets 1
or 2. See section 4.2.3 for details.
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To make time pressure and no time pressure conditions as similar as possible
in the presentation of the instructions and the task design, the unconstrained task
also involved a time limit. However, this limit was selected such that it would not
provide an actually binding constraint for subjects, namely at 420 seconds in all
subsets. The extent of the time constraint in the time pressure conditions was
calibrated in pre-test sessions such that there would be significant time pressure,
while not making it impossible for the subjects to perform the decision task. In
particular, under time pressure, the time limits were set at 120 seconds for the set
with the prominent gains and at 80 seconds for the set with the prominent losses.
In both cases, this value implied a 20% reduction of the median decision times in
the absence of constraints that we observed in six pilot sessions (details about the
pre-test sessions are provided in the online supplement5 ).

4.2.1

Cognitive Ability, Intellectual Efficiency

We employed the Raven’s Advanced Progressive Matrices (APM) test to measure
cognitive ability (“IQ”) and intellectual efficiency (“IE”). Cognitive ability assesses a
subject’s cognitive reasoning power, i.e. the extent to which complex information
can be processed. Intellectual efficiency measures cognitive reasoning speed, i.e.
how fast incoming information can be processed (Raven and Court, 1998).
Cognitive ability measured by the Raven’s APM constitutes a non-verbal estimate of fluid intelligence, the ability to reason and solve novel problems. Individuals
with high fluid ability are thought to be better able to cope with time pressure
because they typically possess larger working memory (Shelton et al., 2010). In
addition, Paola and Gioia (2016) report that cognitive ability has a positive impact
on performance under time pressure. Intellectual efficiency in turn imposes exogenous time pressure on the testing problem, such that we expect cognitive ability to
be positively related to decision quality, but intellectual efficiency to be predictive
for the ability to complete all necessary decisions when time is scarce.
Raven’s Advanced Progressive Matrices are aimed at subjects in the high
cognitive ability ranges such as university students. In each item, subjects are
presented with a 3-by-3 matrix of abstract symbols, with the symbol in the lower
5

See goo.gl/3Yaz7B
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right corner missing. They are asked to choose, among eight possible alternatives,
the one that completes the pattern in the matrix. We communicated to subjects
that the items in the task were arranged in ascending order of difficulty and that
they could go back and forth within the time limit to revise their answers. An
example can be seen in Figure 4.1, where the correct answer is option 3.
Instead of running the full 48-item test, a short-form6 containing 12 selected
items from the APM test was administered to obtain a measure of IQ, as it has
been argued that conducting the full APM does not add much predictive power
(the correlation between the two formats is ρ = 0.88, see Bors and Stokes (1998a)).
As we are interested in the cognitive capacities of subjects, we allowed subjects
to answer all twelve items at their own pace. To keep instructions as close as
possible to our measure of intellectual efficiency (details below), we implemented a
non-binding time constraint of 25 minutes, which was again calibrated in pre-tests.
We use the remaining 34 items7 from the APM to construct a measure of
cognitive efficiency, i.e. the speed of cognitive reasoning (Raven and Court, 1998).
By imposing a severe time limit on subjects (13 minutes to solve all 34 items), we
measure how fast and how efficiently they can process information. They could
again reconsider earlier choices at any time. The timing constraint proved to be
binding in pre-tests: no participant was able to finish all questions within the time
limit.
Based on the tasks, we define our measures IQ and IE as the number of correct
items in the cognitive ability and the intellectual efficiency tasks, respectively.
There is no additional reduction of the score for wrong answers or missing items.
Note that, as shown in Table 4.1, the IQ and IE tasks were counterbalanced
separately for each ordering of the time pressure tasks. The IQ and IE tasks were
incentivized such that (1) a higher score yields a higher chance to win a monetary
prize, and (2) subjects could never identify their number of correct answers exactly.
We provide more details on and the procedure in Appendix C.4.
6

The short form of the APM test we used here was introduced by Bors and Stokes (1998a),
consisting of items 3, 10, 12, 15, 16, 18, 21, 22, 28, 30, 31, and 34 of the APM (Set II). It is more
difficult, and therefore suits university students better, than the other short version proposed
earlier by Arthur and Day (1994).
7
We use the first two items in Set I of the APM test as instructional items, leaving 34 items for
our intellectual efficiency measure.
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Figure 4.1: A Sample Screen from Raven’s APM

4.2.2

Personality measures

At the end of the experiment, we elicited several personality measures that are
potentially relevant to the ability of coping with time pressure. The Generalized
Self-Efficacy Scale (Schwarzer and Jerusalem, 1995) is a ten-item questionnaire
that aims at measuring the “belief in one’s competence to tackle novel tasks and
to cope with adversity in a broad range of stressful or challenging encounters”
(Luszczynska et al., 2005, p. 80). Time pressure is thus a natural environment in
which self-efficacy may have an effect on decision-making quality. In particular,
in line with previous research showing a positive correlation between measures
of self-efficacy and good financial planning behavior (Kuhnen and Melzer, 2014),
we hypothesized that higher level of self-efficacy may be associated with better
decision quality under time pressure. Rotter’s Locus of Control questionnaire
(Rotter, 1966) is a 28-item survey that assesses the extent to which individuals
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believe that they have control over events that affect them in their lives. Whenever
individuals feel to be in control, they might be less likely to perceive stress (e.g.
generated by time pressure) as a threat (Chan, 1977). It has been shown that
internally-oriented individuals are more likely to appraise stressful situations as a
controllable challenge and focus on coping with stress, while externally-oriented
individuals are more likely to be threatened by stressors (Bernardi, 2011; Folkman,
1984; Parkes, 1984). We therefore hypothesized that stronger internal orientation
mitigated the effects of time pressure on decision making. A Big Five Ten Item
(TIPI) questionnaire (Gosling et al., 2003), which measures the Big Five personality
characteristics using only ten questions was also administered. Here we predicted
that traits such as neuroticism could become a burden under time pressure, as
previous research has shown that this trait is positively associated with task
avoidance (Matthews and Campbell, 1998) and Byrne et al. (2015) have found that
neuroticism is negatively correlated with performance in tasks with social and
time pressure. Finally, we collected some general demographics and background
data such as age, gender, etc.

4.2.3

Risk Preference Measures

Our main task involves binary risky choices. We build on the design in Kocher et al.
(2013), who analyzed risky decisions under time pressure. That study found strong
time pressure effects for lottery choices involving mixed gambles, i.e., including
both gains and losses. In particular, under time pressure, decision makers seem
to be prone to prefer mixed gambles over pure loss gambles with higher expected
value (thus being drawn by the prominent gain in the mixed gambles); similarly,
decision makers seem to prefer pure gain gambles over mixed gambles with a higher
expected value (thus being repelled by the prominent loss in the mixed gamble).
Both Saqib and Chan (2015) and Conte et al. (2016) find similar prominence effects
under time pressure. Because we want to study the role of selection effects under
time pressure, we deliberately employ this particular structure of lottery choices,
expecting to induce robust time pressure effects with the design. As described
before, we present subjects with two sets of choices, one set being time-constrained,
and the other de facto unconstrained. Each set consisted of a subset of 12 choices of
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the prominent-gain format, and 12 choices of the prominent-loss format. The two
subsets were separately time-constrained as described above. Within each subset,
subjects had to proceed through the choice problems in a given order (fixed over all
subjects and conditions) and could not go back to revise previous choices. A list of
all choices is given in Appendix C.2. A screenshot of the presentation of the choices
is given in Appendix C.3.
Subjects made as many choices as possible within the time constraint. At the
end of the experiment, one choice was selected randomly from all the potential
choice problems in Set 1 and Set 2, and payoffs depended on the decision made,
i.e. the lottery chosen, in this choice problem (this procedure prevents wealth or
house money effects, which we considered relevant in the context of risky choice).
If a subject violated the time constraint and thus failed to answer some of the
questions, she would receive the lowest possible outcome (i.e., the highest possible
loss) if one of the unanswered decision problems was selected for payment. For
example, if the selected choice problem involved a choice between the lottery (15%:

e -15, 85%: e -11) and (15%: e 12, 85%: e -17) (see S1 / G11 in Table C.2), the
earnings for a person who did not submit a decision was e -17.
Because the risky choices of sets 1 and 2 involve potential losses, we needed to
endow the participants with sufficient funds to cover any losses they might incur
in parts 2 and 3 of the experiment. Therefore, an additional task was added after
Set 2 that involved six risky choices between lotteries in which the lowest possible
gain amounted to e 20. By adding the endowment task after all Part 2 and Part 3
choices had been made, and by endowing with the help of risky choices, we hoped to
prevent subjects from integrating the endowment easily with the loss outcomes in
the choices in earlier parts. This method was adapted from Kocher et al. (2013). We
did not impose a time limit on the endowment task; at the end of the experiment,
one of the six choices was randomly selected for payment, and earnings were added
to earnings from the lottery selected from sets 1 and 2. When working on Set 1
and Set 2, subjects were not aware how the subsequent task would look like; they
only knew that other parts were to follow and that they would not incur overall net
losses from the experiment. In the analyses below, we always report performance
based on behavior in sets 1 and 2, thus not incorporating the endowment task.
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4.2.4

Experimental Procedure

The experiment was programmed using z-Tree (Fischbacher, 2007) and recruitment
was done with the help of ORSEE (Greiner, 2015). We conducted 16 experimental
sessions at the MELESSA laboratory at the University of Munich in July and
September 2014.In total, 379 subjects took part in the experiment, up to 24 in
each session. 60% of the subjects were female with an average of 24 years. They
were mostly undergraduate and graduate students from a diverse set of programs
that the university offers.8 Payoffs were determined by randomly selecting Part
1, Part 4 or Part 2/3 for payment, with payment details then depending on the
procedures described in the previous subsections. A typical session lasted for about
75 minutes, and subjects earned on average about e 16.63 (approximately $21.32
at that time). In addition, we ran several pilot studies in Munich and Tilburg to
calibrate the appropriate timing constraints. Information on the pilots, as well as
the experimental instructions, can be found in the online supplement mentioned
in footnote 5.

4.3

Time Pressure and Risky Decisions:
Manipulation Check

We first consider whether the time pressure manipulation for the risky decisions
was effective in terms of time-use, in terms of the number of participants violating
the time constraint, and in terms of the number of unanswered decision items.
Table 4.2 shows the results using the between-subjects comparison. Clearly, subjects made substantially faster decisions under time pressure (Mann-Whitney test,

p < 0.01), were more likely to violate the time constraint (Mann-Whitney test,
p < 0.01), and had more missing items (Mann-Whitney test, p < 0.01). The manipulation of time pressure was successful in providing a highly adverse decision
environment.
8

15% majored in economics, 16% in business administration, while 10% were enrolled in other
social sciences programs. Furthermore, 4% were psychologists, 10% majored in the humanities,
5% in law, 21% in the natural sciences or technology and the remaining rest 19% came from other
fields.
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Table 4.2: Time Pressure Manipulation for Risky Decisions
Treatment

Actual time used
(average, in sec.)

# of subjects violating
the time constraint

# of missing
items per person

164

58

0.87

279

2

0.01

Time pressure
(N=189)
No time pressure
(N=190)

Notes: Decision times reported show the sum of time used for the two subsets. Total time constraint
was 200 seconds under time pressure, and 840 seconds in the absence of time pressure.

Table 4.3: Time Pressure Effects on Risky Choices
Treatment

Time pressure
(N=189)
No time pressure
(N=190)

Expected value
(choices made;
e )a,b

Expected value
(all decision
problems; e )a,c

Percent of
choices avoiding
prominent loss

Percent of
choices seeking
prominent gain

-1.31

-1.61

59.85%

62.50%

-1.14***

-1.15***

50.83%***

55.66%**

Notes: a : averages reported; b: numbers reflect the expected value implied by choices actually
made; c: numbers reflect the expected value implied by all choice problems, including missing items;
*,**,*** indicates significance of difference from time pressure condition at the 10%, 5%, and 1%
level, two-sided Mann-Whitney tests.

We next consider the effect of time pressure on risky decisions. Table 4.3 shows,
for time-constrained and for unconstrained choices, the average expected payoff
that is implied by the choices the subject actually made, the average expected
payoff that is implied by all choice problems including missing items (which count
as the highest loss)9 , the percentage of choices that avoid a prominent loss, and
the percentage of choices that seek a prominent gain. The latter two percentages
are conditional on the items that a person has answered. We observe that time
pressure significantly reduces decision quality. The expected value (EV) implied by
choices actually made is lower under time pressure. Clearly, missing items lead
9

As a benchmark for the subsequent analyses we observe that the highest realizable expected
value was e -0.39, and the lowest was e -2.28 if all choices were actually answered. Not answering
any item would yield an expected payoff of e -11.23.
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to additional losses and further reduce payoffs under time pressure. Under time
pressure, participants make significantly more choices that avoid a prominent loss
or seek a prominent gain, at a loss of expected value, than in the absence of time
pressure.
This observation suggests that choices are more heuristic under time pressure,
being affected by salient attractive aspects of the lottery and sacrificing expected
payoff. We observe that, despite differences in the implementation of the time
constraint and in the design of the lottery choices, these comparative findings
exactly replicate those reported in Kocher et al. (2013). Note, however, that the
share of choices for the lower-EV option (loss avoiding or gain seeking, respectively),
is higher in the current experiment than in Kocher et al. (2013).
Observing that participants realize a lower expected value under time pressure,
we consider expected value as a core measure of decision quality in the subsequent
analyses. This interpretation is supported by the direct (inverse) link of expected
value to heuristic choices (loss avoiding and gain seeking). Expected payoff is also
a criterion that is applied in many professional settings outside the laboratory to
assess decision success. However, participants may not necessarily aim to maximize
expected value in the experiment. In the supplementary material, we therefore
present the main results also under the alternative assumption that participants’
decisions may reflect cumulative prospect theory preferences.

4.4

Results: Identifying Selection

We first approach the question whether selection is relevant under time pressure.
To this end, we compare those decision makers who violate the time constraint
under time pressure ( N = 90) to those who do not ( N = 289). A violator is defined as
a decision maker who ran out of time before making all 12 choices, in at least one of
the two subsets of risky decisions in her time-constrained part. Clearly, these two
groups will thus differ under time pressure. However, the within-person design also
allows us to study whether these groups differ when they are not time-constrained.
10
10

In section 4.4 and 4.5, we report the average treatment effects of time pressure, pooling all
decisions in Set 1 and Set 2 irrespective of order. Appendix C.5 provides additional analyses, report-
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Table 4.4: Differences between Time-constraint Violators and Non-violators

Performance measure
Actual time
used (in sec.)
Variance of time
used per item
Expected value
(choices made; e )
Expected value (all
decision problems; e )
Expected value (items
w/o violations; e )a
Percent of choices
avoiding prominent loss
Percent of choices
seeking prominent gain

No time pressure
Violators Non-violators
(N=90)
(N=289)

Time pressure
Violators Non-violators
(N=90)
(N=289)

323.79

221.13***

188.87

148.72***

77.75

37.29***

30.82

10.30***

-1.06

-1.21***

-1.29

-1.22

-1.08

-1.21***

-2.29

-1.22***

-3.69

-3.90***

-3.72

-3.90***

49.63%

54.79%*

52.72%

55.45%

46.96%

60.67%***

47.95%

60.84%***

Notes: Violator status for each subject is assigned if at least one item in at least one time-constrained
subset was not answered; *,**,*** at the entries for non-violators indicate that these values differ
from those for violators, at the 10%, 5% , and 1% significance level, two-sided Mann-Whitney tests.
a : expected value calculated on the basis of those items in the prominent gain and prominent loss
subsets that all subjects were able to answer under time pressure.

Table 4.4 shows results of the comparison between the two groups for various
behavioral and performance measures. The left panel shows behavior in the absence
of time pressure. Subjects who violate the time constraint differ substantially from
those who do not violate the constraint in the way they approach the risky decision
task. In terms of decision processes, violators use more time and distribute their
time less evenly across choices. Moreover, violators are less affected by salient loss
or gain features of the lotteries. They consequently perform significantly better on
average in terms of the implied expected value of their choices than non-violators,
when not exposed to time pressure. In the right panel of Table 4.4, we compare the
two groups in the presence of time pressure. Also under a time constraint, violators
use more time and have a higher variance of time used across choice problems.
ing results based on either Set 1 or Set 2 data. Overall, we find that the results are qualitatively
the same.
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Table 4.5: Differences between Time-constraint Violators and Non-violators across
Choice Items under Time Pressure (Expected Value of Choices Made)
Choice
(pr gain)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Violators

Non-Violators

Choice
(pr loss)

-9.89 (N=90)
-5.09 (N=90)
-12.37 (N=90)
-5.57 (N=89)
-14.17 (N=89)
-8.94 (N=89)
-3.22 (N=89)
-11.71 (N=87)
-9.42 (N=83)
-13.11 (N=77)
-12.28 (N=63)
-8.37 (N=45)

-10.08 (N=289)
-5.14
-12.56*
-5.75**
-14.56***
-9.11**
-3.44***
-11.85**
-9.70**
-13.24
-12.34
-8.38

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

Violators

Non-Violators

8.56 (N=90)
8.93 (N=90)
4.61 (N=90)
8.33 (N=89)
6.12 (N=89)
9.42 (N=88)
11.74 (N=87)
5.61 (N=84)
7.50 (N=77)
4.31 (N=66)
4.25 (N=47)
8.02 (N=19)

8.55 (N=289)
8.59*
4.49
8.30
6.15
9.39
11.57
5.68
7.54
4.22
4.41
8.03

Notes: Entries are expected values (e ) of choices made; averages over participants in the subgroup;
*,**,*** at the entries for Non-violators indicate that these values differ from those for Violators, at
the 10%, 5% , and 1% significance level, Mann-Whitney test. Number of observations in parentheses
(constant for Non-violators).

They perform significantly worse on the full set of choices. This effect is driven by
the relatively strong punishment for not answering a choice problem, which they
seem not to take sufficiently into consideration in their strategy. Moreover, under
time pressure, violators do not anymore perform better than non-violators on the
choices they actually made. However, violators do not perform significantly worse
than non-violators on these items either.
Table 4.4 also shows the expected value over the set of choices for which no
subject violated the time constraint (row five).11 This includes the first seven
choices in the prominent gain sets and the first three choices in the prominent
loss sets. Apparently, on this subset of early choices, the violators perform much
better than the non-violators do, and this holds true in both the time pressure and
11

For this row, we removed one subject, a violator, from the analysis in this table, as she is the
only participant violating the time constraint already at the fourth item for the subset of prominent
gain lotteries, while others violate only after the seventh item. The results remain the same if we
include all subjects but we lose a substantial amount of information for the subset of prominent
gain lotteries.
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the no-time pressure condition. Moreover, comparing this performance measure
across time pressure conditions, we observe that the expected payoffs do not differ
for either group of decision makers (for both groups, p > 0.7, Wilcoxon signedrank test). Thus, under time pressure, initially the violators can fully implement
the same decision strategy as in the absence of time pressure. However, as they
move on and run out of time, they lose out, harming their overall performance
for the choices they actually make (shown in row three in Table 4.4) and they do
significantly worse than the non-violators for the full set of choices (shown in row
four in Table 4.4).
This dynamic pattern of performance is shown in more detail in Table 4.5. The
table shows for each item, in the order of appearance, the implied expected value
of the choices made by violators and non-violators under time pressure. In the
set of prominent gains (items 1-12), violators perform better early on. In the set
of prominent losses (item 13-24), the effect is less pronounced, but points in the
same direction. As they move on with the task and time runs out, violators do
not make better decisions than the non-violators anymore. This is especially true
in the set with prominent gains. Additionally, violators at some point violate the
time constraint (shown by the decrease in sample sizes indicated for each choice
item), leading to significant losses in expected value over all decision problems.
We also observe that violation of the time constraint for prominent-loss choices
leads to an additional loss of expected payoffs for the set of choices made. This
is caused by the fact that lotteries in this subset had positive expected payoffs,
and thus a participant’s average expected payoff over choices made is harmed by
simply reducing the number of prominent-loss choices that are completed. This
effect leads to the negative effect on expected value for choices actually made under
time pressure, shown in row three of Table 4.4.
Figure 4.2 provides further illustration of the time-use strategies. The figure
plots for each item the average decision time for violators and for non-violators.
In the absence of time pressure (upper panel), violators spend more time on each
item than non-violators, and use a substantial amount of time for some apparently
difficult items, leading to higher variance in terms of the average time-used per
item. Under time pressure (lower panel), violators initially use much time and then
almost monotonically reduce their time used per item as they progress through the
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Figure 4.2: Time Use of Violators and Non-violators
task.12 Compared to the non-violators who remain relatively stable in their time
used per item as they proceed through the task, violators thus initially use more
time and later have even less time than the (on average) non-violators take for the
last few items. That is, given the significant punishment for violation of the time
12

All items that a person cannot answer because time ran out are counted as zero time used.
This is consistent with the person having indeed used zero seconds to make the decision. Note that
the non-zero time use for later items in each subset by each group of violators is caused by the
definition of violator based on a violation in at least one of the two subsets. Thus, not all violators
run out of time in the prominent gain subset (prominent loss subset).
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constraint, violators exhibit poor time management.
Table 4.6: Correlations of Behavior across Time Pressure Conditions
Performance measure
Actual time used
(in sec.)
Variance of time
used per item
Skewness of time
used per item
Expected value
(choices made; e )
Percent of choices avoiding
prominent loss
Percent of choices seeking
prominent gain

Spearman rank Correlation
(only violators, N=90)

Spearman rank Correlation
(only non-violators, N=289)

0.42***

0.63***

0.47***

0.51***

0.03

0.09

0.37***

0.86***

0.69***

0.81***

0.68***

0.82***

Notes: *,**,*** indicate that the correlation of behavior with time pressure and without time
pressure is different from zero at the 10%, 5% , and 1% significance level, Spearman’s rank
correlation coefficients.

An important question regarding the external validity of experimental observations of choice behavior concerns the within-person correlation of behavior in
time-constrained and unconstrained decision environments at the individual level.
Tables 4.4 and 4.5 showed that violators cannot implement their decisions as successfully under time pressure as in its absence. Table 4.6 displays the correlation
of various behavioral measures across time pressure conditions; correlations are
given separately for violators and non-violators. We observe that behavior and
outcomes are positively correlated across environments, though correlations are
larger for non-violators than for violators. While non-violators seem to be able to
implement similar decision strategies both in the absence and in the presence of
time pressure, violators are less able to sustain the same strategy in the different
decision environments, especially for the last few items when they run out of time.
To sum up, we document significant selection effects under time pressure: those
participants who cannot cope with the time constraint have very different timeuse and decision strategies in the absence of time pressure. They make better
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decisions when sufficient time is available (i.e., under no-time pressure conditions)
than those subjects who are not violating time-constraints under time pressure.
However, under time pressure they are not able to sustain these strategies anymore
and therefore lose out against the non-violators in terms of performance.

4.5

Results: Predicting Who Can Better Cope
with Time Pressure

4.5.1

The Effect of Observable Traits: Non-parametric
Analyses

Having observed that there are systematic differences in behavior between those
who can and those who cannot cope with time pressure well, we now investigate
whether there are observable traits or characteristics that allow predicting timepressure resistance to in decision making. Table 4.7 shows that there are differences in intellectual efficiency and self-efficacy between violators and non-violators.
While not significant on conventional levels, differences in gender look suggestive. Moreover, in the previous section we have already shown the pronounced
differences in time use strategies between violators and non-violators.
In the following we therefore study the differences between low and high IQ,
low and high IE, low and high self-efficacy, small and large amounts of time used /
variance of time used (in the absence of time pressure), and between males and
females. Importantly, these differences are observed for all subjects, irrespective
of whether they violate the deadline under time pressure or not. That is, we can
also make use of variation in performance within the groups of violators and nonviolators. Below we will use these measures also jointly in a multivariate analysis
as predictors of decision performance under time pressure.
Effects of cognitive ability and intellectual efficiency. We consider the effects of IQ
and IE on risky behavior, in time-constrained and unconstrained settings. Despite
being positively correlated (ρ = 0.5760, p < 0.01, Spearman rank correlation), the
correlation between IQ and IE is far from perfect, suggesting that the two measures
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Table 4.7: Characteristics between Time-constraint Violators and Non-violators
(Individual Differences)
Individual background variable

Violators (N=58)

Non-violators (N=131)

9.38
(2.25)
22.47
(2.25)

9.47
(2.32)
23.27**
(2.32)

5.64
(1.21)
5.56
(1.21)
4.62
(1.58)
5.23
(1.10)
4.82
(1.44)
12.64
(3.86)
28.36
(4.22)
29.31 %
23.93
(3.18)

5.53
(1.32)
5.68
(1.32)
4.78
(1.59)
5.19
(1.26)
4.95
(1.47)
12.27
(3.74)
29.80**
(4.92)
40.46 %
23.75
(4.59)

IQ
IE
Big-Five dimensions
Openness
Conscientiousness
Extraversion
Agreeableness
Neuroticism
Locus of control
Self-efficacy
Gender (% male)
Age

Notes: *,**,*** at the entries for Non-violators indicate that these values differ from those for
Violators, at the 10%, 5% , and 1% significance level, two-sided Mann-Whitney tests. Standard
deviations reported in parentheses.

capture separate traits. Since we are interested in outcomes and in selection effects,
we report effects on the implied expected value from the choices made and from all
choice problems, the percentage of time-constraint violators, the number of missing
items per subject, and the incidence of avoiding prominent losses and seeking
prominent gains. To allow for direct group comparisons, we split the sample at the
median values of IQ and IE.13 Table 4.8 reports the results for IQ, and Table 4.9
reports the results for IE.
13

The median IQ is 10. We split the sample such that IQ < 10 defines the “low” group. The
median for IE is 23. We split the sample such that IE < 23 defines “low” group.
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Table 4.8: Effects of IQ

Performance measure

Actual time used (in sec.)
Expected value (choices
made; e )
Expected value (all decision problems; e )
Percent time-constraint
violators
Number of missing items
per person
Percent of choices avoiding prominent loss
Percent of choices seeking
prominent gain

No time pressure
(840 sec = 420+420)

Time pressure
(200 sec = 120 +80)

IQHigh

IQLow

IQHigh

IQLow

257.72
-1.10

228.62
-1.27***

159.29
-1.14

156.82
-1.37***

-1.11

-1.27***

-1.41

-1.56**

1.36%

0

24.09%

23.27%

0.01

0

0.70

0.68

49.17%

59.64%***

50.33%

61.00%***

52.17%

64.68%***

54.56%

62.24%***

Notes: *,**,*** at the entries for IQLow indicate that these values differ from those for IQHigh , at
the 10%, 5% , and 1% significance level, two-sided Mann-Whitney tests. The median IQ score is 10.
Total time was 840 in no-time pressure and 200 in time pressure conditions.

As shown in the tables, in the absence of time pressure, low IQ and low IE
subjects perform worse in terms of expected payoffs, and they are affected more
strongly by salient features of the lottery than high IQ and IE groups. These results
are consistent with previous findings in the literature (e.g., Dohmen et al. (2010)).
The table also suggests that the amount of time used by high IQ/IE subjects and
relatively low IQ/IE subjects are similar, in both conditions. In fact, there is no
significant correlation between actual time used and IQ or IE.14 Interestingly,
the right panels of tables 4.8 and 4.9 show that IQ is correlated with decision
quality under time pressure, while IE is not. This is counter to our prediction that
IE measures the exact skill to make difficult decisions under a severe deadline.
The fact that IQ effects remain significant under time pressure suggests that the
absence of an effect for IE is not simply due to a larger noise under time pressure.
14

A potential explanation for such weak correlation might be that high cognitive ability participants more carefully consider the decision problem, while low cognitive ability participants need
more time to understand the problem.
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Table 4.9: Effects of IE
No time pressure
Performance measure
Actual time used (in sec.)
Expected value (choices
made; e )
Expected value (all decision problems; e )
Percent time-constraint
violators
Number of missing items
per person
Percent of choices avoiding prominent loss
Percent of choices seeking
prominent gain

Time pressure

IEHigh

IELow

IEHigh

IELow

250.96
-1.13

237.38
-1.24***

157.44
-1.19

159.48
-1.30

-1.13

-1.24***

-1.42

-1.54

1.32%

0

22.47%

25.66%

0.01

0

0.63

0.78

49.71%

59.32%***

51.92%

59.11%**

54.56%

61.68%**

57.57%

58.09%

Notes: *,**,*** at the entries for IELow indicate that these values differ from those for IEHigh , at
the 10%, 5% , and 1% significance level, two-sided Mann-Whitney tests. The median Intellectual
Efficiency score is 23. Total time was 840 in no-time pressure and 200 in time pressure conditions.

Note that we consider univariate correlations, and IE and IQ may be differently
affected by other variables that are related with behavior under time pressure (e.g.,
gender), which will be controlled for in the multivariate analyses below.

Effects of self-efficacy (SE). Table 4.10 shows results for self-efficacy. Although selfefficacy directly measures individuals’ ability to cope with stressful environment,
similar to IE, there is no raw correlation with behavior and performance under
time pressure and without time pressure.

Effects of gender. Table 4.11 shows pronounced gender differences both in the
absence and in the presence of time pressure. Males take more time for decisions,
are less affected by salient losses, and realize higher expected payoffs. Males seem
to aim at maximizing expected payoffs, explicitly taking the time to calculate
expected values. This is in line with self-reports of risk aversion, which are lower
for males than for females (average degree of risk aversion equals 3.33 for males
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Table 4.10: Effects of Self-Efficacy (SE)
No time pressure
Performance measure
Actual time used (in sec.)
Expected value (choices
made; e )
Expected value (all decision
problems; e )
Percent time-constraint violators
Number of missing items
per person
Percent of choices avoiding
prominent loss
Percent of choices seeking
prominent gain

Time pressure

SEHigh

SELow

SEHigh

SELow

357.02
-1.17

230.75
-1.18

158.38
-1.28

158.10
-1.18

-1.17

-1.18

-1.47

-1.48

0.47%

1.20%

20.66%

27.71%

0.005

0.012

0.62

0.78

52.82%

54.52%

54.58%

55.08%

57.52%

57.28%

57.99%

57.50%

Notes: *,**,*** at the entries for SELow indicate that these values differ from those for SEHigh , at
the 10%, 5% , and 1% significance level, two-sided Mann-Whitney tests. The median Self-Efficacy
score is 29. We split the sample such that SE < 29 defines the low group. Total time was 840 in
no-time pressure and 200 in time pressure conditions.

and 3.78 on a Likert scale ranging from minimum 1 to maximum 5, p < 0.01,
two-sided Mann-Whitney test). Under time pressure, males are no more likely
than females to violate the time constraint, despite their apparent maximization
strategy. Males make worse decisions under time pressure than in its absence
(Wilcoxon signed-rank test, p = 0.088 for choices made; p < 0.01 for all choices).
However, the data suggests that they are on average still better able to cope with
time pressure than females, despite their more time-consuming decision strategy.
Effects of time-use strategies. As seen before, time-use strategies differ strongly
across subjects and correlate with violator status. Measuring the total time used
and the variance across choice items in the conditions with no time pressure for
all subjects, we confirm the importance of the measures. Table 4.12 shows strong
effects on violator status and missing items: those who make more careful decisions
(higher time use and variance) are more likely to violate the time constraint and
miss out an answering items. However, these careful decision makers do not
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Table 4.11: Effects of Gender

Performance measure

Actual time used (in sec.)
Expected value (choices
made; e )
Expected value (all decision problems; e )
Percent time-constraint
violators
Number of missing items
per person
Percent of choices avoiding prominent loss
Percent of choices seeking
prominent gain

No time pressure
(840 sec = 420+420)

Time pressure
(200 sec = 120 +80)

Female

Male

Female

Male

224.57
-1.23

277.13**
-1.09***

156.68
-1.27

160.63
-1.18**

-1.23

-1.10***

-1.53

-1.38***

0%

1.99%**

36.32%

19.87%

0

0.02**

0.75

0.60

59.14%

45.14%***

60.33%

46.45%***

59.28%

54.59%

58.60%

56.54%

Notes: *,**,*** at the entries for Male indicate that these values differ from those for Female, at the
10%, 5% , and 1% significance level, two-sided Mann-Whitney tests. Total time was 840 in no-time
pressure and 200 in time pressure conditions.

perform worse on average than the less careful ones. If they manage to meet the
time constraint, they realize a higher performance. Moreover, more careful decision
makers are less prone to salience effects and obtain higher expected payoffs on the
choices they make.

4.5.2

Parametric Decision Model

Tables 4.7 to 4.12 demonstrate that observable characteristics are strongly associated with risky behavior in the presence and absence of time pressure. Moreover,
we found that these behaviors are correlated between the two environments, implying that subjects try to adhere to similar decision processes in both situations
(Table 4.6). A natural question is whether we can link observable traits to a person’s ability to maintain her decision processes under a tight time constraint. To
answer this question, we estimate a simplified cumulative prospect theory model
(CPT, (Tversky and Kahneman, 1992)) for each participant on the basis of her
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Table 4.12: Effects of Variance of Time Used Per Item and Total Time Used (in the
Absence of Time Pressure) on Outcomes under Time Pressure
Performance measure
Actual time used
(in sec.)
Expected value (choices
made; e )
Expected value (all decision
problems; e )
Percent time-constraint
violators
Number of missing items
per person
Percent of choices avoiding
prominent loss
Percent of choices seeking
prominent gain

VARHigh

VARLow

TimeHigh

TimeLow

(N=189)

(N=190)

(N=191)

(N=188)

172.55

144.04***

176.46

139.77***

-1.15

-1.32***

-1.15

-1.32***

-1.53

-1.42

-1.57

-1.37

34.39%

13.16%***

36.65%

10.64%***

1.06

0.33***

1.19

0.19***

50.80%

58.79%**

49.57%

60.12%***

49.73%

65.78%***

48.74%

66.97%***

Notes: *,**,*** at the entries for VARLow and TimeLow indicate that these values differ from those
for VARHigh and TimeHigh , at the 10%, 5% , and 1% significance level, two-sided Mann-Whitney
tests. The median variance of time used per item under no time constraint is 12.74. We split the
sample such that VAR < 12.74 is the low variance group; and Time < 201 seconds is the low time
(faster) group. Total time was 200 (in time pressure conditions).

24 time-unconstrained choices, and assess how well the fitted model predicts her
behavior under time-pressure. Predictive success is then related to observable
characteristics.
Our CPT model assumes linear utility 15 and identical probability weighting
parameter for gains and losses. Thus, we estimate two parameters, loss aversion
and curvature of the weighting function (estimation code provided in the web
15

This assumption merits some comments and justifications. First, it is well known that utility
is often found to be linear over small monetary intervals (Wakker and Deneffe, 1996). Indeed, Booij
and van de Kuilen (2009) and Booij et al. (2010) find that estimated utility curvature is very close
to linear. Second, we should mention that a linear utility, under CPT/RDU framework, does not
necessarily imply risk neutrality because of probability weighting. This assumption is, therefore,
not very restrictive.
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supplement).16 Because some individuals failed to submit all decisions under time
pressure, we report both predictive success over choices made (missing items ignored), and predictive success over all decision problems (missing items counted
as a failure to implement the decision model). The fitted CPT model has good
predictive power. The average success rate of predicting choices under time pressure using time-unconstrained fitted parameters equals 67.71% for behavior over
choices made and 65.71% over all decision problems, respectively. Both predictions are significantly better than the random prediction (both p < 0.01, Wilcoxon
signed-rank tests).
The relation of observable characteristics with our measures of predictive
success is shown in Table 4.13. We find strong links between observables and
predictive success, with virtually identical results for both prediction measures
(i.e. for actual choices made and for all choices). For decision makers with higher
measures of IE, higher measures of self-efficacy, and less time-use in the absence
of time pressure, the fitted model predicts behavior under time pressure more
successfully than for those in the relevant comparison categories. For IQ and
variance in decision times, we find insignificant results. Moreover, males are better
able to maintain their decision strategy, as are those who did not violate the
time constraint. There is clear evidence that observables relate to a person’s time
pressure resistance. Importantly, in contrast to an evaluation based on expected
payoffs, the current approach presumes no normative measure of success apart
from consistency; each person is evaluated on the basis of her own choice behavior
in the absence of time pressure, possibly showing loss aversion or probability
weighting.

4.5.3

Multivariate analyses

Lastly, we provide multivariate analyses for our main dependent variables of
interest. We study the partial effects of IE, IQ, self-efficacy, gender, as well as
16

We imposed constraints λ > 0 for loss aversion and γ > 0 for the weighting functions. We lose 37
observations because we could not recover reasonable parameter values for these participants from
the estimation. Detailed estimation procedure can be found in the online appendix, see footnote 5
for the link. The estimated λ = 1.17 and the estimated γ = 0.70 on average. These parameters are
not subject to order effects (p-value>0.76 for both parameters, Mann-Whitney U test.).
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Table 4.13: Correct Predictions of the Individual Decision Model under Time
Pressure
Choice made

All choices

High

Low

High

Low

IQ
IE
Self-efficacy
Total time used under NTP
Variance of time used under NTP

68.33%
70.17%
69.50%
66.07%
68.19%

66.27%
65.42%**
66.04%*
72.98%***
66.87%

66.12%
68.14%
67.50%
63.50%
65.37%

64.75%
63.43%**
64.03%*
72.80%***
66.30%

Gender

Female
65.87%

Male
70.60%***

Female
63.81%

Male
68.68%**

Violator

Yes
63.70%

No
69.08%***

Yes
55.83%

No
69.08%***

Notes: Entries are percentages of correct predictions by the individual-specific CPT models (as
estimated under no-time pressure) for choices under time pressure. *,**,*** at the entries for Low
column indicate that these values differ from those for High column, at the 10%, 5% , and 1%
significance level, two-sided Mann-Whitney tests.

our two time-use measures on expected payoffs for the choices made (columns 1
and 2 in Table 4.14) and on expected value over all choices (columns 3 and 4 in
Table 4.14), under time pressure. That is, we aim to identify whether using a set
of observables allows us to predict outcomes under time pressure. In addition, we
also conduct multivariate analyses for predictive success of the fitted CPT model
under time pressure, both for choices made (column 5 in Table 4.14) and for all
decision problems (column 6 in Table 4.14).
The results confirm our earlier findings, but show overall modest explanatory
power of background variables for variations in expected payoff and predictive
power of individual decision models under time pressure. IQ and IE, which are
positively correlated, are significant predictors of expected value and predictive
success. As expected, IE seems more relevant for all choices (including missed
items), while IQ is more relevant for choices made. F-tests suggest that IE and
IQ jointly determine the decision quality, with higher ability participants making
better choices (EV) and more consistent choice across time pressure settings. Total
time used under no time pressure predicts better decisions over choices made, but
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lower predictive success over all choices. We find no significant effect of gender.
Self-Efficacy has a significant effect only for predictive success over all choices
made.

Table 4.14: Multivariate Analysis of Performance Measures

Covariates

IE
IQ
F-test
IE = IQ = 0
Self-Efficacy
Female

Expected
value
(choices
made; e )

Expected
value
(choices
made; e )

Expected
value (all
decision
problems; e )

Expected
value (all
decision
problems; e )

Predictive
success
(choices
made; %)

Predictive
success (all
decision
problems; %)

0.0140
(0.0127)
0.0399
(0.0169)**

0.0178
(0.0128)
0.0321
(0.0175)*

0.0348
(0.0164)**
0.0019
(0.0228)

0.0333
(0.0164)**
0.0048
(0.0224)

0.0046
(0.0032)
0.0008
(0.0050)

0.0062
(0.0033)*
-0.0007
(0.0052)

F=7.18***

F=5.73***

F=3.76**

F=3.60**

F=1.82

F=2.56*

-0.0085
(0.0074)
-0.0414
(0.0696)

-0.0097
(0.0068)
0.0276
(0.0740)
-0.0001
(0.0006)

0.0036
(0.0070)
-0.0779
(0.0863)

0.0040
(0.0070)
-0.1067
(0.0875)
-0.0001
(0.0006)

0.0027
(0.0017)
-0.0273
(0.0199)
0.0001
(0.0001)

0.0035
(0.0018)*
-0.0333
(0.0208)
0.0001
(0.0001)

-0.0005
(0.0005)

-0.0001
(0.0001)

-0.0002
(0.0001)*

Yes
379
3.10%

Yes
342
8.60%

Yes
342
10.25%

Variance of
time used per
item when no
time-constraint
Total time
used when no
time-constraint
Controls
# obs
R2

0.0012
(0.0003)***
No
379
3.61%

Yes
379
11.05%

No
379
2.60%

Notes: Results show coefficients from OLS regressions using robust standard errors, reported in parentheses.
Controls include swiftness on the computer (Cappelen et al., 2016) and math score. All regressions control for
treatment (Table 4.1); *,** and *** indicate significance at the 10%, 5% and 1% significance level, respectively.

Overall, we can explain only a small amount of the variance in expected value
and in predictive success of the fitted CPT model. Although IE, IQ and time used
strategy under unconstrained conditions are helpful in predicting decisions, our
results still emphasize the necessity of finding better instruments to predict the
ability to perform under time pressure.
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4.6

Discussion

We set out to study the role of selection in time-pressured decision environments,
and how it is linked to observable characteristics of the decision maker, including
those characteristics that can be made observable using survey and experimental
techniques. Clearly, different decision styles play an important role. Those who
can and those who cannot easily cope with the time constraint in risky decisions
differ along various dimensions. People who violate time constraints, i.e. those
with lower time pressure resistance, make more careful (more variance, more time
used), and consequently more successful decisions (higher EV, less affected by
salient outcomes) when unconstrained. They also initially perform better under
time pressure. However, as they run out of time, they cannot implement their
strategy anymore, leading to considerable losses. Consequently, their performance
and behavior are also much less correlated between the time pressure and the
no-pressure conditions than it is the case for non-violators. A fitted decision model,
using their behavior in the absence of time pressure, is less predictive of their
decisions under time pressure than the fitted model for non-violators. Violators try
to make good decisions, sacrificing time, and violating the time constraint despite
severe punishment (payment of maximum loss in the current design): they have
poor time management. Because violators and non-violators differ on a range of
characteristics, causal effects observed in non-violators may not be representative
for the population as a whole.
The results have implications in practical contexts. Different people fit into
different environments in terms of decision style. Making good decisions in one
setting does not necessarily predict good decision-making in another setting. For
instance, maximizers who perform well given the time to thoroughly seek and
compare alternatives might not fit well in rapid decision making environments.
More problematic from a practical perspective is the fact that our results suggest a
trade-off between good decision-making in adverse versus good decision-making
in a less constrained decision context. For a position with varying environmental
conditions, it might thus be difficult to find a good candidate.
In terms of predicting who performs well under time pressure, it is important
to identify different types of individuals in terms of time pressure resistance.
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Our experiment aimed at making the differences in decision style under time
pressure observable by considering measures of ability, personality and decision
process/strategy. We find that various measures correlate with outcomes under
time pressure and with the proneness to being attracted by salient features of
prospects. Including these variables in a multivariate analysis, we identify IQ, IE
and time-use in the absence of time pressure as moderate predictors of success
under time pressure. Corroborating previous results by Kuhnen and Melzer (2014),
self-efficacy is the only personality trait that has a weak systematic influence on
decision-making. Overall, predictive power of observables is low, suggesting that
we miss out important unobservable aspects of the decision strategies. This seems
particularly important for practical applications in the workplace, as identifying
people based on tests for cognitive abilities and standard questionnaires appear
to be of limited use when selecting agents that should perform well under time
pressure. More complex, experimental-based assessments of decision strategies
under time pressure seem warranted.
We also obtain results regarding the determinants of risky decision strategies.
The finding that cognitive ability relates to higher realized expected payoffs is
consistent with the extant literature. In a representative sample of the German
population, Dohmen et al. (2010) find that subjects with higher cognitive skills are
willing to take more risks. Similarly, Benjamin et al. (2013) report for Chilean high
school students a significant correlation of risk aversion and cognitive capacities.
With the average participant being risk averse, these directional effects are consistent with higher expected payoffs in our setting. However, other researchers have
questioned the evidence on cognitive ability and risk taking. Andersson et al. (2016)
provide evidence that these correlations may be spurious. They assert that, in fact,
cognitive capacities are related to making errors and that the specific design of
choice lists triggers the interpretation of differential risk attitudes. Our design
does not involve choice lists, suggesting the cognitive ability effects are not merely
driven by these design issues. However, our results suggest that the link between
cognitive ability and risk behavior may be more moderate compared to the effects
reported by Dohmen et al. (2010).
In conclusion, we find that selection is a very important factor in adverse decision environments. The relevance of selection effects has implications for the inter90
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pretation of the average laboratory behavior in terms of population parameters,
and for the interpretation in terms of external validity of realistic decision-making
scenarios (Ganster, 2005). We identified predictors of time pressure resistance.
However, more work is needed to make aspects of decision style and the use of
heuristics predictable. If behavioral measures are shown to be of limited explanatory power, neurological markers may provide an interesting alternative (e.g.,
Buckert et al. (2014); Kandasamy et al. (2014)). Identifying people’s ability to
cope with time pressure is not a straightforward task. Tests for cognitive ability
or intellectual efficiency and standard questionnaires need to be accompanied by
additional measures.
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S OCIAL I NFORMATION AND S ELFISHNESS

5.1

1

Introduction

M

aking comparisons between self and others is a fundamental psychological mechanism that influences our beliefs, judgements, and behaviors.
According to Festinger (1954), it derives from our need for accurate self-

evaluation. In recent years, economists have become increasingly aware of the
importance of social comparisons. Obviously, comparisons between self and others
can only be made in case the relevant information is available. Therefore, the
presence or absence of social information about peers can have a profound effect
on behavior.
In this paper, we examine whether the provision of social information affects the
trade-off between selfishness and generosity. We set up dictator game experiments

— a dictator decides how to allocate a fixed budget between him- or herself and
1

This chapter is based on a joint work with Jan Potters. We thank CentER at Tilburg University for financial support. We thank Joerg Oechssler, Christoph Vanberg, Stefan Trautmann,
Alexander Cappelen, and Bertil Tungodden for their helpful and pertinent suggestions. We also
thank participants at the meeting of the Experimental Economists Tilburg, Seminar at Norwegian
School of Economics, the 10th Nordic Conference on Behavioral and Experimental Economics, and
the Endogenous Prefereces and The Broader Effects of Competition conference in Amsterdam for
helpful comments.
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another player — and we vary whether or not dictators receive information about
the allocations of other dictators. How do dictators respond to the information
about other dictators? Are dictators affected by the knowledge that their decisions
will be revealed to others? And, if social information matters, does it make dictators
more selfish or more generous?
There are several reasons why social information may be relevant. One is that
it may affect the reference group of a dictator. In case a game is played in isolation
the relevant payoff comparisons will mainly be made between the dictator and the
recipient. However, in case dictators also learn about the allocations in other games,
they may be inclined to compare their own payoff, not only to the paired recipient,
but also to the payoffs of dictators and recipients in other pairs. As we will argue in
section 5.3.1, this shift in reference groups is likely to lead to a decrease in offers.
There is another behavioral channel that may be relevant though. The display
of social information may also trigger image concerns (Bénabou and Tirole, 2006).
Dictators may dislike being seen by others, or by themselves, as being relatively
greedy. Such image concerns may induce dictators to make higher offers. So, it
is hard to unambiguously predict whether social information will lead to more
selfishness or to more generosity.
Our study is partly inspired by an interesting case of social information in
the Netherlands. In 1997, one of the major newspapers started to publish the
salaries of the CEOs of the 100 biggest companies, ranking from high to low.
Most commentators expected the availability of this information to dampen CEO
salaries. Wim Kok, the Prime Minister at the time, expressed his support for
the transparency on salaries as it would curtail, what he called, ‘exorbitant selfenrichment’. A CEO would not want to be at the top of a list of greed. Other
commentators, however, predicted that the publication of the salaries would lead to
a race to the top. CEOs would be inclined to compare their salaries to those above
them and be provided with arguments for an increase.
Another prominent domain in which social information and selfishness interact is charitable giving. It has been well documented that individuals are more
generous in public settings than in private ones (see e.g., Andreoni and Petrie,
2004; Harbaugh, 1998; Vesterlund, 2006). In addition, recent studies suggest that
well-designed social information can make people less selfish (Andreoni et al., 2017;
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Croson and Shang, 2008; Shang and Croson, 2009; Duffy and Kornienko, 2010;
Frey and Meier, 2004). Importantly, Andreoni et al. (2017) demonstrate that social
information can also have unintended consequences when audiences make social
comparison in unforeseeable ways. For instance, announcing cumulative donation
to the public makes big donors donate less every time, but make more frequent
donations to be more visible. They also find that big donors do not have any positive
influences on other donors’ contribution. It is, therefore, important to understand
how individuals interpret social information and what social comparison they
make, before making social information publicly available.
It is hard to settle disputes mentioned above because there is no proper counterfactual to which these cases can be compared to. The main advantage of an
experiment is that such a counterfactual can be created. An environment with
social information can be compared to one without such information while keeping
all other factors constant. The aim of this paper is to make such a comparison.
In our experiment, subjects play two rounds of a dictator game. We vary whether
or not subjects receive information feedback on the offers of other dictators in the
session. Another treatment variation we employ is whether the role of being
the dictator is randomly assigned or earned by performing well in a quiz. Since
the degree to which people feel entitled to their dominating position may vary
across domains, it is interesting to study situations where it seems clear that
the dominant position is earned (e.g., membership of executive boards in publicly
traded companies), as well as situations where luck also seems to play a large
role (e.g., successors of family businesses). We hypothesize that in case dictator
positions are earned, not only offers will be less generous because of the entitlement
effects, social information will also have a negative effect (or less positive effect)
on offers as dictators will be more inclined to process information in a self-serving
way.
The experimental results reveal that average offers in the first round are higher
with social information. Dictators increase their offers when they anticipate that
their offers will be revealed to others, and that they will learn about the offers of
others. This anticipation effect, however, is significant only in case dictator positions
are randomly allocated. Average offers in the second round are not significantly
different across treatments. When dictators receive information about the first
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round offers of other dictators, they decrease their offers more than the dictators
who do not receive social information do. This nullifies the positive anticipation
effect which social information has on first round offers.
Ours is not the first paper to study social information in a dictator game.2 Cason
and Mui (1998) find that subjects on average become more self-regarding when
they play a dictator game for the second time, and that this effect is ameliorated
when social information is provided. One difference with our design is that social
information in Cason and Mui (1998) consisted of the first round offer of only one
randomly selected other dictator, whereas in our experiment social information
includes the complete distribution of offers in the session. Another difference is that
subjects in Cason and Mui (1998) were not informed that their first round offers
would be revealed to others in the social information treatment, which rules out an
anticipation effect. The same holds for the related studies by Krupka and Weber
(2009), and Iriberri and Rey-Biel (2013). A further difference with these earlier
studies is that we also vary whether dictator positions are earned or randomly
assigned. This may be important since a feeling of entitlement may induce dictators
to process social information in a more self-serving manner.

5.2

Experimental Design and Hypotheses

The core of our experiment is a twice repeated dictator game. As summarized
in Table 5.1, there are four treatments that differ in the availability of social
information and whether the right to be the proposer (dictator)3 is earned or
randomly assigned. These four treatments are implemented between subjects.
In each treatment, subjects start with a short version (Bors and Stokes, 1998b)
of Raven’s Advanced Progressive Matrices (APM) test (Raven and Court, 1998)
and a general knowledge test. There is a flat payment of 2.5 Euro for completing
the tests, regardless of performance. The subjects play a dictator game for two
2

Some papers study social information in strategic games, such as, ultimatum games (Bohnet
and Zeckhauser, 2004) or public good games (Duffy and Feltovich, 1999; Duffy and Kornienko,
2010). In these games, however, social information may also reduce strategic uncertainty or be used
to establish a reputation. By using a dictator game, we avoid such considerations.
3
Here and henceforth, we follow the term used in the instructions, which are provided in
Appendix D.1
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Table 5.1: Treatment specifications

Random proposer right
Earned proposer right

No social information

With social information

Random-Private
Earned-Private

Random-Social
Earned-Social

rounds.4 Half of the subjects is assigned to be a proposer; the other half is a
recipient. Each proposer is randomly matched with a recipient in every round (with
a perfect stranger matching protocol) and roles stay the same between the two
rounds. Either the payoffs of round 1 or those of round 2 are randomly selected to
determine final earnings.

Figure 5.1: The Content of Social Information in Treatment Earned-Social.
In the treatments in which the right to be a proposer is earned (Earned-Private
and Earned-Social), we use subjects’ total score from the quizzes to assign each
subject with a rank. The 50% of the subjects who score best in a session are assigned
to be proposers and the other 50% are assigned to be recipients. As Raven’s APM
test measures cognitive capacity, proposers in the Earned treatments may consider
themselves to be relatively intelligent and knowledgeable and feel entitled to play
the role of proposers. Subjects are always informed about their own rank and the
4

The dictator game we employed is the "bully version" introduced by Krupka and Weber (2013).
The game is the same as the standard dictator game in terms of possible choices and outcomes,
except that at start, both the proposer and the recipient are endowed with 500 points. This implies
that the proposer has to "take money" from the recipient in order to maximize payoffs. Krupka and
Weber (2013) showed that the average offer is marginally higher in the bully version of the dictator
game than in the standard one, as it is considered socially unacceptable to take money from others.
We use the bully version as we were concerned that offers in the standard version would be too low
to allow for sizable variation across treatments.
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rank of the participant they are paired with. In the Random treatments, half of the
participants are randomly assigned to the role of proposer and no rank information
is made available.

Figure 5.2: The Content of Social Information in Treatment Earned Social.
In the treatments with social information (Random-Social and Earned-Social),
all subjects are informed about each proposer’s offer in the first round before the
start of the second round. The offers are displayed in a random order. Through
IDs that are randomly assigned at the start of the experiment, proposers can
identify how their own offer compares to those of other proposers. In the treatment
with earned proposer rights (Earned-Social), subjects additionally learn the rank
of each participant alongside the information about offers. Figure 5.1 displays a
sample screen of the Earned-Social treatment. To stimulate proposers to actually
assess the social information, we ask them to predict how much each proposer
will offer in the next round. See the corresponding prediction screen displayed in
Figure 5.2. These predictions are incentivized by means of a linear scoring rule. In
treatment Random-Social, proposers are asked to make the same predictions; the
only difference is that in this treatment they do not get information about ranks.
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IQ + quiz

Social Info
Social Info
Assign the role
Proposers make oﬀer
Proposers make oﬀer
Proposers
Proposers
randomly or by
Recipients predict
Recipients predict
predict
predict
test scores
Round 1

Round 2

Figure 5.3: Time Line of the Experiment.

A timeline of the experiment is provided in Figure 5.3. It is worth noting that the
social information is displayed twice to the subjects in the Social treatments, both
after round 1 and after round 2. Moreover, notice that during the time proposers are
deciding about their offers, recipients are contemplating their predictions about the
amount of money they will receive.5 We use these predictions to analyze whether
recipients actually anticipate a treatment effect of Earned versus Random and/or
Private versus Social (see section 3.3 below).

5.3

Experimental Procedure

A total of 15 sessions were conducted between April and May in 2015 in the
CentERlab at Tilburg University, the Netherlands. Between 12 and 16 individuals
took part in each session, with a total number of 188 participants. 6 Subjects were
mostly undergraduate students from varies programs offered by the university,
including economics, business, law, psychology and humanity. A typical session
lasted about 50 minutes, and participants earned on average e 11 (about $12.50 at
that time). The experiment was computerized using z-Tree (Fischbacher, 2007).
The experimenter always read out aloud the complete instructions for both
part 1 and part 2 before starting the Raven’s test and the quiz. At the end of the
experiment, subjects were asked to fill in a short questionnaire collecting basic
background information that we can use as control variables. After the experiment,
participants were privately informed about their earnings. These earnings were
5

Recipients are paid according to the accuracy of their belief with a maximum of §1. The payoff
A −B |
function is given by the scoring rule , π i = 1 − |1000
where A is the money actually allocated to
recipient and B is recipient’s belief.
6
Two proposers were removed from the analysis because of erratic behavior (subjects 141 offered
1 in round 1 and 999 in round 2. Subject 186 had to leave before the half way of the experiment),
leaving the total number of proposer equals to 93.
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transferred to participants’ bank accounts on the same day of the experiment.

5.3.1

Theoretical Considerations

There are several behavioral motives that may be affected by the presence or
absence of social information. Here, we will briefly discuss two motives that lead
to opposing predictions regarding the effect of social information. The first is
that social information may shift the reference group of dictators who care about
inequality. The second is that the social information may affect dictators who are
concerned about their image. In Appendix B, we outline a simple model in which
a dictator derives (1) utility from earnings, (2) disutility from inequality, and (3)
utility from a positive social image (or self-image). The model shows that inequality
aversion and image concerns tend to have opposite implications for the effect of
social information. Here we only outline the basic intuition.
In the absence of social information, an inequality averse proposer will compare
his or her payoff with that of the recipient paired with her. By giving 1 Euro to
the recipient, the inequality between the proposer and the recipient is reduced
by 2 Euro. With social information, the dictator will be induced to compare his
or her payoff to the payoffs in other pairs as well. This shift in reference group
tends to reduce the support for giving. In the case where one or more dictators
in the other pairs decide to keep all the money, then giving money becomes less
attractive as it increases the inequality with the selfish dictators. But even in case
all other dictators offer an equal split, giving will now be less effective in reducing
inequality. Giving 1 Euro to the recipient reduces the inequality with each of the
players in other pairs by only 1 Euro, and not by 2 Euro as with her own recipient.
Hence, the support for giving will be eroded.
A concern for social image can take many forms. We consider a simple form
in which a dictator suffers a disutility (embarrassment) when her offer is lower
than the average of all observable offers. Without social information dictators have
no-one to compare themselves to, so social image concerns are essentially absent.
With social information, a dictator will be concerned how her offer compares to
those of others. Importantly, this concern will be asymmetric. It cannot stimulate
a dictator to make a lower offer as her social image can never benefit from doing
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so. However, it may induce a dictator to make a higher offer since, depending on
what the other dictators do or are expected to do this may prevent the cost of
embarrassment.
Recall that in our experiment subjects play the dictator game twice. An effect of
social information on offers may be observed for both the first round and the second
round. In theory, inequality aversion and image concerns can both be relevant
for this effect in each of these rounds. When dictators anticipate that they will
learn about the offers of others and that others will learn about their offers, this
may affect their evaluation of inequality as well as their concern for social image.
Similarly, when dictators actually observe the first round offers of other dictators
this may affect their second round offers due to inequality aversion as well as image
concern. Therefore, theoretical ambiguity about the effect of social information
holds for both round one and round two.
We have illustrated two behavioral motives that predict opposite effects of
social information on selfishness. We would like to emphasize though that our
experiment should not be seen as a model testing experiment. We do not aim to
pitch inequality aversion against social image concerns. There are other behavioral
motives that could mediate or explain an impact of social information on offers in a
dictator game (think, e.g., of a preference for conformity or the role of social norms).
We will not, and cannot claim, that any effects of social information we find are
due to inequality aversion or image concerns.
Finally, we discuss the second treatment variation: random dictator positions
versus earned dictator positions. Earned positions are usually accompanied by a
feeling of entitlement. From previous experiments such as Hoffman et al. (1994),
we know that this tends to lead to more self-regarding behavior. We propose that
a feeling of entitlement may also interact with social information. As argued
above, the predicted effect of social information cannot be signed in general. We
hypothesize that a feeling of entitlement may induce dictators to process social
information in a self-serving manner. Whatever the effect of social information
with random dictator positions, we predict that social information will have a more
negative or less positive effect on generosity when dictator positions are earned.
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5.4

Results

We first analyze offers made in round 1 in section 5.4.1. We check whether anticipating social information has an effect on proposers’ generosity and how this
depends on the proposer position being earned. In section 3.2, we analyze offers
made in round 2, and how these depend on the social information they receive. In
Section 3.3, we briefly discuss the beliefs of both proposers and recipients.

5.4.1

Offers Made in the First Round

The average offers made in round 1 are reported in Figure 5.4 by treatment. The
corresponding descriptive statistics and tests are provided in Table 5.2. We study
whether anticipating social information has any effect on proposers’ generosity in
round 1 under different treatments. When people are randomly assigned to be a
proposer, we find a positive anticipation effect on the offers made in round 1 (155 vs.
278, with a p = 0.06, Mann-Whitney U test). However, this does not happen when
the right to be a proposer is earned (110 vs. 134, p = 0.84, Mann-Whitney U test).
Additionally, we find that earning the right to be a proposer makes proposers more
selfish.7 This effect on round 1 offers is significant without social information (134
vs. 278, p = 0.02, Mann-Whitney U test) and insignificant with social information
(110 vs. 155, p = 0.58, Mann-Whitney U test).
These results suggest that there is an interaction effect between our two treatment variables Earned and Social. Earned proposer positions weaken the effect
of social information, while the presence of social information strengthens the
effect of entitlements. To investigate this in more detail, we conduct multivariate
regressions. We use Tobit regressions to incorporate censoring of offers at zero.
In model 1, we regress first round offers on the treatment variables and their
interaction. In model 2, we add individuals’ background information as controls.
These variables include gender, the number of other participants in the experiment
a subject knows, religious orientation(Brañas-Garza et al., 2014), and the degree
7

It is interesting to note that offers made in both rounds depend more heavily on the difference
in rank between proposer and responder than on the absolute rank of proposers. The correlation
between the difference in rank and offers is -0.34, with a p-value < 0.01, whereas the correlation
between the absolute rank of proposer and offers is -0.20 with a p-value = 0.06. And we find that
offers are not determined by recipients’ absolute rank (Spearman’s rho = -0.04, with p-value = 0.63).
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300

Average Offers (in Points)

278

200

155
134

100

0

110

Random Private Random Social Earned Private Earned Social

Figure 5.4: Proposers’ Average Offers in Round 1 per Treatment.

of agreement with the statement “income should be made more equal”. Results are
reported in Table 5.3.
In both models, social information has a significant positive effect on round 1
offers in case dictator positions are assigned randomly (Earned = 0). This effect
is more pronounced if control variables are added. When proposer’ positions are
earned, the results suggest that the aggregate effect of social information is negative (-74 points, calculated as 165 + 23 -262. This joint effect is not significant.).
The earned right of being proposers itself has no significant negative effect on
generosity, possibly because offers are already low in the baseline treatment.
Among the control variables, we find that, ceteris paribus, law students (12%
of proposers were law students) on average offer 248 points more than economics
and business students (p-value<0.001). In addition, both the fairness attitude and
having more acquaintances in the experiment have a significantly positive effect
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Table 5.2: Round 1 Offers by Treatment
Random

Earned

Random
vs.
Earned (M-W)

Private

Average offer
[median]
(st.dev.)
N=

115
[100]
(179)
24

110
[50]
(135)
22

p = 0.58

Social

Average offer
[median]
(st.dev.)
N=

278
[250]
(217)
25

134
[50]
(176)
22

p = 0.02

Private vs. Social

M-W test

p = 0.06

p = 0.84

Notes: p-values of the Mann-Whitney U test are provided to test the average offer differences
across treatments. The p-values of permutation tests (unreported) are slightly smaller than the
ones reported here.

Table 5.3: Regression Analyses on Round 1 Offers
Covariates
Social
Earned
Social x Earned
Constant
Controls
# obs
(Pseudo-) R 2

(1)

(2)

147.24
(79.93)*
-46.34
(56.87)
-157.63
(97.00)
99.57
(34.92)***

165.28
(78.32)**
22.66
(66.85)
-262.42
(108.28)**
-145.11
(78.34)*

No
93
0.01

Yes
93
0.03

Notes: *,**,*** indicate significant, at the 10%, 5% , and 1% level, respectively. Robust standard
errors, clustered at the session level, are reported in the parentheses. Controls include: school of
study program, gender, number of acquaintances in the session, religious attitude (“To what extent
do you believe in god?” 1=not at all; 7=no doubt) and fairness attitude (“income should be made
more equal” 1=strongly disagree; 7=strongly agree).
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on generosity (p-value<0.05). Subjects’ gender has no significant effect on round 1
offers, nor does their religious orientation.
To summarize, we find that anticipating social information to be publicly revealed has a positive effect on proposers’ generosity in round 1 when the right
of being a proposer is randomly assigned. Yet, this positive effect on generosity
disappears when the proposer’s position is earned. When individual background
characteristics are controlled for, we find that the interaction effect between social
information and entitlement is negative on generosity, as estimated by the Tobit
model.

5.4.2

Offers Made in the Second Round

300

Average Offers (in Points)

278

200

155
140

134

127

100

110
81
68

0

Random PrivateRandom Social Earned Private Earned Social
Round 1

Round 2

Figure 5.5: Proposers’ Average Offers in Each Round by Treatment.
In Figure 5.5, the average offers in round 2 are displayed next to those in round
1. The corresponding descriptive statistics are in Table 5.4. Clearly, proposers
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decrease their offers in the second round in all treatments. This holds even in
the treatments without social information. These drops in offers relative to that
in round 1 are significant at the 5% level in all treatments except for treatment
Earned Social (10% level) using Wilcoxon signed-rank tests. Only 5 out of 93
proposers increase their offer (by an average of 51 points) from round 1 to round 2,
while there are 36 proposers who decrease their offer (by an average of 180 points).
There are also 52 proposers who do not change their offers, 30 of which offered 0 in
both rounds.
As reported in Table 5.4, there are no significant treatment effects on round
2 offers using Mann-Whitney U tests. The difference between average offers in
Random-Social (140) and Earned-Social (68) is marginally significant (p = 0.08), and
more prominent than the difference between Random-Private (127) and EarnedPrivate (81), which is not nearly significant (p = 0.51). This suggests the effect on
entitlements is somewhat stronger when social information is available.
Table 5.4: Round 2 Offers by Treatment
Random

Earned

Random
vs.
Earned (M-W)

Private

Average offer
[median]
(st.dev.)
N=

127
[65]
(160)
24

81
[44.5]
(116)
22

p = 0.51

Social

Average offer
[median]
(st.dev.)
N=

140
[100]
(184)
25

68
[0]
(123)
22

p = 0.08

Private vs. Social

M-W test

p = 0.77

p = 0.30

Notes: p-values of the Mann-Whitney U test are provided to test the average offer differences
across treatments. The p-values of permutation tests (unreported) are slightly smaller than the
ones reported here.

Now, we perform multivariate analyses to study the treatment effects and their
interaction, while controlling for offers made in round 1, as well as for individual
background characteristics. We also wish to examine whether the content of the
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social information affects offers. For this purpose, we construct a variable called
% MoreSel f ish. It is defined as the fraction of other proposers who can be observed
to submit a lower offer in round 1 than did the proposer herself.8
Table 5.5: Regression Analyses on Round 1 Offers
Covariates

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

13.08
(44.71)
-45.59
(35.51)
-26.72
(50.55)

0.64
(0.06)***
-65.36
(25.93)**
-17.37
(16.54)
36.55
(28.87)

0.65
(0.07)***
-67.55
(27.38)**
-17.56
(21.48)
43.81
(35.25)

Constant

126.96
(28.19)***

28.64
(11.92)**

26.48
(38.43)

0.68
(0.07)***
-17.42
(24.69)
-16.89
(15.30)
32.12
(27.91)
38.68
(31.72)
-116.57
(43.00)**
6.54
(8.18)

0.71
(0.08)***
-19.16
(37.94)
-12.73
(21.29)
33.54
(35.38)
22.09
(36.88)
-123.65
(60.35)**
-6.43
(44.62)

Controls
# obs
R2

No
93
0.04

No
93
0.60

Yes
93
0.64

No
93
0.62

Yes
93
0.66

Round 1 Offer
Social
Earned
Social x Earned
%MoreSelfish
%MoreSelfish x Social

Notes: Results show coefficients from OLS regressions. robust standard errors, clustering on session
level, are reported in the parentheses. *,** and *** indicate significance at the 10%, 5% and 1 %
significance level, respectively.

Table 5.5 reports the estimation results using OLS regressions.9 If we do not
8

This variable might cause a collinearity problem because, by construction, it is correlated with
the round 1 offer. We checked the variance inflation factor for all our regression models and we find
all VIFs are smaller than 5, indicating that we have at most moderate collinearity. Nevertheless,
ideally one would like to compose a content variable that is independent of a proposer’s own offer in
round 1. That is why we also looked at the average offer made by the other proposers in round 1
as a variable to capture the content of social information. But we find that this variable does not
mediate the significant effect of social information. The same holds for other variables we tried
such as the other proposers’ median offer, the spread of other proposers’ offers, the maximum or
minimum of others’ offers, and the number of proposers who offered 0. None of these variables has
much predictive value. This may suggest that proposers evaluate others’ offers in direct relation to
their own offer and that their own offer is therefore a relevant component of the social information.
9
Although OLS tends to underestimate the magnitude of the coefficients when the dependent
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control for offers made in round 1 (model 1), we do not find a significant treatment
effect on the offers in round 2. This implies that the positive effect of anticipated
social information on the offers in round 1 is nullified by the negative effect of
observed social information on the offers in round 2.
When we control for first round offers (model 2 and model 3), round 2 offers are
significantly lower when social information is available. However, this holds only
in case proposer positions are randomly assigned (Earned = 0). This follows from
the fact that the sum of the coefficients for Social and for Social * Earned is not
significantly different form zero.
Models 4 and 5 show that the variable % MoreSel f has a significantly negative
coefficient when social information is provided. The larger the fraction of other
proposers who are observed to be (even) more selfish in round 1, the lower the
amount offered by a proposer in round 2. Moreover, the coefficient of Social becomes
insignificant once we include % MoreSel f . This suggests that the negative effect of
Social Information is mediated by the content of the social information, as captured
by % MoreSel f . Proposers tend to decrease their offers when seeing that many
fellow proposers behaved more selfishly than they did themselves.
Another noteworthy result is that the availability of social information induces
proposers to make decisions more quickly. Overall, a shorter decision time is
associated with lower offers (Spearman’s rho = 0.14 with a p-value=0.057). It took
proposers an average of 18.93 seconds to reach a decision in round 2 in the absence
of social information, but this reduces to 13.68 seconds when social information is
available. To the extent that faster decisions are associated more to system 1 and
less to system 2 thinking (Stanovich and West, 2000; Kahneman and Frederick,
2002), this suggests that social information induces proposers to make the trade-off
between selfishness and generosity at a more intuitive level.
In summary, we find that proposers significantly decreased their offers from
round 1 to round 2. Overall, we find a negative effect of social information on
proposer’s generosity in round 2. This negative effect is mediated by observing
other proposers who behaved more selfishly in round 1 than they did themselves.
variable is censored, we still choose to use OLS here because of a heteroskedasticity issue caused
by % MoreSel f . The null hypothesis of homoskedasticity is rejected with p <0.001. This renders
Tobit estimates to be biased. More details can be found in Appendix D.
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As a result, the positive effect of anticipated social information on the offers in
round 1 is nullified by the negative effect of observed social information on the
offers in round 2.

5.4.3

Beliefs

In each round, recipients are asked to predict the amount of points they will receive
from the proposer paired with them. In treatments where social information is
available, we also ask proposers to predict how much other proposers will offer
in round 2 while going through the content of the social information, see Figure
5.2 for a screenshot. Both elicitations are incentivized by using a linear scoring
rule with a maximum reward of a mere 1 euro to avoid any potential hedging issue.
With these data about beliefs, we attempt to answer the following questions. Do
recipients anticipate any treatment effects? How are beliefs adjusted in round 2?
Are beliefs systematically biased, and if so, are these biases related to treatments?

5.4.3.1

Recipients’ Beliefs

We first analyze how recipients’ beliefs about round 1 offers vary across treatments.
As one can see from Table 5.6, recipients correctly predict higher offers in RandomSocial (262) than in Random-Private (197), even though the difference is not
significant and somewhat smaller than the actual treatment effect on offers. At
the same time, in the absence of social information recipients mistakenly believe
that proposers will offer more in case proposer positions are earned (307) than in
case proposer positions are randomly assigned (197).10 A Tobit regression confirms
these observations while controlling for individual backgrounds. The effect of social
information is significant now. What is also interesting is that recipients who
show more “faith in god" on average believe their proposer to be significantly more
generous (at 5% level).
10

In fact, recipients do not expect any entitlement effect in round 1. In the Earned treatments,
in which recipients know the ranking difference between themselves and the proposers, recipients
do not expect any correlation between the rank difference and the offers made by the proposers in
round 1 (Spearman’s rho between believed offer and ranking difference is -0.09 with a p-value=0.56.).
Only in round 2 do they realize such a correlation (Spearman’s rho = -0.32, p-value=0.03).
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Table 5.6: Round 1 Average Belief about the Offer Made by a Paired Proposer
Random

Earned

Random
vs.
Earned (M-W)

Private

Average offer
[median]
(st.dev.)
N=

197
[200]
(163)
24

307
[300]
(143)
22

p < 0.01

Social

Average offer
[median]
(st.dev.)
N=

262
[250]
(197)
26

255
[300]
(146)
22

p = 0.02

Private vs. Social

M-W test

p = 0.17

p = 0.11

Notes: p-values of the Mann-Whitney U test are provided to test the average beliefs differences
across treatments.

The same exercise can be applied to recipients’ beliefs submitted in round 2.
Comparing with the beliefs in round 1, recipients significantly downward adjust
their beliefs regarding the generosity of the proposer in all but one treatment —
Random-Social. This suggests that many recipients fail to anticipate that proposers
negatively react to social information in round 2.
We find no significant treatment effect on recipients beliefs in round 2. A
multivariate analysis which controls for round 1 beliefs and individual background
characteristics also indicates that recipients’ round 2 beliefs are not significantly
affected by the treatment variables. Interestingly, once again, recipients who show
more faith in god predict the proposer to be more generous (at 1% level).
How do recipients’ beliefs compare to the actual offers by the proposers? To examine this, we calculate a Bel ie f Bias, that is, the difference between a recipient’s
belief and the actual amount she receives. A summary of this measure is provided
in Table 5.7. As one can see, in both round 1 and 2, recipients tend to overestimate
the generosity of the proposers, especially so in treatments with earned rights of
being proposers. In an additional analysis, we regress Bel ie f Bias in round 1 on
the treatment variables with and without controls, and find that recipients on
average make more positively biased predictions when proposer rights are earned.
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The same holds in round 2; Bel ie f Bias is on average 90 points larger in Earned
Private treatment than in Random Private.
Table 5.7: Average Bel ie f Bias in Round 1 and 2 per Treatment
Round1

Round2

Random

Earned

Random

Earned

Private

42
N=24

197***
N=22

12
N=24

144***
N=22

Social

13
N=26

120**
N=22

54
N=26

107*
N=22

Notes: *,**, *** indicate that the average BeliefBias, measured as the predicted offer minus
the actual offer, is significantly different from zero, at the 10%, 5% , and 1% significance level
respectively,†two-sided t-test.

5.4.3.2

Proposers’ Beliefs

In the treatments with social information, Random Social and Earned Social,
proposers are asked to predict what each of the other proposers will offer in round
2, given the offers made in round 1.
We again construct the variable Bel ie f Bias by taking the difference between
the predicted offer and the realized offer in round 2, averaging across all predictions a proposer submits for the other proposers. It turns out that, just like the
recipients, proposers on average are too optimistic about other proposers’ offers.
Unlike recipients, however, proposers’ beliefs are more biased in the Random treatment than in the Earned treatment. Specifically, proposers overestimate other
proposers’ offers by 72 points when the proposer’s role is randomly assigned, and
by 32 points when it is earned; both biases are significantly different from zero
(two-sided t-test with p-values < 0.5). 11
To summarize, recipients are able to correctly predict the positive anticipation
effect of social information when subjects are randomly assigned as proposers, but
11

There is a strong positive correlation between a proposer’s round 2 offer and what he predicts
other proposers will offer (Spearman’s rho = 0.37, significant at 1% level). Yet, proposers’ beliefs do
not add much predicative power to specification (2) and (3) in Table 5.
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fail to foresee the negative impact of entitlements on proposers’ generosity in round
1. Most recipients significantly downward adjust their beliefs for round 2, but are
still too optimistic on average. Also, proposers are too positive about the offers
of their peers. These findings suggest that it hard to predict how self-regarding
other will be, and how this is affected by social information and, especially, by
entitlements.

5.5

Discussion and Conclusion

We set out to study whether and how social information regarding the decisions of
other proposers affects generosity in a twice repeated dictator game, and whether
this effect interacts with the way how the proposer’s position is determined. Compared with proposers who have been randomly assigned the role, those who earned
their position might feel entitled and thereby interpret the social information
in a self-serving way. Since subjects play the dictator game twice, we report an
anticipation effect before social information is revealed to the public, and a reaction
effect after its revelation.
Our results show a clear anticipation effect of social information when the
proposers’ position is randomly assigned. In the first round, the average offers
made by proposers are higher with social information than without it. It appears
that the proposers’ concern about social image plays an important role on generosity. However, no such effect is found when proposer’s position is earned. The
anticipation effect is a crucial component to understand why people behave more
generously in the presence of social information. The previous experiments in the
literature do not allow for detecting such effect. For instance, in the experiments
by Cason and Mui (1998) and Iriberri and Rey-Biel (2013), proposers are only
informed about the social information after making the first decision.
In the second round, the average offers have largely decreased across the four
treatments, a result consistent with findings by Iriberri and Rey-Biel (2013) but
different from Cason and Mui (1998). One possible explanation why Cason and
Mui (1998) find some proposers become less self-regarding after seeing the social
information might be that proposers in their study see only one randomly chosen
decision of other proposers, instead of the full distribution of the offers. We also
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find that when dictators receive information about the first round offers of other
dictators, they decrease their offers by more than do the dictators who do not receive
social information. This result lends support to the theoretical prediction that social
information reduces the motivation for being generous, especially when learning
the chance of being the most selfish proposer is low because other proposers’ offers
are also low. Further multivariate analyses, controlling for offers made in round
1 and individual background characteristics, suggest that social information has
a significant negative effect on generosity in round 2. Dictators seem to compare
their offers to those who behave more selfishly than they do themselves.
Our results might also shed some lights on public policy design. Policy makers
and the media have long been attempting to address the excessive compensation
issue of the executives by designing public policies such as the Dodd-Frank Act,
revealing CEOs compensation relative to that of the median employee. Our results,
though not a direct test of these public policies, imply that policies as such should
be implemented with great caution. Firstly, the results suggest that when proposers
feel entitled to their dominating position, they do not positively react to the social
information, if not becoming more self-regarding. The interaction effect between
social information and entitlement is a unique design feature that the extant
literature does not offer. Secondly, the positive anticipation effect only exists before
the social information is revealed; after the revelation, the effect is completely
nullified, projecting a weak long term effect on generosity. The success of such
public policies depends on whether the disutility from being the most selfish CEO
is sufficiently large and the extent to which he or she cares of other CEO/employees
earnings. Notice, however, that our sample consists of only students and the
audience of the social information is limited to the stakeholders in the experiment.
Lastly, the pattern of the offers made between two rounds suggest a natural
extension of the current study. It would be interesting to see if social preference is
stable across a larger number of rounds and how social information affects behavior
in the long run. Whether the level of generosity with Random-Social fully converges
to the level in Random-Private? Do proposers behave completely selfishly when
they earn their position, knowing that other proposers reduce their offers further
in round 2? These are the questions we hope to address in the future studies.
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A

I NSTRUCTIONS FOR F UTURES M ARKETS ,
C OGNITIVE A BILITY, AND M ISPRICING IN
E XPERIMENTAL A SSET M ARKETS

N

ote: the following instructions are for the Futures treatment. The instructions for the Baseline treatment are identical, except that the word “spot”
is not used and three paragraphs about trading rules for the Futures

treatment are removed. These are marked in bold and italic font in section B4.

A.1

General Instructions

This is an experiment in the economics of market decision-making. The instructions
are simple and if you follow them carefully and make good decisions, you might
earn a considerable amount of money, which will be paid to you in cash at the end
of the experiment. The experiment will consist of fifteen trading periods in which
you will have the opportunity to buy and sell in a market. The currency used in
the market is francs. All trading and earnings will be in terms of francs.
460 francs = 1 euro
Your francs will be converted to euro at this rate, and you will be paid in euro
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by bank transfer after the experiment. The more francs you earn, the more euro
you earn.
In each period, you may buy and sell units of a good called X in the Spot Market.
X can be considered as an asset with a life of 15 periods, and your inventory of X
carries over from one trading period to the next. Each unit of X in your inventory
at the end of each trading period pays a dividend to you. The dividend paid on each
unit is the same for every participant.
You will not know the exact value of the dividend per unit until the end of each
trading period. The dividend is determined by chance at the end of each period
by a random number generator. The dividend in each period has an equally likely
chance of being 0, 8, 28, or 60. The information is provided in the table below.
Dividend

−→

0

8

28

60

Likelihood

−→

25%

25%

25%

25%

The average dividend per period for each unit of X is 24 francs.
The dividend draws in each period are independent. That means that the
likelihood of a particular dividend in a period is not affected by the dividend in
previous periods.

A.2

Your Earnings

At the beginning of the experiment, you will be given 3,600 francs in your Actual
Cash inventory. Your earnings for the entire experiment are equal to your Actual
Cash inventory at the end of period 15.
All dividends you receive are added to your Actual Cash inventory.
All money spent on purchases is subtracted from your Actual Cash inventory.
All money received from sales is added to your Actual Cash inventory.
Example of earnings from dividends: if you have 6 units of X at the end of
period 3 and the dividend draw is 8 francs (which has a 25% chance of occurring),
then your dividend earnings for period 3 are equal to 6 units x 8 francs = 48 francs.
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A.3

Average Value Holding Table

You can use your AVERAGE HOLDING VALUE TABLE (attached at the end of
this document) to help you make decisions. It calculates the average amount of
dividends you will receive if you keep a unit of X until the end of the experiment.
It also describes how to calculate how much in future dividends you give up on
average when you sell a share at any time. The following describes each of the
columns in the table.
1. Ending Period: period 15 is the last trading period within the experiment, and
thus the last period for which to receive a dividend payment. After the final dividend payment in period 15, each unit of X is worthless.
2. Current Period: the period during which the average holding value is being
calculated. For example, in period 1, the numbers in the row corresponding to
“Current Period 1” are in effect.
3. Number of Remaining Dividend Payments: the number of times that a dividend
can be received from the current period until the final period (period 15). That is, it
indicates the number of random asset payment draws remaining in the lifetime of
the asset. It is calculated by taking the total number of periods, 15, subtracting
the current period number, and adding 1, because the dividend is also paid in the
current period.
4. Average Dividend Value per Period: the average amount of each dividend. As we
indicated earlier, the average dividend in each period is 24 francs per unit of X.
5. Average Holding Value per Unit of Inventory: the average value of holding a unit
of X for the remainder of the experiment. That is, for each unit of X you hold in
your inventory for the remainder of the experiment, you receive on average the
amount listed in column 5. The number in Average Holding Value is calculated
by multiplying the Number of Remaining Dividend Payments with the Average
Dividend Payment per Period.
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Please have a look at the table now and make sure you understand it. The
following example may help in your understanding.
Suppose for example that there are 7 periods remaining. Since the dividend
paid on a unit of X has a 25% chance of being 0, a 25% chance of being 8, a 25%
chance of being 28, and a 25% chance of being 60 in any period, the dividend is on
average 24 per period for each unit of X. If you hold a unit of X for 7 periods, the
total dividend paid on the unit over the 7 periods is on average 7*24 = 168.

A.4

Market and Trading Rules

At the beginning of the experiment, you will have an initial inventory of 10 units
of X and 3,600 francs. The experiment will consist of 15 periods. Each period will
last 3 minutes.
Before the Spot Market opens for the 15 periods of trading, a Futures
Market for period 15 will be opened for 3 minutes. In the Futures Market,
participants may make contracts to buy or sell units of X in the futures
period (period 15). By making a contract to buy (sell) a unit of X in the
Futures Market, you are committing to buy (sell) a unit of X at the agreed
upon price at the beginning of market period 15. The actual trade will
not take place until that time. For example if you make a contract to buy
a unit of X for 10 francs in the Futures Market, then at the beginning
of period 15 your Actual Inventory of X will increase by one unit and your
Actual Cash will decrease by 10 francs. If you have committed to sell a unit
of asset in the futures market, then you continue to receive the dividends
that it pays out at the end of each period until the trade actually takes
place in period 15.
Futures Market period 15 will be open for 3 minutes prior to the opening of the Spot Market, and will remain open until the beginning of Spot
Market period fifteen. After these 3 minutes, the Spot Market will be opened
and the actual 15 periods during which the asset pays dividends will begin.
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The screenshot below presents an example of the bidding screen. The
Spot Market is on the left hand side of the screen and the Futures Market
is on the right hand side. For the first 3 minutes of the experiment when
only the futures market is available, the left hand side of the screen will
be blank. A clock is presented in the top left corner showing the amount
of time remaining within the period. The top center of the screen provides
a summary of the dividend process as calculated on your Average Value
Holding Table.

You interact within each market in the same way. If you wish to purchase a unit of
X, you can do so in two ways:

1. You can submit an offer to buy, which may then be accepted by another
participant that wants to sell. You do this by typing the amount you are
willing to pay for a unit of good X in the box marked “Enter price at which to
buy” and by pressing the corresponding button.
2. You can press the “Buy” button. This will accept the highlighted offer to sell
from the “Sale Prices” column, which shows all the available offers to sell in
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ascending order so that the lowest price is at the top. The highlighted price
is the lowest price that isn’t your offer to sell.
Similarly, if you wish to sell a unit of X, you also can do so in two ways:
1. You can submit an offer to sell, which may then be accepted by another
participant that wants to buy. You do this by typing the amount you are
willing to sell a unit of good X for in the box marked “Enter price at which to
sell” and by pressing the corresponding button.
2. You can press the “Sell” button. This will accept the highlighted offer to buy
from the “Purchase Prices” column, which shows all the available offers to buy
in descending order so that the highest price is at the top. The highlighted
price is the highest price that isn’t your offer to buy.
The “Transaction prices” column shows all the prices at which a unit of X has been
bought or sold in the current period.
NOTE: The following two paragraphs are exclusively for Futures treatment. In the Baseline treatment, the instruction simply says “Your offers to
sell are limited by your inventory of X, and your offers to buy are limited by your
cash on hand and price.”
Your offers to sell are limited by your available inventory of X (i.e., you cannot
sell more units than you have), and your offers to buy are limited by your available
cash on hand and the price (i.e., you cannot buy more than you can afford). The
computer will keep track of your inventories and future contracts automatically
and calculate your Available Cash (the amount of cash you have available to buy
units of X) and Available Stock (the number of assets that you have available to
sell) for both the Spot Market and Futures Market. In the Spot Market, you are
also provided your Actual Stock (the actual number of assets you have in your
inventory).
Note: The values of your Available cash and assets between markets and your
Actual and Available stock within the Spot Market might differ, because if you
have made a commitment to sell units of the asset in the Futures Markets, they
are not available to sell, though they will remain in your inventory until the trade
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actually takes place at the beginning of the corresponding Spot Market period. If
you have made a commitment to purchase units in the Futures Markets, the cash
you have committed is not available for other purchases.
Examples of how the market works.
The numbers used in the examples are for illustrative purposes.
Example 1. Suppose that in Spot Market period 7 four traders participate in the
market and:
• Trader 1 submits an offer to buy at 60
• Trader 2 submits an offer to buy at 20
• Trader 3 submits an offer to sell at 10
• Trader 4 submits an offer to sell at 40
The sale prices will be ordered in ascending order in the “Sale prices” column
so that the lowest price is at the top. The first participant who presses the button
“Buy” will buy the unit at the price of 10, if this price is highlighted in the “Sale
prices” column. The purchase prices will be ordered in descending order in the
“Purchase prices” so that the highest price is at the top. The first participant who
presses the button “Sell” will sell at the price of 60, if this price is highlighted in
the “Purchase prices” column.
Example 2. Suppose that in Spot Market period 7 four traders participate in the
market and:
• Trader 1 submits an offer to buy at 410
• Trader 2 submits an offer to buy at 400
• Trader 3 submits an offer to sell at 300
• Trader 4 submits an offer to sell at 320
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The sale prices will be ordered in ascending order in the “Sale prices” column
so that the lowest price is at the top. The first participant who presses the button
“Buy” will buy the unit at the price of 300, if this price is highlighted in the “Sale
prices” column. The purchase prices will be ordered in descending order in the
“Purchase prices” so that the highest price is at the top. The first participant who
presses the button “Sell” will sell at the price of 410, if this price is highlighted in
the “Purchase prices” column.

A.5

Summary Screen

At the end of each period, a summary screen will be provided to you (an example of
the summary screen is illustrated below).

On your PERIOD EARNINGS SHEET please record the following information from the summary screen. At the beginning of period 1, record your “Beginning
Cash on Hand” in column 2 in the row marked period 1. In column 3, record your
earnings from “Sales/Purchases.” Record your “Closing X on Hand” in column 4.
Fill in the “Dividend per unit of X held” in column 5. Record your “Period Dividend
Earnings” in column 6. In column 7, record your “End Cash” of the period. Record
your “Beginning Cash on Hand” of the period in column 8. Your earnings in each
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period equal the difference in your End Cash minus the Beginning Cash on Hand.
Record your period earnings in column 9. Repeat this procedure to obtain the
period earnings of all periods.
END CASH = BEGINNING CASH ON HAND + DIVIDEND PER UNIT * CLOSING X ON HAND + SALES - PURCHASES
PERIOD EARNINGS = END CASH – BEGINNING CASH ON HAND
Subsequent periods should be recorded similarly. Your earnings for this experiment
are given by the cash on hand at the end of period 15.
Example of period earnings. Suppose that in period 10 your BEGINNING
CASH ON HAND is 3,000 francs and your INVENTORY at the beginning of period
10 is 7 units of X. If in period 10 you sell 2 units of X at a price of 200 francs and
the dividend draw is 8 francs, then in period 10:
SALES= 2*200=400
CLOSING X ON HAND = 7- 2 = 5
PERIOD DIVIDEND EARNINGS = DIVIDEND PAYMENT PER UNIT * CLOSING X ON HAND = 8 * 5 = 40.
END CASH = 3,000 +40+ 2*200 = 3,440
PERIOD EARNINGS = END CASH – BEGINNING CASH ON HAND = 3,440 –
3,000 = 440.

NOTE: the questions regarding the difference between the actual inventory and the available inventory are exclusively for Futures treatment.
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A.6

Quiz

Question 1: Suppose that you purchase a unit of X in Spot Market period 5.
a. What is the average dividend payment on the unit of X for Spot Market
period 5? _____
b. If you hold that unit of X till the end of the experiment (11 periods including
the current period), what is the average total dividend paid on the unit of X?
_____
c. What is the maximum possible dividend paid on the unit of X till the end of
the experiment (11 periods including the current period)? _____
d. What is the minimum possible dividend paid on the unit of X till the end of
the experiment (11 periods including the current period)? _____
Question 2: Suppose that in Spot Market period 5 you make a commitment to buy
a unit of X in the Market.
a. In what period will this unit of X enter your Actual Inventory? _________________
b. In what period will you receive your first dividend payment on this unit of X?
____________
c. What on average is the dividend payment that you will receive in that period
for that unit of X? _____
d. What on average is the total dividend payment for that unit of X if you were
to hold it in your inventory till the end of the experiment? _____
Question 3: Suppose that you have 10 units of X in your Actual and Available
Inventories (both in the Spot Market and Futures Market) at the beginning of Spot
Market period 10, and you make a commitment to sell a unit of X in the Futures
Market.
a. How many units do you have in your Actual Inventory (in the Spot Market)
at the end of period 10? _____
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b. How many units do you have in your Available Inventory (in the Spot Market)
at the end of period 10? _____
c. What is the last period that you will receive a dividend payment on this unit
of X? ______
d. What on average is the dividend payment for this unit of X in that period?
_____
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AVERAGE HOLDING VALUE TABLE
Ending
Period

Current
period

Number of
Holding Periods

*

Average Dividend
Value Per Period

=

Average Holding Value
Per Unit of Inventory

15

1

15

*

24

=

360

15

2

14

*

24

=

336

15

3

13

*

24

=

312

15

4

12

*

24

=

288

15

5

11

*

24

=

264

15

6

10

*

24

=

240

15

7

9

*

24

=

216

15

8

8

*

24

=

192

15

9

7

*

24

=

168

15

10

6

*

24

=

144

15

11

5

*

24

=

120

15

12

4

*

24

=

96

15

13

3

*

24

=

72

15

14

2

*

24

=

48

15

15

1

*

24

=

24
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PERIOD EARNINGS SHEET
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

PERIOD

BEGINNING

SALES/

CLOSING X ON HAND

DIVIDEND

PERIOD DIVIDEND

END CASH

BEGINNING

PERIOD

CASH

PURCHASES

PER UNIT

EARNINGS

CASH

EARNINGS

1

3,600

3,600

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
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B.1
B.1.1

Instructions for the asset market
General Instructions

This is an experiment in the economics of market decision-making. The instructions
are simple and if you follow them carefully and make good decisions, you might earn
a considerable amount of money. The experiment will consist of 10 market years.
In each year, there are 2 trading periods in which you will have the opportunity to
buy and sell assets in a market. The currency used in the market is “francs” and
all trading will be in terms of francs. You will be paid in Euro after the experiment
by bank transfer. The exchange rate is 2200 francs = § 1.
There are two markets in this experiment, each contains one asset. We will
refer to these assets as asset A and asset B. At the beginning of each market year,
you are provided with 5 units of asset A and 5 units of asset B as an initial holding.
During each trading period, you may buy and sell these assets. Your inventory of
asset A and B carries over from one trading period to the next, but not from one
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market year to the next. In other words, at the end of the second period in each year,
all your asset A and asset B in your inventory will be sold to the experimenters
at a price of 0. As soon as the new market year starts, you will be provided with 5
units of each asset again. Thus, your inventory of assets will be reset to 5 unit of
asset A and 5 unit of asset B at the beginning of every market year.
Every unit of asset A and asset B in your inventory pays you a dividend at the
end of each trading period. The dividend paid on each unit of asset A and asset B
is the same for every participant. You will not know the exact value of dividend per
unit of each asset until the end of each trading period. The dividend is determined
by chance at the end of each period by a random number generator.

B.1.2

Specific Instructions on Dividends Payment

In period 1, the computer will draw two times from a set of values to determine the
dividends payment of asset A and asset B respectively for this period. These draws
are made independently so that the realized dividend of asset A will not affect that
of asset B. The period 1 dividend of asset A (or asset B) can be 100, 150, 350, or
400 francs, and each of the four values are equally likely. In other words, there is
25% chance that you receive one of the flowing values 100, 150, 350, or 400 francs
as a dividend. The average dividend per asset (either asset A or B) is 250 francs in
period 1, which is calculated by 14 (100 + 150 + 350 + 400) = 14 ∗ 1000 = 250 francs.
In period 2, a shock will occur for sure on one of the assets with equal chance.
This means either asset A is shocked or asset B is shocked in period 2. You will be
informed about which asset is shocked at the beginning of period 2. The shocked
assets will not pay the two highest dividends anymore in period 2, so that the
dividend of the directly shocked asset will either be 100 or 150 francs. The average
dividend per shocked asset will be reduced to 125 francs (= 21 (100 + 150)).
B.1.2.1

Asset Relationships After The Shock
1
3 chance that asset A and asset B are positively related
follow), 13 chance that they are negatively related, and another

After the shock, there is
(explanation will
1
3

chance that they are completely not related. If they are positively related, then

the asset that is not directly shocked will not pay the highest dividend anymore
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in period 2. In other words, the realized dividend value might be 100, 150, or 350
with equal chance. The average dividend in this period is 200 francs for a unit of
the related asset, which is calculated by 13 (100 + 150 + 350) = 31 ∗ 600 = 200 francs.
If they are negatively related, then the asset that is not directly shocked will
not pay the lowest dividend any more, meaning that a shock to the other asset
is a good news for this asset. The dividend will be drawn from the following
values {150, 350, 400}, making the average dividend per asset equals to 300 francs
+400
(= 150+350
).
3

If they are not related, then the asset that is not directly shocked will draw its
dividend in exactly the same way as in period 1, i.e., there is an equal chance for
the dividend to be one of the four values: 100, 150, 350, or 400 francs. The average
dividend in this period is 250 francs for a unit of the unrelated asset. The computer
will make two dividend draws regardless of whether assets are related or not. Both
draws are done independently: one for the shocked asset, the other for the asset
that is potentially related to the shocked asset.
For your connivence, Table B.1 summarizes how the dividend of the potentially
related asset is determined in period 2, as well as the average dividend per asset
if the asset is related or unrelated to the shocked asset. In addition, you can look
at the bottom branch labels “Not shocked” in Figure B.1. Generally speaking,
positively related assets are shocked in the same way as in the shocked asset,
negatively related assets are shocked in the opposite way, though the related asset
will be shocked (in both directions) to a lesser extent, comparing with the asset
that is directly shocked.
Table B.1: Dividend Structure (in francs) in Period 2
Positively
lated
If the potentially
related asset is
Average dividend
per asset if

re- Negatively related

Unrelated

{100, 150, 350}

{150, 350, 400}

{100, 150, 350, 400}

200

300

250
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B.1.2.2

Example

For example, suppose asset B is shocked in period 2. It means that asset B’s
dividend will either be 100 or 150 francs in period 2. As we know, asset A might be
related (or not) to the shocked asset, Table 1 tells you how the potentially related
asset, asset A in this case, pays dividend case by case.
It says if asset A is indeed positively related to asset B, then asset A (the
positively related asset) will not pay the highest dividend anymore. In other words,
asset A’s dividend might be 100, 150, or 350 francs with equal chance (see the 2nd
column); if asset A is negatively related to the shocked asset, then column 3 is the
place you want to look for, which says asset A’s dividend might be one of the value
{150, 350, 400}. If asset A is not related to the shocked asset B, then its dividend

will still draw from the initial set of dividend values as in period 1, namely drawing
from {100, 150, 350, 400}.

B.1.2.3

Dividends Account

The realized dividend in each period in all years will be paid to you in a separate
account called Dividends Account, and it counts towards your final earnings. That
is to say you cannot use your dividends earnings to purchase assets. Furthermore,
the dividend draws in each period in any year are independent, meaning that the
likelihood of a particular dividend in a period is not affected by the dividend in
previous periods.

B.1.2.4

Clue About Relationship

Before the second period starts in any market year, a feedback screen will be shown
to each of you (more details will follow) in which you can find information regarding
the relation between asset A and asset B. On the screen, you will be told one of the
following four messages: (i)Positive, (ii)Negative, (iii)Unrelated, or (iv)Unknown.
Please be advised that what you receive on your screen could be different from
what others receive on their screen. But there will be no inconsistent information
in the sense that you receive “Negative”, while some other people receive “Positive”
or “Unrelated”.
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Please also note that what you receive in the feedback screen describes a fact
in period 2 for the current market year. If you receive “Positive”, then it means
that in the second period of this market year, the asset A & B will be positively
related for sure. If you receive “Negative”, then it means that in the second period
of this market year, the two types of assets will be negatively related for sure. If
you receive “Unrelated”, then it means that in the second period of this market
year, the two types of assets will not be related for sure. An information screen
with “Unknown” tells you nothing about the relationship between the assets.
Each year, there is a 50% chance that the computer will provide an informative
clue (either “Positive”, “Negative” or “Unrelated”) to half of the randomly selected
traders in this room. The selection is made independently in each year, so that the
chance that you would be selected to know the assets’ relationship in a year is NOT
affected by whether you were selected in any previous year. You will get to know
whether half of the traders know the relationship or not at the end of each market
year.

B.1.3

Your Earnings

At the beginning of the experiment, you will be given 20, 000 francs in cash account
as your working capital, together with 5 units of each asset in your inventory. Your
profits for the entire experiment come from two sources—from all the dividends
you receive in your dividend account and from buying and selling assets. All money
spent on purchases is subtracted from your cash account. All money received from
sales is added to your cash account. Thus, you can gain or lose money on the
purchase and resale of assets.
We have mentioned earlier that your inventory of assets will be reset to 5 unit
of asset A and 5 unit of asset B at the beginning of every market year. A similar
story holds for your cash account: at the end of every second period, you will have
to repay the initial amount of cash and you will be provided with another 20, 000
francs at the beginning of the new market year. Your end of the year profits for
any year equals to the amount of francs in your cash account at the end of period
2, plus all dividends you earned this year, minus the repayment of 20, 000 francs.
Any amount exceeding 20, 000 francs is yours to keep. If the profit turns out to be
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Figure B.1: Dividend Structure in Period 2
negative, we will set it to zero but you earn nothing for this year.
B.1.3.1

Holding Periods and Earnings

Figure B.1 summarizes what might happen in period 2. This piece of information
would be useful to you if you were to calculate the value of the asset you hold in
your inventory.
Table B.2: Average Holding Value Table (in francs, per unit of asset)
current all as- shocked as- positively re- negatively
period set
set
lated asset
related asset

unrelated
asset

1
2

250

437.5
-

125

200

300

The Average Holding Value Table (Table B.2) is created to help you make
decisions. There are 6 columns in the table. First column labeled “current period”
indicates the period during which the average holding value is being calculated. The
second column labeled “all asset” indicates the average holding value per unit of
any asset in your inventory at period 1. Any asset A or B you hold in your inventory
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at period 1 has an average value of 437.5 francs, which is calculated by adding up
the average dividend payment in period 1 and period 2. Recall that the average
dividend an asset pays to you for period 1 is 250 francs ( 14 (100 + 150 + 350 + 400) =
1
4

∗ 1000 = 250).

As for period 2, a shock will occur to either asset A or B with

1
2

chance (see

Figure B.1). If the asset is shocked indeed, then it will pay only 125 francs on
average in period 2. If it is not shocked, then there is
positively related to the shocked asset,
the shocked asset, and another

1
3

1
3

1
3

chance that the asset is

chance the asset is negatively related to

chance the asset is unrelated to the shocked asset.

The average dividend, if you do the math, will be 250 if the asset is not directly
shocked in period 2. Hence, any unit of asset that you hold in your inventory is
1
1
expected to bring you 437.5 francs (= |{z}
250 + 125 + 250) in one market year or
|2
{z 2 }
P eriod 1

P eriod 2

equivalently, two trading periods.
The third row of Table 2 tells you what amount of dividends an asset will pay on
average in period 2 in different situations. For example, if the asset is not directly
shocked but negatively related to the shocked asset, then the average holding value
of the asset is 300 francs in period 2, see the second last column. Similarly, if the
asset is positively related to the shocked asset, then column 4 tells you that the
average holding value of the asset is 200 francs in period 2. Note that these values
are just the average dividend per asset in period 2, see Figure B.1.

B.1.4

Trading Instruction

Figure B.2 shows the trading platform, which allows you to trade assets with other
traders in this room during the experiment. The heading of the screen tells you
which period (out of 2 periods) and year (out of 10 years) you are in, together with
the remaining time of the current trading period. Please pay extra attention to
the remaining time in the upper-right corner because the trading period will be
terminated immediately when the remaining time equals to 0. You are free to buy
and sell asset A and asset B during the trading period, which lasts 180 seconds (3
minutes).
Below the heading subsection, the upper left panel shows your cash account,
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which is the amount of money available to you for trading or keeping. The upper
right panel is the “Control Panel”. By clicking one of the buttons in the Control
Panel, you can get access to the market trading asset A or asset B as you wish. All
the necessary information about the chosen asset are provided to you as soon as
you click the relevant button. For example, suppose you have clicked the button
asset B, the left column panel shows you how many asset B you have in your
inventory (in Figure B.2, you have 4 units of asset B). If you want to buy or sell a
unit of asset B, you can make use of the two offers making panels with an empty
field. For instance, suppose you want to sell a unit of asset B for 430 francs. This
can be done by filling 430 in the field lies below the text “Make an offer to sell a
share” and then click the “submit offer (to sell)” button, see the second column from
the left in Figure B.2. Similarly, you can fill in a desired price at which you want
to buy a unit of asset B in the empty field below the text “Make an offer to buy a
share” and then click “Submit offer (to buy)” button. Your buy and/ or sell offers
will enter a queue under the panel “Current sell offers” or “Current buy offers”
and the computer will automatically rank the offers to buy and offers to sell in the
market so that it is always easy for you and other traders to find the best offers
available. The best offers are always located at the bottom of the queues.
To accept an open offer to sell or buy from other traders, simply click on one
of the listed prices under “Current sell offers” or “Current buy offers”, and then
click the Buy or Sell button. The box labeled Transaction History lists the prices at
which units have been bought or sold in this market.
As soon as the remaining time counts down to zero, the current trading period
will come to an end and the feedback screen will be shown to you, see Figure B.3.
In the feedback screen, you will be informed about the dividends paid by each asset
at the end of the trading period along with other relevant information such as
the number of asset A and asset B you have in your inventory. Furthermore, the
dividend account balance tells you the total amount of dividends paid by all your
assets so far.
The box in the middle of Figure B.3 tells you the second period’s relationship
between asset A & asset B in the current market year. As we mentioned before
in subsection B.1.2.4, it could tell you that the assets are positively related as in
Figure B.3, but it might also tell you “unknown” as in Figure B.4, which means you
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are not provided with any information about the assets’ relationship in the second
period. Again, other traders may receive information regarding asset relationship
different from yours.
At the end of the first period in each year, the bottom panel of Figure B.3 will
be displayed, which informs you exactly which asset is shocked. For instance, the
bottom panel in Figure B.3 says that the shocked asset is asset B. After you have
reviewed all the relevant information, please click Next button, by then the next
trading period shall begin.
At the end of each second period in every year, you will be informed how the
assets were related, if any, as well as whether computer has distributed informative
clue to the traders in this room. You will also be reminded about which asset was
shocked in the second period.
You will have exactly one practicing year (consists of two periods) to help
you be familiar with the trading platform. All the transactions you made in that
period will not count towards your final earnings. After the practicing period,
the real experiment shall begin. Should you have any questions, please do not
hesitate to raise your hand, and the experimenter will come to you and help you
privately. In case you do not have a question at the moment, please answer the
short quiz below. Please raise your hand when you have finished all the questions
and an experimenter will come to you and check your answers. Thank you for your
attention!

B.1.5

Small Quiz

Question 1. Is it true that each market year contains 2 trading periods and there
are 10 market years altogether? T/F. (Please circle the answer for True/ False
questions)
Question 2. Suppose that you are at the very end of period 2 in the third trading
year, your current cash balance is 24,000 francs and your current inventory contains 6 units of asset A & 8 units of asset B. How many asset A and B will you
have respectively in your inventory at the beginning of period 1 in the next market
year?

unit(s) of asset A and

unit(s) of asset B. How much francs you

will be provided at the beginning of the next market year?
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Question 3. There is always a shock in period 2, no matter which market year you
are trading in. T / F ?
Question 4. If shock occurs to asset B, then the dividend asset B pays in this
period will be drawn from:
− {100,150,350,400 }
− {100,150 }
− {350, 400}
− No dividends will be paid after the shock.

Question 5. Suppose the feedback screen at the end of period 1 tells you that asset
A will be shocked. Suppose also that asset A and B are negatively related. Then
asset B’s dividend will be drawn from ?? in period 2.
− {100,150,350,400 }
− {100,150 }
− {100,150,350 }
− {150,350,400 }

Question 6. The question is the same as above except that asset A and asset B
are not related. Then asset B’s dividend will be drawn from ?? in period 2.
− {100,150,350,400 }
− {100,150 }
− {100,150,350 }
− {150,350,400 }

Question 7. Is it true that whatever the amount left in your cash account at the
end of a market year will be carried over to the beginning of the next market year?
T/F.
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Question 8. Is it true that if a shock occurred to asset A in certain market year,
it will always occur to A? T/F. If not, what is the chance that asset B is directly
shocked in a particular market year?

%.

Question 9. Is it true that if you receive information telling you that assets are
positively related with each other, then there is still chance that they are not
positively related? T/F.
Question 10. Is it possible that other traders in this room receive information
that is different from your information? Say, you received “unknown” while others
receives “Positive”? Yes, No.
Question 11. Is it possible that you receive an information that is inconsistent
with others? Inconsistence means, e.g., you receive “positive” while others receive
“negative”. Possible/ Impossible.
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Figure B.2: Trading Screen (Market for Asset B is selected)
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Figure B.3: Feedback Screen WITH Relationship Clue
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Figure B.4: Feedback Screen WITHOUT Relationship Clue

B.2. INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE COMPLEXITY AVERSION MEASURE

B.2

Instructions for the Complexity Aversion
Measure

In this part of the experiment you will be making choices between two lotteries,
such as those represented as "Option A" and "Option B" below. A set of random
number generators will be used to determine the money prizes (in euro cents).
If you choose Option A in the decision shown below, you will have a 38% chance
of earning 465 cents and a 62% chance of earning 323 cents. Similarly, Option B
offers a 50% chance of earning 375 cents, a 16% chance of earning 450 cents, a 17%
change of earning 500 cents, and a 17% chance of earning 550 cents.

Figure B.5: Example: Row 3

There are ten rows in total. Each row contains a pair of choices between Option
A and Option B. Only one option in each row can be chosen, and you may change
your decision as you wish before you hand it in.
Even though you will make ten decisions, only one of these will end up being
used. The selection of the one to be used is determined by the computer’s random
number generator, equivalent of throwing a ten-sided die. No decision is any more
likely to be used than any other, and you will not know in advance which one will
be selected, so please think about each one carefully.
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Example
Suppose that you have made all ten decisions and the roll of the die is 8, then your
choice, A or B, for row 8 would be used and decisions in other rows would not be
used.
After the random generator determines the row that will be used, a second
random number is drawn from 1 to 100 with equal chance. The randomly generated
number determines the earnings for the option you chose for that row.
For instance, suppose that you have chosen Option A in row 8 shown below. If
the 2nd random number generated were between 1 and 38, then 565 cents would
be the final payoff. If the number were between 39 and 100, then 423 cents would
be your final earnings.

Figure B.6: Example: Row 8
Similarly, if Option B is chosen in row 8, then a randomly generated number
lies in the range 1 to 50 will give you 375 cents; a randomly generated number lies
in 51 to 66 will generate 450 cents; a randomly drawn number lies in 67 to 83 will
generate 500 cents, and a randomly drawn number lies in 84 to 100 will generate
550 cents.
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C.1

Risky Behavior under Time Pressure:
Summary of Results

The summary of the literature on risky choices under time pressure is provided in
table C.1.

C.2

List of Binary Risky Choices

The list of binary lotteries that we employed in the experiment is provided in table
C.2.

C.3

Graphical Presentation of Risky Choices

A screenshot of the risky choice can be found in Figure C.1.
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Table C.1: Related Literature on the Effect of Time Pressure on Decisions under
Risk
Effect of Time Pressure

Zur and Breznitz
(1981)
Busemeyer (1985)
Dror et al. (1999)
Maule et al. (2000)
Huber and Kunz
(2007)
Chandler and Pronin
(2012)
Young et al. (2012)
Kocher et al. (2013)

Nursimulu and
Bossaerts (2014)
Madan et al. (2015)
Hu et al. (2015)
El Haji et al. (2016)
Kirchler et al.
(forthcoming)

Potential
Selection
Problems?

Weak Time
Pressure?

Risk aversion ↑

No

Yes

Risk aversion ↓ for losses,
Risk aversion ↑ for gains
Risk aversion ↑ or ↓ (dep. on
level of risk)
Risk aversion ↓ for losses,
no effect for gains
Risk aversion ↓

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

Risk aversion ↓

No

Yes

Probability weighting ↑ (for
gains), no effect for losses
Loss aversion ↑ , no effect
for gains, for mixed
gambles: more loss averse
and gain seeking.
Risk aversion ↓

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes
Unclear
Yes
Yes

No.
Unclear
No
No

Risk aversion ↓ (for gains)
Risk aversion ↓
Risk aversion ↑
Risk aversion ↑ for gains,
Risk aversion ↓ for losses

Notes: Column 3 indicates whether due to violation of the time constraint, internal validity might
not hold, as the sample of violators is potentially self-selected. Column 4 indicates that there was
no imposition of substantial time pressure which could have led to negative payout consequences.
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Table C.2: Lotteries Used in Risky Choice Tasks
Lottery A

#Set/# Lottery
S1 / G1
S1 / G2
S1 / G3
S1 / G4
S1 / G5
S1 / G6
S1 / G7
S1 / G8
S1 / G9
S1 / G10
S1 / G11
S1 / G12
S1 / L1
S1 / L2
S1 / L3
S1 / L4
S1 / L5
S1 / L6
S1 / L7
S1 / L8
S1 / L9
S1 / L10
S1 / L11
S1 / L12
S2 / G1
S2 / G2
S2 / G3
S2 / G4
S2 / G5
S2 / G6
S2 / G7
S2 / G8
S2 / G9
S2 / G10
S2 / G11
S2 / G12
S2 / L1
S2 / L2
S2 / L3
S2 / L4
S2 / L5
S2 / L6
S2 / L7
S2 / L8
S2 / L9
S2 / L10
S2 / L11
S2 / L12

Payoff 1
- 19.00
- 8.00
- 16.00
- 9.00
- 15.50
- 15.00
- 7.50
- 16.00
- 15.00
- 16.00
- 15.00
- 11.00
6.50
5.00
3.00
6.00
4.50
7.50
9.50
4.00
6.00
2.00
2.00
5.00
- 20.00
- 8.00
- 15.00
- 10.00
- 15.00
- 14.00
- 6.00
- 17.00
- 14.00
- 16.00
- 15.50
- 12.00
7.00
4.50
3.00
6.50
5.00
8.00
10.00
3.50
6.00
3.00
2.50
4.50

Prob. 1
27.14 %
15.00 %
23.34 %
40.00 %
30.00 %
12.00 %
14.55 %
40.00 %
28.89 %
10.00 %
15.00 %
30.00 %
80.62 %
80.00 %
76.66 %
75.00 %
60.00 %
70.00 %
81.66 %
75.00 %
70.00 %
65.00 %
65.00 %
75.00 %
30.00 %
32.00 %
10.00 %
30.67 %
20.00 %
20.00 %
20.00 %
31.76 %
40.00 %
20.00 %
29.10 %
30.77 %
85.00 %
72.22 %
65.00 %
82.35 %
65.00 %
80.00 %
85.00 %
70.83 %
60.00 %
85.00 %
78.00 %
66.66 %

Payoff 2
- 5.00
- 4.00
- 10.00
- 2.00
- 12.50
- 7.50
- 2.00
- 8.00
- 6.00
- 12.00
- 11.00
- 6.00
14.50
15.00
6.00
14.00
7.50
12.50
15.50
9.00
10.00
7.00
5.00
15.00
- 4.00
- 3.00
- 11.00
- 2.50
- 13.00
- 7.00
- 2.00
- 8.50
- 5.00
- 11.50
- 10.00
- 5.50
14.00
13.50
5.00
15.00
7.00
13.00
14.00
9.50
9.00
8.00
5.00
13.50

Lottery B
Prob. 2
72.86 %
85.00 %
76.66 %
60.00 %
70.00 %
88.00 %
85.45 %
60.00 %
71.11 %
90.00 %
85.00 %
70.00 %
19.38 %
20.00 %
23.34 %
25.00 %
40.00 %
30.00 %
18.34 %
25.00 %
30.00 %
35.00 %
35.00 %
25.00 %
70.00 %
68.00 %
90.00 %
69.33 %
80.00 %
80.00 %
80.00 %
68.24 %
60.00 %
80.00 %
70.90 %
69.23 %
15.00 %
27.78 %
35.00 %
17.65 %
35.00 %
20.00 %
15.00 %
29.17 %
40.00 %
15.00 %
22.00 %
33.34 %

EV
- 8.80
- 4.60
- 11.40
- 4.80
- 13.40
- 8.40
- 2.80
- 11.20
- 8.60
- 12.40
- 11.60
- 7.50
8.05
7.00
3.70
8.00
5.70
9.00
10.60
5.25
7.20
3.75
3.05
7.50
- 8.80
- 4.60
- 11.40
- 4.80
- 13.40
- 8.40
- 2.80
- 11.20
- 8.60
- 12.40
- 11.60
- 7.50
8.05
7.00
3.70
8.00
5.70
9.00
10.60
5.25
7.20
3.75
3.05
7.50

Payoff 1
4.50
3.00
8.50
7.00
5.50
5.00
3.00
4.00
3.50
6.00
12.00
5.00
13.50
15.00
10.00
14.00
12.50
14.50
14.50
14.00
12.50
7.00
10.00
10.00
4.00
4.00
8.00
7.00
6.00
4.00
3.00
4.50
4.00
6.50
11.00
5.00
12.00
13.50
9.00
15.00
12.00
15.00
14.00
14.00
12.00
8.00
11.50
11.00

Prob. 1
21.50 %
15.00 %
13.00 %
40.00 %
12.08 %
27.50 %
33.33 %
10.00 %
24.86 %
10.00 %
15.00 %
30.00 %
79.00 %
75.00 %
72.06 %
80.00 %
71.25 %
80.44 %
87.65 %
70.00 %
84.00 %
85.00 %
70.00 %
90.00 %
20.00 %
13.64 %
15.00 %
41.33 %
10.00 %
25.00 %
30.00 %
12.11 %
20.00 %
9.78 %
14.00 %
26.31 %
85.00 %
80.56 %
75.00 %
77.86 %
75.00 %
80.00 %
90.00 %
70.59 %
85.00 %
80.63 %
64.71 %
82.86 %

Notes: Payoffs and expected values in e ; S=set; G=prominent gain; L=prominent loss
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Payoff 2
- 15.50
- 7.00
- 16.50
- 15.00
- 18.50
- 15.00
- 7.50
- 14.00
- 15.00
- 16.00
- 17.00
- 15.00
- 6.50
- 5.00
- 7.00
- 12.00
- 7.50
- 8.50
- 2.50
- 11.00
- 15.00
- 7.00
- 5.00
- 4.00
- 15.00
- 7.00
- 17.00
- 15.50
- 18.00
- 14.00
- 7.00
- 14.50
- 14.00
- 16.00
- 16.50
- 14.00
- 6.00
- 4.50
- 6.00
- 13.00
- 9.00
- 10.00
- 2.00
- 11.50
- 14.00
- 8.00
- 5.50
- 3.00

Prob. 2
78.50 %
85.00 %
87.00 %
60.00 %
87.92 %
72.50 %
66.67 %
90.00 %
75.14 %
90.00 %
85.00 %
70.00 %
21.00 %
25.00 %
27.94 %
20.00 %
28.75 %
19.56 %
12.35 %
30.00 %
16.00 %
15.00 %
30.00 %
10.00 %
80.00 %
86.36 %
85.00 %
58.67 %
90.00 %
75.00 %
70.00 %
87.89 %
80.00 %
90.22 %
86.00 %
73.69 %
15.00 %
19.44 %
25.00 %
22.14 %
25.00 %
20.00 %
10.00 %
29.41 %
15.00 %
19.37 %
35.29 %
17.14 %

EV
- 11.20
- 5.50
- 13.25
- 6.20
- 15.60
- 9.50
- 4.00
- 12.20
- 10.40
- 13.80
- 12.65
- 9.00
9.30
10.00
5.25
8.80
6.75
10.00
12.40
6.50
8.10
4.90
5.50
8.60
- 11.20
- 5.50
- 13.25
- 6.20
- 15.60
- 9.50
- 4.00
- 12.20
- 10.40
- 13.80
- 12.65
- 9.00
9.30
10.00
5.25
8.80
6.75
10.00
12.40
6.50
8.10
4.90
5.50
8.60
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Figure C.1: Graphical Presentation of Risky Choices

C.4

Incentivization of Cognitive Ability Tasks

The IQ and IE tasks were incentivized in the following way. In each task we count
the number of correct items. This number then determines the probability to
win a fixed prize of e 10 in the IQ and of e 20 in the IE task. The probability is
calculated as P (win e 10) = (Number of correct items + 1)/(12 + 1) in the IQ task;
and as P (win e 20) = (Number of correct items + 1)/(34 + 1) in the IE task. That
is, subjects have a clear incentive to solve as many items as possible, since their
expected payoff is monotonically increasing in the number of correct items. At
the same time, they always have a positive probability of winning the prize. The
procedure was chosen to make sure that participants could never draw clear
conclusions regarding their score or regarding the correct answer of single items.
We wanted to avoid such inference because we did not want subjects to draw strong
inference regarding their cognitive ability from our experiment. Note that subjects
learned about the outcome of the random payment draw only at the end of the
experiment if either Part 1 or Part 4 were randomly selected for real payment.
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C.5

Order effects

In our experiments, subjects make decisions for two similar sets of lotteries (referred to as Set 1 and Set 2), one with time pressure, and the other without.
The order of the experiment has been fully counterbalanced such that half of the
subjects make time constrained decisions in Set 1 and the other half make time
constrained decisions in Set 2. The results section in the main text reports the
average treatment effects of time pressure, pooling all decisions in Set 1 and Set 2
irrespective of order. In this appendix, we separately examine the effect of time
pressure by using either data of Set 1 or Set 2.
Table C.3: Differences between Time-constraint Violators and Non-violators (Set 1)
No time pressure
Performance measure

Actual time
used (in sec.)
Variance of time
used per item
Expected value
(choices made; e )
Expected value (all
decision problems; e )
Expected value (items
w/o violations; e )a
Percent of choices
avoiding prominent loss
Percent of choices
seeking prominent gain

Time pressure

Violators
(N=32)

Non-violators
(N=158)

Violators
(N=58)

Non-violators
(N=131)

411.81

251.62***

188.52

152.47***

105.49

47.47***

22.34

9.13***

-0.97

-1.17**

-1.31

-1.30

-1.01

-1.17**

-2.31

-1.30***

-3.64

-3.88**

-3.73

-4.02***

46.35%

51.74%

55.79%

61.64%

39.09%

46.35%***

53.08%

66.67%***

Notes: Violator status for each subject is assigned if at least one item in at least one time-constrained
subset was not answered; *,**,*** at the entries for non-violators indicate that these values differ
from those for violators, at the 10%, 5% , and 1% significance level, two-sided Mann-Whitney tests.
a : expected value calculated on the basis of those items in the prominent gain and prominent loss
subsets that all subjects were able to answer under time pressure.

We reconsider all tables in the results section and report them below. Overall,
we observe that the treatment effects of time pressure are qualitatively very similar
using either Set 1 or Set 2 data. The way how selection works is also unchanged,
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Table C.4: Differences between Time-constraint Violators and Non-violators (Set 2)
No time pressure
Performance measure

Actual time
used (in sec.)
Variance of time
used per item
Expected value
(choices made; e )
Expected value (all
decision problems; e )
Expected value (items
w/o violations; e )a
Percent of choices
avoiding prominent loss
Percent of choices
seeking prominent gain

Time pressure

Violators
(N=58)

Non-violators
(N=131)

Violators
(N=32)

Non-violators
(N=158)

275.22

184.37***

189.5

145.61***

62.45

25.02***

46.17

11.26***

-1.10

-1.25***

-1.25

-1.15

-1.11

-1.25***

-2.25

-1.15***

-3.73

-3.93***

-3.58

-3.81***

51.44%

58.46%*

47.17%

50.32%

51.31%

62.66%**

38.63%

56.01%***

Notes: Violator status for each subject is assigned if at least one item in at least one time-constrained
subset was not answered; *,**,*** at the entries for non-violators indicate that these values differ
from those for violators, at the 10%, 5% , and 1% significance level, two-sided Mann-Whitney tests.
a : expected value calculated on the basis of those items in the prominent gain and prominent loss
subsets that all subjects were able to answer under time pressure.

regardless of which dataset is used. The results are sometimes, though not always,
stronger when Set 1 data is considered, as compared to Set 2.
For within-subject analyses, we find that time pressure reduces the implied
expected value more when it is imposed on lotteries in Set 1 (z-score=-7.57, pvalue=0.00, Wilcoxon signed-rank test) than in Set 2 (z-score=-2.04, p-value=0.04,
Wilcoxon signed-rank test). It seems that learning plays a role here, i.e., time
pressure has weaker effects on performance when subjects grow familiar with
the tasks. Note, however, that our results in the main text are based on betweensubjects analyses.
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Table C.5: Differences between Time-constraint Violators and Non-violators across
Choice Items under Time Pressure (Expected Value of Choices Made, Set 1)
Choice
(pr gain)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Violators

Non-Violators

Choice
(pr loss)

-10.21 (N=58)
-5.13 (N=58)
-12.42 (N=58)
-5.61 (N=57)
-14.21 (N=57)
-9.02 (N=57)
-3.31 (N=57)
-11.69 (N=55)
-9.48 (N=55)
-13.20 (N=51)
-12.37 (N=41)
-8.55 (N=30)

-10.36 (N=131)
-5.24*
-12.74**
-5.79*
-14.61**
-9.19**
-3.49*
-11.87**
-9.73*
-13.35
-12.37
-8.4 8

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

Violators

Non-Violators

8.46 (N=58)
8.97 (N=58)
4.61 (N=58)
8.36 (N=58)
6.10 (N=58)
9.40 (N=58)
11.55 (N=57)
5.55 (N=55)
7.43 (N=50)
4.30 (N=42)
4.24 (N=31)
7.80 (N=11)

8.48 (N=131)
8.33***
4.46
8.26*
6.04
9.37
11.42
5.61
7.42
4.13
4.45
7.95

Notes: Entries are expected values (e ) of choices made; averages over participants in the subgroup; *,**,*** at the entries
for Non-violators indicate that these values differ from those for Violators, at the 10%, 5% , and 1% significance level,
Mann-Whitney test. Number of observations in parentheses (constant for Non-violators).

Table C.6: Differences between Time-constraint Violators and Non-violators across
Choice Items under Time Pressure (Expected Value of Choices Made, Set2)
Choice
(pr gain)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Violators

Non-Violators

-9.33 (N=32)
-5.02 (N=32)
-12.27 (N=32)
-5.50 (N=32)
-14.09 (N=32)
-8.81 (N=32)
-3.06 (N=32)
-11.73 (N=32)
-9.31 (N=28)
-12.94 (N=26)
-12.13 (N=22)
-8.00 (N=15)

-9.86** (N=158)
-5.07
-12.41
-5.71
-14.51**
-9.04**
-3.39***
-11.83
-9.67**
-13.14
-12.32*
-8.30

Choice
(pr loss)
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

Violators

Non-Violators

8.75 (N=32)
8.88 (N=32)
4.62 (N=32)
8.28 (N=31)
6.17 (N=31)
9.47 (N=30)
12.10 (N=30)
5.72 (N=29)
7.63 (N=27)
4.33 (N=24)
4.28 (N=16)
8.33 (N=8)

8.60 (N=158)
8.80
4.52
8.33
6.24
9.41
11.69**
5.74
7.64
4.28
4.37
8.10

Notes: Entries are expected values (e ) of choices made; averages over participants in the subgroup; *,**,*** at the entries
for Non-violators indicate that these values differ from those for Violators, at the 10%, 5% , and 1% significance level,
Mann-Whitney test. Number of observations in parentheses (constant for Non-violators).
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Table C.7: Effects of IQ (Set 1)

Performance measure

Actual time used (in sec.)
Expected value (choices made; e )
Expected value (all decision problems; e )
Percent time-constraint violators
Number of missing items per person
Percent of choices avoiding prominent loss
Percent of choices seeking prominent gain

No time pressure
(840 sec = 420+420)

Time pressure
(200 sec = 120 +80)

IQHigh

IQLow

IQHigh

IQLow

304.37
-1.06
-1.08
1.85%
0.02
45.30%
51.47%

244.66
-1.24***
-1.24***
0
0
58.13%***
61.18%*

163.36
-1.19
-1.50
30.36%
0.79
55.41%
58.55%

163.79
-1.48**
-1.77**
31.17%
0.99
66.30%**
68.24%**

Notes: *,**,*** at the entries for IQLow indicate that these values differ from those for IQHigh , at
the 10%, 5% , and 1% significance level, two-sided Mann-Whitney tests. The median IQ score is 10.
Total time was 840 in no-time pressure and 200 in time pressure conditions.

Table C.8: Effects of IQ (Set 2)

Performance measure

Actual time used (in sec.)
Expected value (choices made; e )
Expected value (all decision problems; e )
Percent time-constraint violators
Number of missing items per person
Percent of choices avoiding prominent loss
Percent of choices seeking prominent gain

No time pressure
(840 sec = 420+420)

Time pressure
(200 sec = 120 +80)

IQHigh

IQLow

IQHigh

IQLow

212.73
-1.14
-1.14
0.89%
0.01
52.90%
52.83%

211.55
-1.31***
-1.31**
0
0
61.26%*
68.40%***

155.07
-1.09
-1.31
17.59%
0.62
45.06%
50.41%

150.28
-1.26**
-1.36
15.85%
0.39
56.02%**
56.61%

Notes: *,**,*** at the entries for IQLow indicate that these values differ from those for IQHigh , at
the 10%, 5% , and 1% significance level, two-sided Mann-Whitney tests. The median IQ score is 10.
Total time was 840 in no-time pressure and 200 in time pressure conditions.
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Table C.9: Effects of IE (Set 1)
No time pressure
(840 sec = 420+420)

Performance measure

Actual time used (in sec.)
Expected value (choices made; e )
Expected value (all decision problems; e )
Percent time-constraint violators
Number of missing items per person
Percent of choices avoiding prominent loss
Percent of choices seeking prominent gain

Time pressure
(200 sec = 120 +80)

IEHigh

IELow

IEHigh

IELow

292.63
-1.08
-1.09
1.80%
0.02
46.32%
52.11%

258.89
-1.22**
-1.22**
0
0
57.17%**
60.65%*

160.91
-1.27
-1.55
27.59%
0.74
57.56 %
63.31%

167.70*
-1.37
-1.71
35.62%
1.07
63.48%
61.21%

Notes: *,**,*** at the entries for IELow indicate that these values differ from those for IEHigh , at
the 10%, 5% , and 1% significance level, two-sided Mann-Whitney tests. The median Intellectual
Efficiency score is 23. Total time was 840 in no-time pressure and 200 in time pressure conditions.

Table C.10: Effects of IE (Set 2)

Performance measure

Actual time used (in sec.)
Expected value (choices made; e )
Expected value (all decision problems; e )
Percent time-constraint violators
Number of missing items per person
Percent of choices avoiding prominent loss
Percent of choices seeking prominent gain

No time pressure
(840 sec = 420+420)

Time pressure
(200 sec = 120 +80)

IEHigh

IELow

IEHigh

IELow

211.09
-1.17
-1.18
0.86%
0.01
52.95%
56.90%

214.10
-1.26*
-1.26**
0
0
61.64%*
62.79%**

153.80
-1.12
-1.29
17.12%
0.52
46.03%
51.57%

151.89
-1.23
-1.39
16.46%
0.52
55.07%**
55.21%

Notes: *,**,*** at the entries for IELow indicate that these values differ from those for IEHigh , at
the 10%, 5% , and 1% significance level, two-sided Mann-Whitney tests. The median Intellectual
Efficiency score is 23. Total time was 840 in no-time pressure and 200 in time pressure conditions.
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Table C.11: Effects of Self-Efficacy (Set 1)

Performance measure

Actual time used (in sec.)
Expected value (choices made; e )
Expected value (all decision problems; e )
Percent time-constraint violators
Number of missing items per person
Percent of choices avoiding prominent loss
Percent of choices seeking prominent gain

No time pressure
(840 sec = 420+420)

Time pressure
(200 sec = 120 +80)

SEHigh

SELow

SEHigh

SELow

302.96
-1.14
-1.15
0.95%
0.01
50.48%
56.36%

248.51
-1.13
-1.14
1.18%
0.01
51.27%
54.80%

160.99
-1.33
-1.57
25.00%
0.74
58.54%
62.35%

166.93
-1.28
-1.67
38.27%*
1.04*
61.58%
62.70%

Notes: *,**,*** at the entries for SELow indicate that these values differ from those for SEHigh , at
the 10%, 5% , and 1% significance level, two-sided Mann-Whitney tests. The median Self-Efficacy
score is 29. We split the sample such that SE < 29 defines the low group. Total time was 840 in
no-time pressure and 200 in time pressure conditions.

Table C.12: Effects of Self-Efficacy (Set 2)

Performance measure

Actual time used (in sec.)
Expected value (choices made; e )
Expected value (all decision problems; e )
Percent time-constraint violators
Number of missing items per person
Percent of choices avoiding prominent loss
Percent of choices seeking prominent gain

No time pressure
(840 sec = 420+420)

Time pressure
(200 sec = 120 +80)

SEHigh

SELow

SEHigh

SELow

212.35
-1.20
-1.20
0%
0
55.09%
58.64%

212.11
-1.22
-1.23
1.23%
0.01
57.92%
59.89%

155.70
-1.23
-1.36
16.19%
0.50
50.51%
63.52%

149.68
-1.08
-1.30
17.65%*
0.54
48.89%
52.55%

Notes: *,**,*** at the entries for SELow indicate that these values differ from those for SEHigh , at
the 10%, 5% , and 1% significance level, two-sided Mann-Whitney tests. The median Self-Efficacy
score is 29. We split the sample such that SE < 29 defines the low group. Total time was 840 in
no-time pressure and 200 in time pressure conditions.
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Table C.13: Effects of Gender (Set 1)

Performance measure

Actual time used (in sec.)
Expected value (choices made; e )
Expected value (all decision problems; e )
Percent time-constraint violators
Number of missing items per person
Percent of choices avoiding prominent loss
Percent of choices seeking prominent gain

No time pressure
(840 sec = 420+420)

Time pressure
(200 sec = 120 +80)

Female

Male

Female

Male

246.30
-1.22
-1.22
0%
0
57.03%
59.94%

322.06**
-1.04***
-1.05***
2.47%
0.02
42.49%***
49.91%*

162.10
-1.31
-1.65
34.45%
0.95
63.62%
61.06%

165.97
-1.30
-1.54
24.29%
0.73
53.44%*
64.94%

Notes: *,**,*** at the entries for Male indicate that these values differ from those for Female, at the
10%, 5% , and 1% significance level, two-sided Mann-Whitney tests. Total time was 840 in no-time
pressure and 200 in time pressure conditions.

Table C.14: Effects of Gender (Set 2)

Performance measure

Actual time used (in sec.)
Expected value (choices made; e )
Expected value (all decision problems; e )
Percent time-constraint violators
Number of missing items per person
Percent of choices avoiding prominent loss
Percent of choices seeking prominent gain

No time pressure
(840 sec = 420+420)

Time pressure
(200 sec = 120 +80)

Female

Male

Female

Male

204.67
-1.24
-1.24
0%
0
61.06%
58.68%

225.13
-1.15
-1.16
1.43%
0.01
48.21%**
60.01%

150.77
-1.22
-1.417.43%
0.54
56.75%
55.91%

156.01
-1.08**
-1.25**
16.05%
0.49
40.41%***
49.28%

Notes: *,**,*** at the entries for Male indicate that these values differ from those for Female, at the
10%, 5% , and 1% significance level, two-sided Mann-Whitney tests. Total time was 840 in no-time
pressure and 200 in time pressure conditions.
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D

S OCIAL I NFORMATION AND S ELFISHNESS

D.1

Instructions

This is a study of decision-making. For your participation, you will receive a fixed
amount of money from Part I. In addition, you may receive an additional amount
of money in Part II, which will be paid to you by bank transfer within 2 working
days.
Throughout the experiment, we use points to denote the money you earn. The
exchange rate is 1 point = 0.014 euro.
If you have any questions during the study, please raise your hand and wait for
an experimenter to come to you. Please do not talk, exclaim, or try to communicate
with other participants during the experiment. While waiting, please do not look
at other people’s screen. Participants violating the rules will be asked to leave the
experiment and may not be paid.
There are two parts of the experiment. In Part I, you will be asked to give
answers to a certain number of questions. You will receive 2.5 euro for answering
these questions. This payment does not depend on the number of correct answers
you give. In Part II, you might be asked to make a few decisions.
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Part I
This part of the experiment consists of a test of observation and clear thinking and
a general knowledge quiz. For each correct answer, you earn 1 score. The result of
the test is strictly confidential and anonymous.
Test of Observation and Clear Thinking
Firstly, we will consider a practice item followed by explanations of the answers to
it. This is intended to show you how the test works, or, if you have seen tests of
this sort before, to remind you how they work.
You have 30 seconds to consider the pattern below.

Please do not look at the instruction on the next page.
Please write down your answer (i.e., the option number) here:
The correct answer (i.e., the option number) is:
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This is the correct answer because it is the only piece that correctly completes
the pattern going across the row and down the column.
− Numbers 1, 2, and 6 complete the pattern of one solid line going down the

column, but do not complete the pattern of three dotted lines going across
the row.
− Numbers 4 and 5 correctly complete the pattern of three dotted lines going

across the row, but do not complete the pattern of one solid line going down
the column.
− Numbers 3 and 7 do not complete the pattern of three dotted lines going

across the row, and do not complete the pattern of one solid line going down
the column.
− Number 8 is the only answer that works going across the row and down the

column.
Shortly, we will start the real test. The items in the real test are similar to
the one you have just seen except that there are more of them, and they get
progressively more difficult. You have 10 minutes to finish all 12 questions.
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How to choose:
The choices are presented as shown by the following screenshot

The choice question with options 1 to 8 is presented in the left of the screen.
The remaining time is shown in the top right corner. This is the total amount of
time that is available to you for all the questions in this test. If you do not answer
all the questions, the unanswered questions will be taken as wrong answers by the
computer.
To choose your answer among the options, you must mouse-click the radio
button in the bottom in the right of the screen, and then click the Next button.
Note that if you do not make a choice, the computer will treat this question as
unanswered and therefore take it as a wrong answer.
Also note that in this part of the experiment, you are free to go back and forth,
with the Next and the Back button, to review your answers if you still have time.
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Quiz Questions
Apart from the tasks above, you will also be asked to answer a general knowledge
quiz. There are 20 multiple choices questions. The result of the test is strictly
confidential and anonymous. You will need to choose the answer that you think is
the correct one by mouse-clicking the radio button, and then click the Next button
to continue.
You will have 6 minutes to answer a total number of 20 questions. If you do not
answer all the questions, the unanswered questions will be taken as wrong answers
by the computer. You are free to go back and forth to change your answers as you
wish.
The following paragraphs only appears when the right of being a proposer
is earned.
[The computer will calculate your score, which is the total number of correct
answers for the test of observation and the quiz. The maximum score is 32 (12+20).

The scores will be ranked from the highest to the lowest with # 1 being the
highest rank and # 16 being the lowest. That is, the participant with the highest
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score would be ranked # 1, and the participant with the lowest score would be
ranked # 16.
Before we inform you about your rank, we ask you to guess your rank from this
part of the experiment. The more accurate your guess is, the higher the reward
you get. You receive a maximum of 1 euro, if you are perfectly correct about your
rank. The reward is determined by

R eward = 1 euro −

|R eal ized Rank − Guessed Rank|
.
# o f total partici pants

]
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Part II
At the start of this part, each of you will be randomly given a unique ID, which
is only known to you. The ID given to you is one of the 26 letters in the alphabet,
displayed in capital form. Other participants are not able to use it to identify you,
and you will not be able to identify other participants.
Besides, you will be informed about your role. Half of you will be Proposers
and the other half will be Recipients. Your rank from Part I of the experiment
determines your role in this part. Those ranked 1– 8 will be assigned the role
of Proposer. The participants ranked 9 – 16 have the role of Recipient. The role
will remain the same throughout the experiment. In case of tie, the computer will
randomly adjust your rank by one position with the person who has the same score
as you.
The following paragraph replaces the paragraph above when the right of
being a proposer is randomly assigned.
[Besides, you will be informed about your role. Half of you will be Proposers
and the other half will be Recipients. The role for each participant is determined
by chance, and will remain the same throughout the experiment. ]
The experiment consists of two periods. At the beginning of every period, a
Proposer is randomly paired with a Recipient. 500 points each are initially allocated
to both the Proposer and the Recipient, that is, 1000 points are allocated in total
for a pair.
The Proposer can change the initial allocation by entering a new allocation to
the Recipient and to him/herself. The only restriction is that the number of points
allocated to the Proposer and to the Recipient adds up to 1000 points. At the end
of each period, both Proposer and Recipient will see the final allocation for this
period.
The following paragraph only appears in treatments where social information is available.
[Between the first and the second period, an INFO screen will display all pairs’
allocations in the first period. At this point, you are asked to make some predictions
(details will follow).]
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The second period of the experiment is essentially the same as the first period,
except that you will be randomly matched with another participant whose role is
different from yours. That is, you will not be paired to the same participant twice.
Also in the second period, 500 points each are initially allocated to the Proposer
and the Recipient. Again, the Proposer can change the initial allocation.
The Recipient has no influence on the allocation of points. However, the Recipient will be asked to make a number of predictions. See the detailed instruction
below.
The points you receive in only one of the two periods will count towards your
final earnings, where the first period and the second period have an equal chance
of 50% to be selected.

Detailed Instructions for Proposers
If you are a Proposer, you will see the following screen at the beginning of the
experiment. On the screen, all relevant information is provided to you. First, you
will see your ID and the ID of the participant you are paired with. [You will also
see your rank and the rank of the recipient paired with you. ] --- this sentence
only appears with earned right of being a proposer.
As you see, 500 points are initially allocated both to you and to the Recipient you
are paired with. You can modify these two amounts as you wish by entering a new
allocation to you and to the Recipient. You need to make sure the new allocations
add up to 1000 points. Once you have reached your decision, click OK to submit your
decision. After this, you and the recipient will see the final allocation for this period.
The following two paragraphs in the square brackets only appears in
treatment where social information is available. Participants’ ranking
information, marked by the curly braces below, is only mentioned in the
Earned-Social treatment.
[Before the second period starts, an INFO screen, like the one on the next page,
will be displayed both to you and to the Recipients. The top panel shows your ID,
{your rank} and the ID {and rank} of the Recipient paired with you in this period.
The main panel, on the left, displays the allocation decisions from all pairs in this
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period, including yours. You will see the amount of points other Proposers allocated
to themselves and to the Recipient paired with them.
At this point, all participants are asked to predict how other proposers would
allocate the points, in the next period, between him/herself and the next participant
paired with him/her (see the next section).]
Then, the next period of the experiment begins and you will be randomly paired
with another recipient to make a new allocation decision. [After submitting your
new decision for period 2, the INFO screen is displayed again. From it, you can see
all pairs’ final allocations in period 2. The experiment ends after this INFO screen.]
--- this sentence only appears when social information is available.
The figure above does not show ranking information if subjects are randomly assigned as proposers.

The section below only appears in Social treatments
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[Detailed Instructions for Proposers and Recipients
When you see the INFO screen containing all pairs’ allocations, we ask all of you
to predict how these Proposers would allocate the total number of 1000 points in
the next period.
To submit a prediction, you first click the ID of the Proposer (alphabetically
ordered) to highlight it, then fill in the two fields in the panel at the bottom, after
that click the submit button. This way, your prediction will be submitted to the
panel on the right, titled “My Predictions”. Repeat this procedure until you have
made predictions for all proposers. If you are a proposer yourself, you will find
that you cannot submit predictions for yourself, which is normal. Note that you
will not be able to change your predictions, so think carefully before submitting
your predictions. When you have submitted all required predictions, you can click
“Done” to continue.
You will be rewarded by the accuracy of the predictions you made. One of your
predictions about other proposers’ allocations in period 2 will be randomly selected,
with equal chance, to determine your prediction bonus. This is calculated by
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P rediction Bonus = 1 euro −

| prediction − real ization|
1000

This means that you can earn a maximum of 1 euro if your prediction perfectly
matches the actual allocations made by the Proposer to his/her recipient.]

Detailed Instructions for Recipients
Recipients can earn an extra bonus by predicting the number of points the Proposer
paired with you will allocate to you and to him/herself. While proposer is making a
decision, you are asked to fill in your predictions as below, see the screenshot below.

The figure above does not show ranking information is subjects are randomly assigned as proposers.
The closer your prediction is to the actual allocation made by the Proposer, the
higher your bonus would be. To be precise, your bonus will be determined as follows
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P rediction R eward = 1 euro −

| prediction − real ization|
1000

This means that you can earn a maximum of 1 euro if your prediction perfectly
matches the number of points actually allocated to you. You will be asked to make
a prediction both in period 1 and in period 2.
Note that only one of the two predictions you made would count towards your
final earnings, each with an equal chance of 50% to be selected.

Total Earnings
[Once you have seen the INFO screen for the second period, the experiment ends.]
--- only appears when social information is available.
Your total earnings from the experiment consist of a fixed amount of 2.50 Euro
from Part I and the earnings from Part II. Your earnings in Part II depend on the
period selected for payment, where period 1 and period 2 both have a 50% chance
to be selected. Your earnings for Part II are determined by the allocation of points
in the selected period, where each points is worth 0.014 euro. Moreover, you may
earn bonuses for making (accurate) predictions.

Summary
− [Those with the highest scores (total number of correct answers) in Part I

will be assigned the role of Proposer.] --- only appears if the right of being
a proposer is earned.
− Initially, 500 points each are allocated to both the Proposer and the Recipient.

Proposer can change the initial allocation.
− There are 2 periods in the experiment in which a proposer can make alloca-

tions. Exactly 1 of the 2 periods will be paid with equal chance.
− [Between period 1 and period 2, an INFO screen containing allocations from

all pairs will be shown to you.] --- only appears when social information
is available.
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− You may earn bonuses for making accurate predictions.
− All earnings-related draws are independent of each other.

I will now give you some time to study the instructions at your own pace and to
ask questions. If you have a question, please raise your hand and I will come to
your table. Once all questions are cleared, we will start Part I of the experiment.
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D.2

Simple model

We provide a simple model to illustrate that the effect of social information on
offers cannot be signed unambiguously. Let s i be the offer of the dictator in pair i .
The earnings of the dictator and the recipient are s i and 1 − s i , respectively. We
assume that the dictator chooses s i ∈ {0, 12 }. The utility of the dictator consists of
three components: (1) earnings, (2) fairness, and (3) social image. We take utility
of dictator i to be separable in these three components. We assume that utility
is linear in earnings. For the fairness part, we employ the inequality aversion
model of Fehr and Schmidt (1999) with α i = β i . For the social image component,
we assume that the dictator incurs a utility loss m (embarrassment) in case his
offer is smaller than any other observable offer.1 Note that such a utility loss may
also be the result of a concern for a positive self-image. Moreover, this is just one
possible specification for an image concern. Several alternative specifications —
e.g., a utility bonus in case one offers more than the average observable offer —
will lead to similar results.
We assume that in the absence of social information, the dictator only considers
himself and the paired recipient as relevant players. He is only concerned about
the inequality between himself and the recipient, and does not care about other
pairs. Moreover, since there are no other observable offers, his own offer can never
be smaller than any other observable offer. This renders social image irrelevant. In
case the dictator offers s i = 12 his utility is equal to

1
2

as there is no inequality and no

embarrassment. In case the dictator offers s i = 0, his utility is equal to 1 − β i — the
dictator earns 1 and the payoff inequality with the recipient generates a negative
utility of β i ∗ (1 − 0). Hence, dictator i prefers s i =

1
2

over s i = 0 if i >

1
2

. Dictator

i will offer an equal split if he or she is sufficiently aversive to (advantageous)
inequality.
With social information and n ≥ 2 pairs of players, dictator i considers the
inequality between his own earnings and those of all other 2 n − 1 players. We will
now examine under which conditions it is a best response for dictator i to offer an
1

There are a number of ways to model the condition under which a dictator would suffer from
the disutility due to social image. Thank, for instance, of the situation where a dictator offers less
than the average/median of other dictators. For illustrative purpose below, we assume the dictator
would incur m when her offer is lower than any other dictator?s offer.
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equal split, s i = 12 . Suppose all other dictators offer s k = 21 . By offering s i = 12 , there
will be no inequality and dictator does not suffer embarrassment; his utility is equal
to 12 . Offering s i = 0 while all other dictators offer s k = 12 gives higher earnings but
also generates inequality of size 1 with the dictator’s own recipient and inequality
of size

1
2

with the 2 n − 2 other players. In addition, there are social image costs

of m. Hence, dictator i prefers s i =

1
2

over s i = 0 if

1
2

β

< 1 − 2n−i 1 [1 + 12 (2 n − 2)] − m

, which reduces to β i > ( 12 − m) 2nn−1 . It is easily checked that this constraint is
more stringent than the constraint β i >

1
2

if m <

n−1
2(2n−1) .

In other words, social

information will erode the support for fair offers if the concern for a social image
( m) is relatively small and if the number of competing dictators ( n) is relatively
large.
Note that if social image plays no role ( m = 0), social information reduces the
support for fair outcomes. To see this, consider the case n = 2. Now s 1 = s 2 =
an equilibrium only if β1 >

3
4

and β2 >

without social information (β1 >

1
2

3
4.

1
2

is

This is more stringent than in the case

and β2 > 12 ). The reason is that social information

induces a dictator to attach less weight to the inequality with his own recipient and
more to the inequality with players in other pairs. However, reducing inequality
with other pairs can be achieved less efficiently than reducing inequality with
the own recipient. One extra Euro to the own recipient reduces advantageous
inequality by 2 Euro, whereas it reduces advantageous inequality with each of the
other players by only 1 Euro. As reducing inequality becomes more costly (less
efficient) a dictator will tolerate more of it.
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D.3

Distribution of Offers in Rounds 1 and 2 by
Treatment

Figure D.1: Distribution of Offers in Rounds 1 and 2 by Treatment
The distribution of offers made in round 1 and round 2 are provided in Figure
D.1. It can be clearly seen that proposers offer much less in round 2 (the lower
panel) than in round 1 (the upper panel), with a greater fraction of proposers whose
offer is close to 0. Treatment effects are also visible by comparing distribution of
offers in a round. For instance, the anticipation effect of the social information can
be clearly seen in treatment Random Social on the upper panel where offers are
more evenly distributed, indicating greater generosity.
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D.4

Heteroskedasticity Issue

In this appendix, we provide more details regarding the heteroskedasticity issue
briefly discussed in the main text. Tobit model accounts for the censoring issue at
the boundary and therefore would be less likely to underestimate the magnitude
of the coefficients, but unlike OLS estimators, Tobit estimator is not robust to
heteroskedasticity. The Tobit estimation is, therefore, biased and inconsistent with
the presence of heteroskedasticity (Arabmazar and Schmidt, 1981). The main
variable of interest %MoreSelfish exhibits a clear heteroskedasticity pattern with
an increased variance in residual when %MoreSelfish gets larger, as shown in
Figure D.2 (p-value = 0.000 in a test for homoskedasticity, see Cameron and Trivedi
(p.537, 2010) for the detailed procedure that we implemented).

Figure D.2: Heteroskedasticity Pattern
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